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ABSTRACT
This thesis focuses on the investigation of two types of Dirac materials: topological insulators
(TI) and graphene. Both materials have received much attention and stimulated intense
research activities over the last decade. Although massless Dirac electron are wonderful,
there will be more industrial applications if we can open the gap and make Dirac electrons
massive. For topological insulators, we focus on studies of the TI/Magnetic TI (MTI) bilayer
structures to induce a gap on the surface state. For graphene, the author focuses on the Moiré
pattern and interlayer interaction.
For bilayer TI/MTI samples, they were investigated with scanning tunneling microscopy and
spectroscopy (STM/STS), and with electrical transport measurements by means of a Physical
Property Measurement System (PPMS). Details of the experimental setups for this research
and their upgrades were described. For the current STM system, both the tube scanner and
sample stage in the STM head had been redesigned and rebuilt, which led to better XYZ fine
approach control, improved wire protection, and enhanced noise shielding. A new back gate
capability was added to the sample stage. A customized commercial STM system has been
commissioned, which is expected to provide a better sample holder with improved vacuum
seals and easier temperature control, as well as more convenient approaches to loading
samples and switching STM or AFM (atomic force microscope) tips. For PPMS, an optical
probe had been designed and constructed, which enabled light-induced effects on the
electrical transport properties of TIs. A new custom-made glove box has been installed,
which provides a computer-controlled and self-circling gas environment to minimize the
concentration of air while reduces the waste of argon. The glove box is also easy to use. This
upgrade helps expand our abilities to conduct research more efficiently.
STM/STS studies of both the binary and ternary types of magnetic topological insulators
(MTIs) are presented. For both binary and ternary bilayer TI/MTI systems, the majority of
the density of states (DOS) spectra evolved with the temperature. At room temperature, all
samples showed massless Dirac spectra. However, for temperatures below 200 K, all bilayer
samples with the top pure TI layer thinner than 5QL revealed opening of a surface gap.
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Generally, binary TI/MTI samples exhibited smaller gapped domains, which was
consistent with the finding of nearly negligible hysteretic behavior for Hall resistance vs,
magnetic field sweeps at low temperatures. In contrast, ternary TI/MTI samples exhibited
larger gapped domains, which implied longer range ferromagnetic order and was indeed
corroborated by the apparent hysteretic behavior in the electrical transport measurements at
low temperatures. Additionally, the application of c-axis magnetic fields led to slighter larger
surface gaps and more uniform gap distributions, which further confirmed the physical origin
of the surface gap as magnetic in nature. Besides the U or V-shaped DOS spectra, doublepeak or single peak impurity resonances were also observed. These spatially localized
minority spectra were found to mostly appear along the boundaries of gapped and gapless
domains. Moreover, the number of impurities was founded to reach a maximum around 240
K, which corresponded to the onset temperature of localized surface gaps.
Detailed studies of the electrical transport properties of both the binary and ternary MTIs by
the PPMS provided a comparison between the macroscopic information thus obtained with
the microscopic information derived from STS studies. Binary TI/MTI showed an
anonymous Hall effect (AHE) at 25 K while ternary TI/MTI showed AHE around 20 K.
Binary TI/MTI systems exhibited weak localization (WL) behavior in the longitudinal
resistance vs. magnetic field data at 2 K. The binary TI/MTI samples with a thinner top pure
TI layer revealed sharper and stronger WL behavior. In contrast, for the 3QL-TI/6QL-MTI
ternary sample, weak antilocalization (WAL) behavior was present for all temperatures,
while WL also showed up below 13 K. The Hall resistance vs. magnetic field data for all
samples of ternary TI/MTI bilayers and ternary MTI monolayer samples revealed strong
hysteresis at low temperatures, in contrast to the negligible hysteretic behavior in all binary
TI/MTI samples. Finally, circularly polarized light was found to enhance the AHE of the
bilayer ternary TI/MTI sample while weakening that of the monolayer ternary MTI. These
experimental phenomena may be mostly attributed to the different band structures and Fermi
levels among the binary and ternary TI/MTI samples. In particular, we note that the
observation of quantum anomalous Hall effect (QAHE) only in ternary MTI monolayers at
extremely low temperatures (at T ≤ 30 mK << Tcbulk ~ 30 K) may be attributed to the finite
contributions of bulk carriers to excess conduction unless T → 0.

viii
Simulations have been carried out to account for the Moiré patterns of graphene on Cu
(111), graphene on Cu (100), twisted bilayer graphene, and Cr-doped topological insulators.
The physical origin for empirically observed structural superlubricity between graphene
layers has also been modeled by simulations based on the density functional theory (DFT).
Finally, the key findings of this thesis work and the suggested future research directions are
summarized.
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Chapter 1
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INTRODUCTION
The subjects of topological materials and graphene have received much attention and
stimulated intense research activities [1-9]over the last decade, as evidenced by the awarding
of Nobel Prizes in Physics to both the discovery of graphene (2010) and the theoretical
development of topological physics (2016).
Graphene is a pure two-dimensional (2D) material of carbon atoms forming the honeycomb
lattice with single-atom thickness. Its low energy spectrum consists of gapless Dirac cones,
and each reciprocal lattice of graphene contains two valleys of Dirac cones. Therefore, there
are four bands per unit cell in graphene due to both the valley and spin degeneracy.
Topological insulators (TIs) are a type of either three-dimensional (3D) or two-dimensional
(2D) topological material that exhibits strong spin-orbit coupling and has a finite energy gap
in the bulk and gapless modes at the boundaries. They differ from ordinary band insulators
by their nontrivial integer topological invariant, which is formally known as the TKNN
number or the Chern number[4]. Just like we cannot deform a cup without hole into a donut
shape, the boundary between two insulators with different topological invariant must close
the gap. In the case of 3D topological insulators, the gapless surface states are 2D in nature
and form a Dirac cone as well, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 (a).
Due to the strong spin-orbital coupling, the surface carriers are spin-locked with their
momentum. This spin-momentum locking obeys time-reversal symmetry (TRS). TRS makes
the surface carriers robust against non-TRS-broken impurities because direct (180 degrees)
backscattering is prohibited. Graphene has similar properties with pseudospin-momentum
locking. Therefore, both graphene and the surface of TIs are excellent conductors against
impurities and are promising for applications. Their massive carriers are expected to exhibit
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anti-weak localization (AWL)[10-12] behavior because non-magnetic impurities do not
contribute to localizing the electron wave functions.
However, even though direct backscattering is prohibited, scattering to other directions is
still allowed. Therefore, neither the surface state of topological insulators nor graphene is a
perfect conductor. If a strong magnetic field is applied to the sample, the surface-state
electrons will form a cyclic motion and become like an insulator. In other words, a gap is
open on the Dirac cone (Figure 1.1 (c)). Only electrons along the edge can keep going without
any backscattering. This phenomenon is known as the Quantum Hall effect (QHE) (Figure
1.1 (e)). Thus, the surface state under a strong magnetic field like a 2D topological insulator
with a 1D boundary state. Since 1D only has back and forth direction, with the prohibition
of direct backscattering, the edge state must be dissipationless.
Despite the attractive properties associated with the edge state of QHE, the realization of this
state requires a strong magnetic field, typically more than 10 T, which makes most
technological applications impractical. The question is, can we create QHE-like edge states
without the need for an external magnetic field?
In the presence of low magnetic fields, most conducting materials exhibit the ordinary Hall
effect. For ferromagnetic materials, a finite Hall effect can appear without an external
magnetic field, which is known as the anonymous Hall effect (AHE). The appearance of the
AHE relies on a finite intrinsic magnetization to provide an effective magnetic field. In
theory, if the internal magnetization is strong enough, the quantum version of AHE should
show up, which is known as the quantum anonymous Hall effect (QAHE) (Figures 1.1 (d),
1.1 (g)). A gap is open on the surface states while a new chiral edge mode appears (Figure
1.1 (d)).
Although graphene has demonstrated perfect QHE phenomena, it is not magnetic, and so
intrinsic graphene cannot exhibit AHE. In contrast, it is conceivable to dope the bulk state of
3D TIs with magnetic elements to induce ferromagnetism so that AHE can be realized with
the presence of intrinsic magnetization in magnetic TIs below the Curie temperature.
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Figure 1.1: (a-d) Surface-state electronic properties of TIs and magnetic TIs. (a) Massless
Dirac-like dispersion relation for the 2D surface states of TI. The spins of surface carriers lock
with their momenta, and the surface-state conduction and valence bands meet at the Dirac point.
(b) Real space illustration of a 3D TI with conductive surfaces and spin-momentum lock-in of
the surface carriers. (c) Surface-state bandstructure of a magnetic TI, showing a gapped 2D
Dirac cone and new 1D edge states. (d) A chiral edge mode appears when the Fermi energy is
within the gap of the gapped Dirac cone. The edge electrons conduct electricity without
dissipation in one direction along the edge of the magnetic TI. (e) Real space illustration for the
Quantum Hall effect (QHE) by applying a strong magnetic field perpendicular to a 2D sample,
where edge states form around the periphery of the sample and provide dissipationless
conduction. (f) Hall resistance and longitudinal resistance vs. magnetic field for QAH. The Hall
resistance 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 shows quantized value plateaus wherever the longitudinal resistance 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
vanishes. (g) Quantum anonymous Hall effect (QAHE) occurs in a ferromagnetic sample
without an external magnetic field. It relies on the appearance of intrinsic magnetization. (h)
The 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣. 𝐵𝐵 curve exhibits a hysteresis loop and 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is proportional to the magnetization. (ad) adapted from [1], (e-h) adapted from [13].

Strictly speaking, only magnetization or magnetic field vertical to the 2D surface can break
the TRS and open the gap in 3D TIs. This can be demonstrated by a Hamiltonian of 2D
surface states normal to the z-axis:
𝐻𝐻 = 𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹 �−𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 + 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 �,

(1.1)

where 𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹 is the Fermi velocity from the linear dispersion of the Dirac cone, and 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦
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are the Pauli matrix. Introducing a spontaneous magnetization next to or into the surface of
the TI brings about the modification of the surface electronic structure via exchange
interactions.
𝐻𝐻 = 𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹 �−𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 + 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 � + 𝑚𝑚𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 .

(1.2)

Since the surface is in the XY plane, a vertical magnetization breaks the TRS. A gap m opens
up in the Dirac surface state, which causes the massless Dirac Fermions in the surface states
to become massive. On the other hand, introducing parallel magnetization 𝑚𝑚𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 or 𝑚𝑚𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦

simply shift the center of Dirac cone horizontally but still preserves the TRS. Therefore, the
occurrence of spontaneous magnetization does not guarantee the opening of a surface gap
unless there is a net magnetization component perpendicular to the TI surface.
For QHE, the Hall resistance is quantized (Figures 1.1 (f) and (h)) according to the formula:
𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = ±

ℎ
,
𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 2

(1.3)

where 𝜈𝜈 is the filling factor, ± corresponds to hole and electrons, respectively. For graphene,
1

𝜈𝜈 = 4 �𝑛𝑛 + �. The constant ½ is a unique feature for Dirac dispersion. The pre-factor 4, as
2

explained in the beginning, is from 2 valleys and 2 spins per unit cell, and 𝑛𝑛 is a non-negative

integer.

1

For topological insulators, 𝜈𝜈 = 2 �0 + � = 1, where the prefactor 2 is from 2 surfaces at
2

the top and bottom. The most significant difference from graphene is that 𝑛𝑛 = 0, in that TIs

only have one Dirac dispersion band on the surface, while graphene has infinite Dirac
dispersion at their 2D bulk bands.

Before reaching the quantized value of Hall resistance, Hall resistance is proportional to the
superposition of the magnetization and magnetic field (the normal Hall effect). For
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ferromagnetism, the magnetization shows a hysteresis loop under the magnetic field sweep.
Hence, the Hall resistance will also exhibit similar hysteretic behavior under the field sweep.
The longitudinal resistance 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , in theory, vanishes as 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 reaches the quantized plateau.
However, the existence of the 3D bulk bands will also contribute to the resistance. As

discussed in Chapter 5, the transport measurements indeed revealed contributions from both
the surface and the bulk bands.

1.1 Ways to open the gap
Despite various interesting properties associated with the gapless Dirac dispersion relation
on the surface of both TIs and graphene at room temperature, opening up a gap in the Dirac
spectrum or further externally controlling the open and close of a gap can provide more
opportunities for applications, especially since it can be done without the need of an external
magnetic field.

Figure 1.2: Various methods to open a surface gap without an external magnetic field. (a)
Creation of giant pseudo-magnetic fields by nanoscale strain engineering of graphene [14]. (b)
Schematic illustration (a side view) for the proximity of a pure TI to a magnetic TI with intrinsic
magnetization, which leads to broken TRS and opening of a surface gap. The addition of
circularly polarized light can further enhance the magnetization. [15]

In the case of graphene, through both theoretical simulations and experimental verifications,
our group has demonstrated that non-trivial strain on graphene can induce lattice symmetry
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breaking and resulting in pseudo-magnetic fields (Figure 1.2 (a)). Therefore, by placing
graphene onto nanoscale architected substrates, Landau levels associated with strain-induced
giant pseudo-magnetic fields have been observed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS).
The pseudo-magnetic fields can reach up to 800 T easily by proper design of the strain on
graphene. Moreover, the pseudo-magnetic field has opposite effects on different valleys.
Therefore, valley splitting can be achieved by passing electrical currents through properly
designed pseudo-magnetic field patterns, leading to the observation of quantum valley Hall
effect, spontaneous symmetry breaking, and quantum anomalous Hall effect. These novel
phenomena associated with such “quantum straintronics” have been demonstrated in a recent
publication of our group [16]and the Ph.D. thesis of our group member Chen-Chih Hsu [14].
In the case of topological insulators, doping Cr in TI can result in a ferromagnetic TI at the
low temperatures. If the induced magnetization is vertical to the surface of the sample, TRS
will be broken. On the other hand, the bandstructure of a Cr-doped magnetic TI (MTI) is also
modified due to both electronic doping and structural distortion effects. Therefore, the
effective Hamiltonian of the MTI surface state will likely deviate from that given in Eq. (1.2).
To prevent complications associated with the Cr-doping, our collaborators at UCLA
developed bilayer structures that consisted of a pure TI layer on top of a Cr-doped TI by
means of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Therefore, if the surface gap of the pure TI in the
TI/MTI bilayer structure becomes open, it will be the result of its proximity to a finite
magnetization underneath (Figure 1.2 (b)) so that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.2) holds for the
surface state. This thesis describes detailed investigations of such bilayer TI/MTI structures
for different types of TI materials by means of both scanning tunneling spectroscopy and
electrical transport measurements. Additionally, preliminary studies by introducing
circularly polarized light to preferentially excite spin-polarized carriers have been carried out
in an attempt to achieve better spin alignment to enhance the magnetization without an
external magnetic field.
Another way to open a surface gap in TIs is through the interaction between the Dirac states
on the opposite surfaces. If a 3D TI is sufficiently thin (< 5 nm), the interference between the
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top and bottom surfaces will cause the gap to open. Similarly, for bilayer graphene, the
interference of the electronic bands between the two layers will result in gap opening. In the
case of A-B stacking, a small gap appears while the energy dispersion changes from linear
to quadratic. For twist bilayer graphene at the “magic angle” (~ 1.1°), the electronic bands
around the Fermi level become flat, leading to Mott insulating states and even
superconductivity at low temperatures [17-19].

1.2 Potential applications of magnetic TIs
As discussed earlier, the appearance of QAHE is associated with the generation of chiral
edge modes, which are promising for various technological applications. Although
theoretically, QAHE in MTIs was expected to appear at temperatures sufficiently below the
Curie temperature (typically ~ 30 K), experimentally QAHE could only be reached in certain
types of MTIs and at extremely low temperatures (< 30 mK) [20, 21]. The physical origin
for this extreme sensitivity of QAHE in MTIs to thermal excitations was not understood, and
the requirement of ultralow temperatures for realizing QAHE essentially rendered most
applications of MTIs impractical. Therefore, the motivation of our investigation was to first
understand the physical origin for the lack of QAHE at intermediate temperatures below the
Curie temperature and then to find proper means to mitigate the cause so that the
ferromagnetism of MTIs can be enhanced to achieve QAHE at higher temperatures.
Another interesting phenomenon theoretically predicted for the TI/MTI bilayer structures is
the topological magnetoelectric (TME) effect [22-26], which refers to the induction of
magnetic fields by electric fields and vice versa. This effect could enable controls of magnetic
domains in MTI by electric fields. Since the image charge of a point charge is a magnetic
monopole under the TME effect, an STM tip could induce magnetic monopoles during the
scan, thereby helping align magnetic moments along the z-axis. Such possibilities may also
be explored by proper experimental designs.
The Cr-doping in the bottom MTI of the bilayer structure could also give rise to isolated
magnetic impurities in the top TI layer. Our investigation of these isolated magnetic
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impurities in the otherwise pure TI revealed that they were very stable as the result of
topological protection and behaved like two-level systems, which may find applications in
quantum memory. In particular, the STM tip may serve as the control to switch the state of
an isolated magnetic impurity through the TME effect. Additionally, a circularly polarized
light may be applied to switch the spin state of an isolated magnetic impurity.

1.3 Scope of this thesis
This thesis focuses on the investigation of two types of Dirac materials: topological insulators
and graphene. The research methodology includes scanning tunneling microscopy and
spectroscopy (STM/STS), electrical transport measurements using a Physical Property
Measurement System (PPMS), and simulations.
The remaining parts of this thesis are structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the details
of the experimental setup for the research. In Chapter 3, STM/STS studies of both the binary
and ternary types of magnetic topological insulators (MTIs), as well as the physical
implications of our experimental findings, are discussed. Chapter 4 describes detailed studies
of the electrical transport properties of both the binary and ternary MTIs by the PPMS and
provides comparisons between the macroscopic information thus obtained with the
microscopic information derived from STS studies. In Chapter 5, simulations carried out to
account for the Moiré patterns, and structural superlubricity observed empirically are
detailed. Finally, the primary results derived in this thesis and suggestions for future research
directions are summarized in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2

9

INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY
The electronic structure of graphene involves 2D bulk states with 4 Dirac cones, while that
of 3D topological insulators (TIs) consists of 2D surface states with 1 Dirac cone in addition
to the 3D bulk state. Among many experimental techniques employed to investigate the
properties of these Dirac materials, in this work we focus on imaging and studying the local
electronic density of states by a homemade scanning tunneling microscope (STM), and on
measuring the macroscopic electrical transport properties by a commercial Physical Property
Measurement System (PPMS).
For the investigation of TIs, it is generally desirable to have the Fermi level located within
the bulk gap and close to the Dirac point to ensure dominant contributions from the
topological surface states. This objective may be achieved by either using a back gate or
optimally doping the TI during the growth to tune the Fermi level. The TI thin films and
heterostructures studied in this work were fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
techniques[2, 27-31] and were provided to us by our collaborators in Professor Kang-Long
Wang’s group at UCLA. These samples had been optimally tuned during the growth process
so that the Fermi level of each sample was sufficiently close to the Dirac point. Since the TIs
are air-sensitive and degrade with time, the surface of most samples provided to us was
covered by a protective capping layer. Therefore, we had to remove the capping layer in a
vacuum or inert gas environment prior to our experiments.

2.1 Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) system
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) combines the distance-sensitive quantum tunneling
effect and piezoelectric control to explore the local electronic density of states (DOS) of
sample surfaces with high spatial and energy resolutions. Therefore, it provides a potent
technique to perform noncontact, atomically resolved imaging, and spectroscopic
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measurements. Because the tunneling current exponentially decays with distance, the
surface states of the sample contribute most. Since both topological insulators and graphene
have 2D Dirac surface states, STM is an ideal tool for investigating their characteristics.
To achieve the highest resolution in an STM image, an atomically sharp STM tip and low
noise conditions (both mechanically and electronically) are required. In the following, we
will first briefly review the theory of STM and its operation principles, and then describe the
current setup of our homemade STM. Some upgrades to the STM system have been made
by the author and/or other group members to reduce the noise level and to introduce new
capabilities (such as a back gate and photo excitations). With the added capabilities, more
versatile experiments can be carried out in the future.
2.1.1 STM theory
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy is based on quantum tunneling. The simplest way to
understand its operation is to consider a single electron passing through a potential barrier
(Figure 2.1). Even if the electron energy is lower than the potential barrier, there is still a
finite probability for the electron to appear on the other side of the barrier. However, the
probability of tunneling attenuates exponentially with the barrier thickness s, which makes it
a very sensitive method to detective the barrier thickness. Mathematically, the transmission
coefficient can be expressed as T:

with the decay rate

T~e−2χs

(2.1)
1

χ = [2m(V0 − 𝐸𝐸)]2 /ℏ.
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Figure 2.1: Tunneling effect of a single electron. When an electron of energy E moving from
the left encounters a barrier of potential energy V0 > 𝐸𝐸 and thickness s, there is a finite
probability for the electron to tunnel through the potential barrier, and the transmission
probability to the right will depend on V0, E and s.

For realistic conditions, though, electrons are bound inside the materials, which may be
conductors, semiconductors, or insulators. Vast amounts of electrons inside crystalline
materials form electronic band structures with valence bands and conduction bands. Given
that electrons are fermions, they follow the Fermi-Dirac distribution so that no two electrons
can occupy the same state. Therefore, we define the Fermi level as the energy level below
which all the electrons occupy the lowest possible energy states in the band structure. In the
case of metals, the motion of conducting electrons are free-electron like in bulk. However,
to leave the bulk of a metal, electrons must overcome a work function, which naturally serves
as a potential barrier.
For STM measurements, we move a tip very close to the sample surface (Figure 2.2). The
tip is usually made of tungsten (W) or Pt/Ir and is thus metallic. We can approximate the
density of states (DOS) of the STM tip as the constant around its Fermi level. Since the
tunneling current (I) is proportional to the density of states of both the sample and the tip, the
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current is expected to be proportional to the DOS of the sample when the DOS of the tip
is constant.

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of STM operation with a tip near a sample surface. The work
functions of the tip and sample form potential barriers. The effective barrier thickness is the
distance between the tip and the sample. When a bias V is added between the tip and the sample,
a tunneling current will cross between the tip and the sample, with the direction determined by
the sign of the bias voltage. If a back gate voltage is added between the sample and the substrate,
we can further tune the Fermi level of the sample so that the density of states of the sample may
be studied as a function of the Fermi level.

If the sample is metal, we may consider the tip, vacuum, and sample as a metal-insulatormetal tunneling junction. Following Bardeen’s approach [32], the current can be evaluated
in the first-order time-dependent perturbation theory, which yields the following expression:
I=

4πe +∞
� �𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝜖𝜖� − 𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 + 𝜖𝜖��𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝜖𝜖�𝜌𝜌𝑇𝑇 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 + 𝜖𝜖�|𝑀𝑀|2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 . (2.2)
ℏ −∞

Here the Fermi-Dirac distribution function is given by 𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝐸) =

1
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, ρS and ρT

e(E−Ef)/(𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇) +1

are the DOS of the sample and the tip, respectively, 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 is the Fermi level, and M is the

tunneling matrix defined by

MST =

ℏ2
� 𝑑𝑑𝑺𝑺 ∙ (𝜓𝜓𝑆𝑆∗ 𝛁𝛁𝜓𝜓 𝑇𝑇 − 𝜓𝜓 𝑇𝑇 𝛁𝛁𝜓𝜓𝑆𝑆∗ ),
2𝑚𝑚

(2.3)

where ψS and ψT are the wave functions for the sample and the tip, respectively. The surface

integral is over the closed surface wrapping around the region between the tip and the sample.
The rate for electron transfer is determined by the Fermi’s Golden Rule.
Equation (2.2) can be further simplified if we approximate the Fermi-Dirac function as a step
function. Since 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 = 0.025𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 for T = 298K, this is a valid assumption if our bias voltage

sweep range is much larger than the thermal energy. Thus, Eq. (2.2) becomes

I=

4πe +𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
� 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝜖𝜖�𝜌𝜌𝑇𝑇 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 + 𝜖𝜖�|𝑀𝑀|2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 .
ℏ 0

(2.4)

This equation can be easily understood by considering Figure 2.3: In the absence of any bias,
the Fermi level from the tip and the sample reach equilibrium so that there is no net current.
When there is positive sample bias, the electrons tunnel from the filled DOS of the tip to the
empty DOS of the sample. When there is a negative bias, the electrons tunnel from the filled
DOS of the sample to the empty DOS of the tip.
If we use a metallic tip (e.g., W, Pt/Ir), we may assume 𝜌𝜌𝑇𝑇 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 + 𝜖𝜖� is a constant. Therefore,
we can calculate the differential conductance as follows:

dI
(𝑉𝑉) ∝ 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 + 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�𝜌𝜌𝑇𝑇 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 �𝑀𝑀2 (𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)
dV
+𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑑𝑑|𝑀𝑀|2
+�
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝜖𝜖�𝜌𝜌𝑇𝑇 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 + 𝜖𝜖�
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 .
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
0

(2.5)

2

Since the transmission coefficient 𝑀𝑀 is smooth and monotonic, the last term in the
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equation (2.5) can be ignored. Therefore, we obtain the relation:
dI
(𝑉𝑉) ∝ 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 + 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�.
dV

(2.6)

Figure 2.3: Energy level diagrams for the sample and tip separated by a small vacuum gap. (a)
No bias. Sample and tip are in equilibrium. No net current. (b) Positive sample bias; electrons
tunnel from tip to the sample. (c) Negative sample bias; electrons tunnel from sample to tip.

Consequently, we can extract information about the DOS of a sample if we use a metallic
STM tip under a small bias voltage and evaluate the tunneling conductance dI/dV. For all
STM measurements described in this thesis, we have always used Pt/Ir for the tip. In
principle, if the STM tip is replaced by a ferromagnetic metal (e.g., Ni) or coated with a
ferromagnetic thin film (e.g., Cr), the tunneling currents will have preferred spin polarization
so that the spin-polarized STM (SP-STM) can be used to study the spin-dependent DOS of
a sample.
Even though we know how to extract the DOS information from the tunneling effect, STM
would not be viable unless we know how to control the tip position. Piezoelectric materials
make precision control possible. When we apply a voltage across a piezoelectric material, it
will deform and become shortened, lengthened, or exhibit sheer motion (Figure 2.4 (a)).
Despite generally small deformation associated with piezoelectric materials, it is more than
enough for atomic-scale studies by STM. By applying different biases to piezoelectric
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materials, we can control their deformation and, therefore, the tip that is connected to these
materials. Through the bias applied to the piezoelectric material, we can also obtain
information about the location of the tip and control the tip to scan over areas of the sample
surface on demand. With the introduction of the feedback loop, we can even maintain the
distance between the tip and the sample during the scan. Combining the information acquired
from the tip-sample distance as a function of the tip location in the XY-plane, we can obtain
a topologic image of the sample surface, as illustrated in Figure 2.4 (b).

Figure 2.4: (a) Different distortion modes of piezoelectric materials. When a voltage is applied
to both sides of the piezoelectric, it could deform into shear motion, contraction/expansion, and
bend. We can use different types of deformations to design the proper piezo drive for the STM
tube scanner and the sample stage. (b) Illustration of a realistic STM configuration. Here a piezo
drive is used to move the tip in x, y, z directions. When a bias voltage is applied across the tip
and sample, a tunneling current is induced. The controller provides the feedback and selects the
desirable STM operational mode for measurements.

2.1.2 STM operation
To perform STM measurements, we first need to bring the tip close to the sample surface.
The distance between the tip and the sample can be controlled by the tunneling junction
resistance R junction = Vbias /I, which is typically about 1GΩ with bias on the order of 1 V
and a tunneling current on the order of 1 nA. Once the distance is set, we can do a scan with
one of the scan modes: topography or spectroscopy scan.
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Topography scan
For a quick topography scan, the bias voltage between the tip and sample is fixed. The tip is
moved along the surface of the sample to obtain tunneling current or height information.
Since the data is continuously taken, we can get a high-resolution image within a short time.
We can also let tip stop by at each pixel to take spectroscopy and get the density of the states
to form the topography map later. Depending on the mode we use, we can derive different
information. (Figure 2.5)

Figure 2.5: Topology scan and its different modes of operation. (a) For the topography scan,
we use a piezoelectric drive to move the tip and scan the sample surface line by line. (b) left
and middle: Different modes for topology scan. Constant height mode turns off the feedback
for z position and keeps the bias voltage constant; the resulting tunneling current, therefore,
correlates with the surface topology of the sample. Constant current mode uses a feedback loop
to adjust the z position and to keep the current constant. The topography profile can be recorded
during the scan, and thus we obtain the topographic images directly. (b) right: If we add a small
AC bias and use lock-in techniques to extract the AC response, we can measure the DOS at the
same time with a topology scan.

Constant height mode: In this case, as shown in figure 2.5 (b) left, the feedback for the zdirection is turned off, and the STM tip scans the surface of the sample at a constant tip height
and a constant bias voltage and then measures the current. If the surface is relatively flat, the
current would be positively correlated to the sample topography. Nevertheless, the
topography can only be determined qualitatively not quantitatively, because when the

sample-tip distance changes, the transmission coefficient

|𝑀𝑀|2
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changes too. Also, this is a

very dangerous mode because it is impossible to ensure atomic flatness over the scan areas
of the sample, and so the fast constant-height scan could risk crashing the tip onto possible
protrusion from the sample surface. A more practical way is to reduce the speed of feedback
so that the tip only responds to large scale features. Then the large scale features can be seen
on the topography map while small scale features can be seen on the current map.
Constant current mode: In this case, as shown in figure 2.5 (b) middle, the feedback of the
z-direction is used to maintain the current constant during the scan on the surface of the
sample. Since we know the z height along with the scan, the z height is usually proportional
to the topography (strictly speaking DOS). For this mode, the feedback needs to be fast
enough to maintain the constant current. However, it should not be too fast; otherwise, it
could falsely respond to the noise in the current. In the spectroscopy scan, the tip would stop
at each pixel and hold onto the same tunneling junction resistance as initialization. This setup
is virtually a constant current mode at a much slower pace, and therefore, we can also obtain
topographic images while doing spectroscopy scan. The image we derive from this constant
current mode is not a simple topography of the surface. Rather, it is a topography of constant
DOS. Therefore, by applying different biases, we can explore the DOS map at different
energy of the band. Since different orbitals or spin states have different energy levels, we
may even explore the DOS map for different bonding or spin states of the sample.
Spectroscopy scan (Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy or STS)
In this mode, we want to acquire the current-voltage characteristics (I-vs.-V curve) for each
point so that we can calculate the tunneling conductance (dI/dV) to obtain the tunneling
conductance map (and thus the DOS map) for different bias voltages. For the spectroscopy
scan, the tip stops at each pixel (Figure 2.6), where the tip holds its height with a set R junction .

Then the bias voltage is swept through a range we set, and the tunneling current is measured
and recorded. In this way, we can obtain the I-vs.-V curve at each pixel. Since we hold the

same R junction value at each point as an initial condition, we can also derive height
information and thus the topography from the spectroscopy scan. With an I-vs.-V plot for
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each point, we can calculate the corresponding (dI/dV)-vs.-V for each pixel and obtain the
conductance map at different bias voltages. To reduce the noise and errors, a typical approach
is to measure a backward sweep and then average it with the forward sweep to remove
systematic errors. The sweeps are taken several times at the same pixel point to remove
random noises.
Spectroscopy scan with a lock-in amplifier
The calculation of dI/dV from I-vs.-V involves differentiation, which could introduce lots of
noise for the raw data. Therefore, measuring dI/dV directly would be a better approach.
To measure dI/dV directly, we add a small sinusoidal bias voltage ∆V cos(ωt) onto the DC

bias voltage and measure the response sinusoidal current ∆I cos(ωt) through a lock-in

amplifier. We know that

∆I(VDC = Vbias , I = Iset ) =

∆I
∆𝑉𝑉(VDC = Vbias , I = Iset ).
∆V

Because ∆I ≪ Iset and ∆V = constant ≪ Vbias ,
∆I ∝

∆I

∆V

≈

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(2.7)

(VDC = Vbias , I = Iset ). We get

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(V = Vbias , I = Iset ).
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 DC

Thus, through a lock-in amplifier, we can get ∆I (V) which is proportional to

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(2.8)
(𝑉𝑉). To

make the lock-in method work, ω−1 needs to be much less than the feedback response time,
so that the tunneling junction resistance is maintained based on the DC bias and current. The
lock-in takes time to recognize a sinusoidal output. When the controller sweeps through the
range of bias, it needs to wait at each value of bias for a much longer time. (figure 2.6 (b)
right)
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Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of the spectroscopy scan. (a) Measurement is taken on each
pixel point of the grid over the area we would like to scan. Whenever the tip moves to the new
pixel point, the tip height is initialized to the set tunneling junction resistance and hold its
position before sweeping the voltage. (b) Two modes that we can use to obtain DOS-vs.-V
spectrum. One is to measure I-vs.-V and then calculate dI/dV-vs.-V from it. The other is to use
the lock-in technique to derive signal LIX, which is proportional to (dI/dV) so that dI/dV-vs.-V
can be measured directly.

Although, in theory, the lock-in technique is a better way to obtain the conductance map data,
this method could take up to several days to complete a scan so that the average location of
the tip relative to the sample may have drifted significantly. Additionally, for lowtemperature measurements, time is more limited because of a finite evaporation rate of liquid
helium. The presence of AC noises from electrical cables could also introduce excess noises
to the lock-in response and make the measured response unstable. Therefore, for most
experiments, we only measured I-vs.-V for STS. On the other hand, our controller provides
a built-in lock-in function module that can be used for direct (dI/dV)-vs.-V measurements so
that we can choose the lock-in option when needed.
2.1.3 STM system overview
From the introduction above, we know that to build a successful STM system, we need at
least a tip, a piezo drive, a feedback system for controlling the piezo drive from tunneling
current, a bias voltage system, and a pre-amplifier to amplify the weak tunneling current.
However, to maintain the distance between the tip and sample at the angstrom scale, a noisefree environment is necessary. Any mechanical vibration from the ground, building, or sound
in the environment can easily cause several nanometers (nm) vibrations. The tunneling
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current we measure can be as small as a few pico-amperes (pA) and hence require a current
amplifier to amplify the signal to be detectable. Any environmental electromagnetic radiation
can readily introduce substantial noise currents. Therefore, it is essential to optimize the
shielding of electromagnetic noises so that the feedback can respond to the real signal.
The microscope used in this thesis was previously designed and built by Ching-Tzu Chen
and Nils Asplund[33]. It was subsequently modified by Andrew Beyer [34] and Marcus
Teague [35]. Additional modifications to the STM head were made by the author and will
be described in detail later. Here, we introduce the overall STM setup first.
The main body of the STM probe is a stainless steel stick with several partitions to block
thermal radiations and with several copper cold fingers to enhance the thermal conduction to
the STM can (Figure 2.7 (a)). The STM can is a metal tube that provides protection and
vacuum seal to the STM probe. The STM can be separated into the top part and bottom part.
The top part is made of stainless steel, while the bottom part is made of copper.
For cryogenic experiments, good thermal isolation between the top and bottom parts of the
STM probe and the STM can is essential. Stainless steel has low thermal conduction at low
temperatures and is a solid material with sufficient mechanical strength. Therefore, both the
top part of the STM probe and STM can are made of stainless steel to prevent heat load from
top to bottom.
The bottom part of the STM probe is the STM head. More details about the STM head will
be given in the next subsection. The STM can is separable so we can load the sample directly
inside the glove box in an argon environment. This design is crucial when handling airsensitive samples. We insert the STM probe into the STM can and then move it to the
glovebox. The glove box is filled with argon gas so that it is safe to expose the air-sensitive
sample in argon after it has been annealed or etched and then loaded into the STM head.
After the sample is loaded, an indium wire is used as a gasket between the top and bottom
parts of the STM can. Finally, both parts are tightened together with a set of screws.
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Figure 2.7: STM probe and its Dewar. (a) The STM probe consists of a probe body and a probe
head. The STM head includes a tube scanner, piezo drives, and sample stage. The entire STM
probe is protected by the STM can, which can be separated to the top part and the bottom part.
The bottom part is made of copper for better thermal conduction in liquid helium. The charcoal
box is placed at the bottom of the bottom can as a cryogenic pump to enhance the vacuum more.
The top part is made of stainless steel to reduce the thermal load from room temperature. The
angle valve is used to seal the STM probe so that we can vacuum it. (b) The STM probe is
placed inside the STM Dewar. The Dewar is installed on an air table to reduce mechanical
vibration. Dewar jacket needs to be vacuumed to enhance thermal isolations. The Dewar can be
filled with different cryogens like liquid nitrogen (LN2) or liquid helium (LHe) to lower the
temperature of the Dewar and STM probe. A 7-T superconducting magnet is installed at the
bottom of the STM Dewar. It can only be used when it is fully immersed into liquid helium and
cooled below the superconducting transition temperature. Several wires connect the STM head
to the feedthrough at the top of the probe. The bias current signal is sent through the preamplifier first before it enters the STM controller. The temperature sensor and heater are
controlled by a temperature controller.
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The STM probe with the outer can is capped by an angle valve so we can evacuate the
argon gas inside the STM can by first using a roughing pump and then a turbopump. Even
though a high vacuum is not necessary for an air-stable sample like graphite or gold, keeping
the STM probe in a high vacuum environment is still a good measure to prevent potential
contamination and keep the STM system under a premier condition. Additionally, the voltage
required for activating the piezo drives can be as high as 400 V, which could cause discharge
and damage the piezo drive in the absence of a high vacuum. Finally, for measurements at
cryogenic temperatures, it is essential to evacuate residual air from the STM system to
prevent the liquidation of air at liquid nitrogen temperature (77K) and ice formation of air at
liquid helium temperature, which could cause damage to the STM head. Moreover, an
ultrahigh vacuum is particularly crucial for cryogenic measurements because even a very
thin layer of liquefied air or ice on the sample surface could complicate or even nullify STM
studies of the sample.
With a turbopump, the pressure at room temperature can reach ~ 10−6 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 if the STM probe
was baked before the insertion of a sample. A small copper box full of charcoal is placed at

the bottom of the STM can, which can be activated at low temperatures as a cryogenic pump.
The final pressure reaches as low as ~ 10−10 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 at liquid helium temperature. After
pumped down to a vacuum level of ~ 10−6 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡, the STM probe is inserted into a steel

vacuum jacket mounted in an Oxford cryogenic Dewar. The Oxford Dewar is set on a threeinch-thick aluminum plate mounted on four air-damped pneumatic legs to reduce mechanical
vibrations.
We can transfer cryogen such as liquid nitrogen (LN2) or liquid helium (LHe) into the STM
dewar to cool down the STM probe. The dewar jacket needs to be vacuumed before
transferring cryogen; otherwise, the air inside the dewar jacket will be frozen and cause
damages. As we warm up the Dewar, evaporated cryogen will build up pressure inside the
vacuum-sealed dewar jacket quickly. A pressure release valve is used to release the excess
pressure and to prevent the potential risk of explosion.
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There is a superconducting magnet at the bottom of the STM dewar. The magnet consists
of a solenoid of superconducting wires with a superconducting transition temperature
significantly higher than liquid helium temperature. Hence, after liquid helium transfer and
immersing the entire solenoid in liquid helium, the solenoid becomes superconducting,
which can hold a very high current in the persistent current mode without dissipating any
energy, as long as the current stays below the critical current of the material. The
superconducting magnet is an exceedingly power-efficient way to generate a strong magnetic
field for a long time. Our superconducting magnet can hold currents up to 90 A and a
maximum field of 7 T with controller shown in figure 2.8(d).
To ensure sufficient cooling power to the sample, we use copper as the material for the
bottom part of the STM can. The material of the STM head consists of molybdenum, Macor,
sapphire, and aluminum, all non-magnetic to avoid unwanted interferences with the applied
magnetic field.
Conducting wires for various purposes connect the STM head to the top of the STM probe.
The bias voltage, bias current, piezo drives are controlled by the STM controller (Figure 2.8
(b)). We use the Nanonis controller as our STM controller, which includes HVS4 (high
voltage supply), HVA4 (fine approach control), PMD4 (coarse approach control), SC4 (8
output and 8 input ports), and RC4 (the brain of all controllers and connect to the computer).
The output signals include the bias voltage and back gate of the STM, and HVA 4 for fine
approach control. The input signal is the bias current from the pre-amplifier. The controller
connects to the white power or power conditioner in our lab to minimize electrical noises
from other facilities in the building. Bias current ground also connects to the white power
ground, while bias voltage ground shares the same ground with the controller.
A current pre-amplifier, Femto DLPCA-200 Variable Gain Low Noise Current Amplifier
(figure 2.8 (a)), is used to amplify the current before inputting into the controller. This
amplifier has a Low Noise (LN) mode and High Speed (HS) mode. The Low Noise mode
can amplify current with a gain from 103 to 109 and the High Speed mode can amplify

current with a gain from 105 to 1011 . Generally, a smaller gain has a higher level of
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background noise, which can be even higher than our bias current setpoint. Therefore, we
choose as high gain as possible most of the time.

Figure 2.8: Instruments used for the STM system. (a) DLCP-200 Variable Gain Low Noise
Current Amplifier (picture adapted from manual). (b) Nanonis STM controller sets. The
instruments from top to bottom are HVA4, PMD4, HVS4, SC4, and RC4. (c) LakeShore Model
340 Temperature controller. (d) Superconducting magnet controller and current reversing
switch.

The conducting wires from the temperature sensor and heater at STM head go to a LakeShore
Model 340 Temperature Controller (figure 2.8 (c)). The temperature sensor is CX-1050-SD4L Cernox Resistor, with a working range from 4K to 325K. The Cernox resistive
temperature sensor is chosen for its low-temperature compatibility and negligible sensitivity
to the magnetic field.
Our STM lab is at the subbasement of the building. Sound absorbing sponges are attached to
all interior walls of the lab. Outside the lab, we cover the wall with sound-reflecting curtains.
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Additionally, the air table, together with the STM dewar in the lab, is enclosed by a wooden
box with sound-absorbing sponges on both the interior and exterior surfaces. Outside the
wooden box, we put four pieces of aluminum walls with sound-absorbing sponges attached
to both sides of each wall to surround the wooden box. Here the metallic walls are used to
shield electromagnetic radiation. Several heavy bricks are placed on the air table to enhance
the total mass of the system, thereby reducing the vibrational amplitude induced by
mechanical noise. Lastly, the most significant noise is the 60 Hz noise from the power lines.
Therefore, we turn the light off during all STM experiments. Additionally, low noise BNC
cables are used for all electrical connections. Despite all the efforts, the ultimate noise level
is often determined by other activities (such as the operation of a nearby elevator, running of
large vacuum pumps in other research groups, etc.) outside the STM lab, which are
unfortunately beyond our control. This situation can be mitigated by concentrating more
measurements during the evenings and weekends when external activities are much reduced.
2.1.4 STM probe head and upgrade
The STM probe head contains 3 parts: the STM head body, a spacer, and the STM head base
(Figure 2.9 (a)). Most components of the STM head are made of Molybdenum (Mb) for
conductors and Macor for insulators due to their similar thermal expansion coefficient. The
STM head body uses three pairs of piezo stacks to hold a tube scanner and to provide coarse
Z motion for the tube scanner to move the tip in big steps continuously. The tube scanner
holds the tip and receives a bias current. It contains a piezo tube to move the tip in x, y, z
directions and provides finite but more precise motion for the tip.
The STM head base has three pairs of piezo to provide coarse X and Y motion for the sample
stage that is made of sapphire (old version) or alumina (new version). On top of the sample
stage is the sample holder. After recent upgrades, the STM head base can not only hold the
sample but also provide back gate voltages to the sample.
STM head spacer is used to enhance the connection between the head body and head base.
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Figure 2.9: Photos for the STM probe head. (a) Assembly of the entire STM probe head. It
includes the head body, head spacer, and head base. (b) STM head base holds a sample holder
onto the sample stage. It also includes piezo stacks for coarse XY motion to move the sample
stage around. (c) STM head body includes tube scanner and coarse Z piezo stack to move the
tube scanner up and down. The tube scanner contains a piezo tube to provide fine motion on the
tip. It also has a tip holder to hold the tip.

The biggest challenge for STM is to move the tip close to the sample and then form a stable
tunneling junction. The separation between the tip and sample surface for STM
measurements is only a few nanometers. To enable the tip to find the sample surface
successfully without crashing into it, we design the coarse motion and fine motion for the
STM tip. Coarse Z motion moves the tube scanner up and down. Without physical limitation
of the length of the tube scanner, it can take infinite steps and move the tube scanner by an
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infinite distance. Coarse XY motion moves the sample stage around relative to the tip
position.

Figure 2.10: Coarse z-motion mechanism. (a) Top view of the tube scanner sapphire crystal
inside the Mo head body. In order to keep the sapphire crystal attached to the piezo stack tightly,
a triangular cylindrical crystal is required. The copper plate at the top of this image presses the
piezo stack onto the sapphire crystal to make the crystal in tight contact with the piezo stacks.
(b) The coarse approach is achieved through a sequential fast and slow shear motion of the piezo
stack. If the shear motion of the piezo stack is slow enough, the crystal it holds will move with
it. On the other hand, if the piezo stack has quick shear motion, the stack will slide through the
crystal and make the position of the crystal unchanged. By repeating these steps, the crystal can
keep moving until it is out of range.

The coarse motion of the tip is achieved by shear piezo stacks. The mechanism is shown in
Figure 2.10. We use 3 pairs of piezo stacks to hold the sapphire crystal of the tube scanner
tightly. Then by applying voltages to the piezo stacks, shear motion takes place on the stacks.
If the shear motion is sufficiently slow, the sapphire crystal will move with the shear motion
of the piezo stacks together. However, if the shear motion is fast enough, the sapphire crystal
will stay in the same place. This stick-slip motion is similar to the case of placing a cloth on
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a table and putting a bottle on top of the cloth. If we pull the cloth very quickly, the bottle
will stay in the same place on the table. On the other hand, if we pull the cloth very slowly,
the bottle will move with the cloth. If we keep repeating the stick-slip approach, the sapphire
crystal can keep moving until it is either out of range or blocked by some obstacles.
The primary challenge here is to ensure that the piezo stacks attached to the sapphire crystal
tightly. Therefore, the sapphire crystal needs to be triangular pillars, so we have the flexibility
to clamp the crystal by different tightness we want. The interface between a sapphire crystal
and the piezo stack must be smooth so that the sapphire crystal will not be dragged by the
shear motion of piezo independent of the speed.
In the past, we calibrated raw piezo stacks and combined those stacks with similar shear
strength together. However, the shear strength of piezo stacks diminished with time and
thermal circles. The coarse approaching mechanism no longer worked at low temperatures
after several years. We used commercial shear piezo stacks P-121.01T from PI ceramic as
our coarse approach piezo drive, where P-121.01T was made of PZT with very high Curie
temperature. The piezo material was compatible with the ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
environment, and its operating temperature range was from 4 K to 358 K, entirely within our
experimental parameter space.
STM tube scanner and its upgrade
The STM tube scanner is the core of the STM operation. It controls the fine motion of the
STM tip, decides the scan range of the STM for topography, and collects the tunneling
current from the tip. The tube scanner has three parts: Macor pillar and top, piezo tube, and
tip holder (Figure 2.11).
The Macor pillar and top provide the support and holds against the triangular cylindrical
sapphire crystal. By moving the sapphire crystal via the coarse Z piezo drive, the entire tube
scanner moves with it. The Macor pillar has several grooves for electrical wires to run
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through from the piezo tube. It protects and physically separates the wires to prevent crosstalks of the electrical signals.

Figure 2.11: Design of the tube scanner. The tube scanner contains Macor top, Macor pillar,
piezo tube, copper ring for bias current ground (BCG), tip holder for bias current (BC). The
three big holes on the Macor top are for the screws that lock the sapphire crystal. Coarse Z piezo
stacks then control the position of sapphire crystal. The design of the tube scanner has been
changed due to some problems in the old design. (a) The old design of the tube scanner. The
piezo tube only had four quadrants to serve as fine X, Y, and Z motion. The Z voltage was
applied in the inner side of the piezo tube and used the average voltages of X+, X-, Y+, and Yas reference ground. Even though there were five wires for X+, X-, Y+, Y- and Z, the Macor
pillar only had four grooves while the Macor top only had four small holes. Therefore, the Z
wire was forced to go outside the sapphire crystal and was exposed. It was dangerous when the
tube scanner was moved by the coarse Z piezo drive with applied high voltage. The piezo tube
did not have insulating rings on both ends, and so we had to add an extra Macor ring to avoid
possible shorting. The bias current (BC) wire was connected to the tip holder from outside of
the tube scanner. The BC wire was also exposed and so might collect excess noise. The dangling
BC wire could further introduce vibration noise to the BC. (b) The new design of the tube
scanner. Here the piezo tube uses the split design to separate fine Z from fine X and fine Y. The
inner side of the piezo tube is a shared ground. The top half of the tube is used as a fine Z motion.
The bottom portion of the tube is used as XY motions, like the old design. This design also
reduces the coupling between fine Z and fine XY. The Macor pillar has six grooves while the
Macor top has six holes. All wires from X+, X-, Y+, Y-, Z, and ground can go inside the sapphire
crystal and be protected. The BC wire goes into the piezo tube. We can use a stronger coaxial
cable with much better shielding as the bias current wire. Since the wire is fixed in the inner
hole of the Macor pillar and piezo tube, there is no problem of wire dangling either.
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In the old design (figure 2.11 (a)), the Macor pillar only had 4 grooves to accommodate 4
wires from the piezo tube, which left one wire exposed. The author changed the design of
the Macor pillar to accommodate 6 grooves for all the wires from the piezo tube to the top
of the STM probe. This improvement helped to prevent possible damages and shorting of the
wires when the tube scanner moved by the coarse piezo drive.
The piezo tube controls fine X, Y, and Z motion of the STM tip. In the old design, it only
had 4 quadrants. Each quadrant could change its length when a voltage was applied. If 4
quadrants of the piezo tube elongated differently, the piezo tube would bend in one direction.
On the other hand, the average elongation of all the quadrants of the piezo tube would change
the total length of the piezo tube and therefore changed the Z height of the tip. The 4
quadrants were named X+, X-, Y+, and Y- corresponding to the XY motion. The inner side
of the piezo tube was called Z.
On the other hand, this weird design coupled the XY motion with the Z motion. It was
difficult to be certain of the XY location according to the applied XY piezo voltage under
different Z voltages. The piezo tube that we used in the old design was EBL #2 from EBL
Products.
With the suggestion of an EBL engineer, we purchased the new split-design piezo tube
(figure 2.11 (b)). It partitions half of the tube as fine Z motion and therefore decouples fine
the Z motion from the fine XY motion. Because of this new design, the inner side of the tube
can be used as a ground, which increases the stability of the circuit and can be used as
shielding for the bias current coaxial cable inside the tube. The Z motion part needs to be at
the top of the XY motion part so that the elongation from Z piezo is in the Z direction. An
insulating ring is added to both ends of the piezo tube, which simplifies the design for the
tube scanner without the need to add two extra Macor rings on both ends of the piezo tube.
The tip holder has a hole in the bottom for a tip and side holes for screws to fix the tip. In the
old design, there was only one side hole for one screw. When we tightened the screw, the tip
would bend. We had to straighten the tip again using a tweezer after tightening the screw,
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which could introduce significant strain to the tube scanner and could even break it. To
avoid this problem, in the new design, two threaded side holes and two screws are introduced,
so two screws can hold the tip at the same time. The tip can, therefore, be kept straight even
after screws are tightened.
All tips used for the STM studies described in this thesis use are all made from Pt/Ir wires,
which contains 80% platinum and 20% iridium. Platinum is an inert metal and will not
degrade or get oxidized with time. However, pure platinum is too soft to be used. Mixing
platinum with 20% iridium enhances the hardness of the wire and hence the tip made from
it. The tip can be made by mechanically cutting or chemical etching. We have also tried to
develop spin-polarized tips by depositing the Cr thin films onto the tip, but it is difficult to
justify the effectiveness of the spin-polarization without proper calibration.
For totally flat 2D materials like HOPG, cutting the Pt/Ir wire is not a bad tip-making method
as there are always a few dangling atoms at the end of the tip. However, the tip shape is more
irregular. Several mini-tips might form at the end of the tip. For a flat surface, we can ensure
the lowest mini-tip contributes to the tunneling current. However, for uneven topography,
other mini-tips might become closest to the sample. Therefore, most of our STM tips have
been made by chemically etching to ensure a symmetrical cone-shaped tip and consistent
quality. 1M to 1.5M Calcium Chloride dehydrate solution is used for etching the tip.
In the old design, the bias current wire was connected externally from the side of the STM
head body to the tip holder of the tube scanner. The last part of the wire had to be soft and
long enough to allow the tube scanner to move around. For this reason, copper wire instead
of coaxial cable was used in the last part. This external copper wire had no shielding and so
was prone to pick up electrical noises. It was also dangling between the side of the STM head
body and the tube scanner. The dangling could produce some vibration and/or introduce extra
strain on the tube scanner.
In the new design, the bias current coaxial cable goes through the central inner hole of the
tube scanner and piezo tube to reach the tip holder. The coaxial cable and the ground of the
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piezo tube provide the shielding to the bias current signal. The coaxial cable is held tightly
by the tube scanner and so prevents any dangling vibration. This improvement indeed helps
us obtain atomic resolution more easily.
STM sample stage, sample holder and Macor spacer
The STM head base includes the coarse XY piezo drive, sample stage, and sample holder.
The sample holder is installed on the sample stage by G-varnish, and the sample stage is
clamped by 3 pairs of the piezo drive for the XY motion. (Figure 2.12)
The Macor spacer fixes the distance between the STM head body and the STM head base to
keep the head base from vibration. In the old design (Figure 2.12 (a)), the wall of the Macor
spacer was thick, with only one opening on one side. This design restricted the size of the
sample holder and squeezed all electrical wires out of the same opening. It could cause wires
to entangle, making it difficult to connect wires to the connection pins at the top of the STM
head or even leading to breakage of the wires. In particular, whenever we had to install the
STM head base inside the glove box, squeezing all wires through the single opening of Macor
would be challenging.
The sample holder was also very simple. It consisted of a pure bulk copper stand plus a screw
and a small copper plate. The small copper plate with a screw was used as a clamp and also
the top gate. This design made the top of the sample short with the bottom, which made backgating the sample impossible. A heater was attached to the bottom of the copper stand while
a temperature sensor was attached to the side of the copper stand. The clamp only pressed
against the edges of the sample to avoid blocking the tip landing area. However, to hold the
sample in place, we had to tighten the screw, and the stress often caused the sample to tilt
with one side of the sample hanging in the air. Such tilting would introduce a colossal slope
background in topography, which could reduce the resolution of height seriously and could
also induce vibration. The sample could also be damaged due to the intense point contact
stress.
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Figure 2.12: Designs of the STM probe head base. (a) The old design of the head base and
Macor spacer. The sample holder was only a copper stand with a small copper plate tighten by
a screw as a sample clamp. A heater was placed under the copper stand. A temperature sensor
was attached to the side of the copper stand. The Macor spacer had a thick wall with only one
opening on one the side, so that all wires, including temperature sensor wires, heater wires, and
bias voltage wire, must come out of the sample opening. Space was narrow and difficult to
operate. The clamp only added pressure to the edge of the sample, and so would make sample
tilt relative to the STM tip. Also, there was no way to apply a back gate voltage to the sample
as the clamp shorted to the copper stand directly. (b) The new design of the STM sample holder
and Macor spacer. The wall of the Macor spacer is thinner with 3 openings to allow electrical
wires to get through. The Mo shield is installed on the side of the spacer to provide radiation
shielding. The sample holder includes a Mo base for the back gate, a Macor ring for insulating
separation between the back gate and top gate, a big copper ring to attach the temperature sensor
and bias current wires, a copper sample plate for placing the sample, a beryllium copper spring
to push the sample plate up, and a copper cap to screw into the copper ring to hold the sample
and provide the top gate function. The temperature wires, heater wires, back gate wire, and BV
wire are arranged to run out from 3 different corners to reduce the wire density.
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Because of the aforementioned drawbacks, the author came up with a new design to
address all these issues (Figure 2.12b). The new Macor spacer has a thinner wall and provides
more space for the sample holder. It has three openings to spread the distribution of electrical
wires. A molybdenum shield is added to the side of the spacer and short to the STM probe
head to provide radiation shielding.
The new sample holder is much bigger with several parts. A molybdenum base, a beryllium
copper spring, and a copper sample plate are used for the back gate connection. An outer
copper ring and a copper cap are used for the top gate connection. A Macor ring is used as
insulation between the top gate and the back gate. The sample is installed onto the sample
plate with the spring pushing the plate up. The copper cap can be screwed down to the outer
copper ring to hold the sample. This design ensures the flatness of the sample.
The temperature sensor is attached to the side of the outer copper ring. The wires from the
temperature sensor, bias voltage, and back gate are distributed to come through from 3
different openings of the new Macor spacer. This design makes wires better organized and
easier to repair.
2.1.5 A customized STM/AFM system
Limitation of our current STM system
Even though we try to make several modifications to enhance the capabilities of our current
STM and make it easier to operate and repair, most of the STM system is more than 20 years
old. It is a homemade system, and the design is old. Several limitations make it difficult to
experiment with our STM system.
The new sample holder still has some shortcomings. First, screwing down the copper sample
cap is not easy, and it might damage the sample during the process. A tweezer is used to push
the sample stage down against the beryllium copper spring in order to keep the sample from
touching the copper cap during the process of tightening the copper cap. This task is even
harder to do inside the glove box. Additionally, beryllium copper spring would lose its
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strength and elasticity at the helium temperature to push the sample plate up. A better
approach to hold the sample in place while allowing the application of the back gate is
needed.
The wires and other components cannot survive many thermal circles and will need repairs
after multiple low-temperature measurements. We have connected wires from the probe head
to the top of the probe body feedthrough with pin sockets. The pin sockets can become loose
or short with the STM body easily. The feedthrough we used on the STM probe is an old
type and cannot find the replacement any more. This problem implies that we must maintain
the old components and hope that they remain working indefinitely. A new STM system with
modern vacuum components and electronic components will not only enhance its function
but also makes it easy to repair and maintain.
Loading air-sensitive samples requires us to detach the STM can and reapply the indium
wires as the gasket after the loading process. The whole STM probe has to be moved to the
glove box. We need to etch the sample, load the sample onto the sample holder, and install
the STM head base back to the head body all inside the glove box. Even if we can succeed,
we need to check if the tip is right above the sample so the tip can approach. Finally, we need
to install the bottom can back to the STM can body and hope that there are no leaks on the
can, and that all electrical contacts are still reasonable on the STM probe. Then we need to
pump on the STM probe to achieve a good vacuum, approach the tip, transfer liquid nitrogen
and helium, and finally, if liquid helium is enough, we can turn on the magnetic field. There
are so many required steps, but the failure rates are high. A more durable and reliable
commercial system is, therefore, desirable.
Even though we can measure the temperature and turn on the heater by the temperature
controller, we cannot connect the controller to the computer and use the computer to read the
temperature and switch on the heater. The controller is too old to add this function. We need
to record the temperature by hand and match them to the data we took. Therefore, it is
impossible to control the temperature with the heater provided through some feedback
system. The software for the STM controller cannot be upgraded for free, so the OS of the
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computer has to stick to Windows XP. A new STM system with a new controller
compatible with the latest Windows 10 system will be beneficial for faster and easier data
acquisition.
Limitation on STM itself
Although STM itself is a powerful technique, it has several limitations. First, the STM scan
range is small. Even though we can do the area scan as large as few microns, the scan itself
is very time-consuming due to the speed of feedback. Most of the time, we limit our scan
size to hundreds of nanometer. We cannot predict where the tip would land on the sample. It
is also challenging to study specific small features on the sample due to the small field of
view associated with the STM unless the interesting features can be found everywhere.
Therefore, we tried to develop the SEM/STM system to solve this problem. With SEM, we
can image a larger area of the sample and then zoom in to study the interesting regions with
a higher spatial resolution by STM.
Second, the STM can only study conductors and semiconductors. From Equation (2.6), we
know that the tunneling current depends on the DOS on both the sample and the tip. If the
DOS of the sample vanishes, the tip cannot detect a tunneling current and, therefore, will
crash to the sample surface. The topological insulators we studied are actually small-gap
semiconductors, so that the STM is still useful. On the other hand, if we have materials that
exhibit a phase transition between an insulating state and a conducting or superconducting
state, STM techniques would appear to be difficult for use in investigating the spatial
evolution of DOS near such phase transitions due to the inability of STM to probe nonconducting materials.
Even though we can get useful data from STS, simultaneous in-situ measurements with other
complementary techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) will provide more
information on the samples.
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Customized commercial solution for STM
All in all, with the advance of the technology, commercial STM systems have become more
capable, multi-functional, and robust compared to typical homemade systems. The author
began to look for a company willing to provide a customized commercial system which can
fit out need.
After contacting several companies, Nanomagnetics Instruments company is the only
company willing to make customization while keeping the price much lower than all the
competitors. We discussed with them about all the problems that we would like to solve, and
they agreed to provide us with commercial solutions.
Their products are featured by the modular design of the probe head. The probe body is
compatible with several probe heads with different features like STM, Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM), Magnetic Force Microscope (MFM), Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
(KPFM), and Piezo Response Force Microscope (PRFM). This design provides us with the
flexibilities to switch among different functions for our probe. A further upgrade to
conductive Atomic Force Microscope (c-AFM) is requested, and it can provide us with the
ability to do simultaneous STM/AFM scans. The data acquired from STM and AFM can
compare with each other for verification. This STM system will be a considerable upgrade
for us.
Our new customized commercial is under construction, but its design shows that it is
promising to solve several major problems in our current system.
The new design makes the STM probe head detachable. The bottom part of the probe is
called the STM shuttle, which contains a tube scanner and sample stage. The shuttle itself
can be opened and taken off the bottom cover to expose the STM head. We can install
samples easily with a new sample stage design that contains a top PCB (printed circuit board)
and a bottom PCB. The top PCB acts as a top gate. Four screws are used to lock the top PCB
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onto the bottom PCB while holding the sample. Bottom PCB contains a back gate
electrode, temperature sensor, and heater.

Figure 2.13: Design of the customized commercial STM. The STM probe is detachable with
the STM shuttle at the bottom. The switch at the top of the probe can control the valve of the
shuttle to vacuum seal it or open it. The sample can be loaded into the STM shuttle first inside
the glovebox. Then attach the STM shuttle onto the STM probe. Finally, insert the STM probe
into the STM can and pump it. In this design, the STM can will never need to be detached. The
STM probe body can be pumped first before we open the vacuum seal of the STM shuttle to
pump the STM shuttle. The sample is easier to load with the top PCB as top gate and screws.
Back gate, temperature sensor, and heaters are built in the bottom PCB.
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Once the sample is loaded, we can put the bottom cover back to the STM shuttle and make
the STM shuttle vacuum sealed. The STM shuttle is small enough to put inside the glove
box. We can load our sample in the argon-filled environment and close the shuttle to make
it vacuum-sealed in the glove box. Then we can attach the shuttle back to the STM probe
body and put the whole probe into the STM can to pump it down. The space between the
shuttle and the STM can be pumped first. When the pressure is low enough, we can open the
valve of the STM shuttle through the switch at the top of the STM probe to pump the STM
shuttle too.
This design significantly simplifies the procedure of loading air-sensitive samples. It also
avoids the need to detach the STM can bottom part and to reapply indium wire as a gasket,
and therefore reduces one possible failure point. Originally the STM can is designed to be a
single piece of metal with no detachable part, but then we realized we need to apply the
magnetic field, so the design is switched back to similar to the old design with the copper
bottom part.
The most significant advantage of the new design is that there are no exposed wires. The
probe body looks clean and straightforward. It also helps reduce the outgassing problem. The
number of flanges reduces to one. A ball valve replaces the angle valve in the current system
and provides lower leaking rates. The vacuum of the STM is expected to improve
significantly.
The wires are integrated into the components like PCB or inner tube. The thermal anchoring
of the wires is expected to be better. The probe head should have enough cooling power to
reach close to the liquid helium temperature. Since there is no exposed wire, the system is
expected to be much robust against experimental operations. It will be easy to maintain.
A new STM controller comes with the new STM system. A new computer will also be
provided with the latest OS Windows 10 and the latest STM software with many built-in
functions for quick data analysis. The computer can read and even control the temperature
directly with a heater. We can monitor the exact temperature for each scan taken. This feature
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is essential when we try to do temperature-dependent measurements on the sample like
topological insulators.
All in all, the new customized commercial STM will be a major upgrade to our current
system and will increase the productivities for our STM experiments. This STM is much
easier to operate, more robust, can reach lower temperatures, and provides more flexibility
for future upgrades. With the coming of the new STM, the old STM can still run in parallel.
We will have more capabilities to do several experiments at the same time.

2.2 Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS)
The PPMS (Figure 2.14) is a versatile measurement platform providing turn-key and
customizable capabilities to measure a wide range of material and device properties as a
function of temperature and magnetic field.
The Rosenbaum Lab acquired a Quantum Design DynaCool PPMS with joint funding from
the Institute for Quantum Information and Matter (IQIM) at Caltech and made it accessible
to other labs. The PPMS DynaCool is a completely redesigned instrument that provides all
the capabilities of the PPMS without the need for any liquid cryogens. The system uses a
single two-stage pulse tube cooler to cool both the superconducting magnet and the
temperature control system, providing a low vibration environment for sample
measurements.
Comparing to the expensive low-temperature measurements using our STM system, the
PPMS provides quick and reliable low-temperature and high magnetic-field measurements
at little cost. The system can maintain stable temperatures from 1.9 K to 300 K and maintain
the field up to ±9 T. We rely on it to do the electrical transport measurements on our samples
of topological insulators, graphene, and other materials. With a little modification, we have
been even able to add light excitations inside the PPMS during the transport measurements.
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Figure 2.14: (a) Quantum Design DynaCool PPMS, a powerful system for conducting electrical
transport measurements of samples as a function of temperature and magnetic field at relative
ease and low cost. (b) A puck is used to mount the sample and put at the sample chamber at the
bottom of the PPMS. The puck has 12-pin sockets at the bottom for making connections to pins
at the bottom of the PPMS and to the outside. We can connect the wires to any pin for our
measurement.

There is a sample chamber at the bottom side of the PPMS. We can insert the “puck” (Figure
2.14b) to the sample chamber with the puck inserting tool. The puck has 12 sockets at the
bottom, which connects to the outbox of the PPMS when the puck is installed. We can mount
the sample on top of the puck. A more practical way is to design the PCB to have 12 pins to
connect to the sockets at the bottom of the puck through the wires. The design of the PCB is
shown in Figure 2.14(b). Two of the 12 pins connect to the central rectangular pad as a back
gate. The other 10 pins connect to the side pin pad around the back gate pad. We glue our
sample onto the center of the PCB and then solder the Al wires from the side pin pad to the
pin pad on the sample with indium as the solder. For a smaller sample, wire bonding or
deposition of gold will be necessary because indium has a low melting point and is very
sticky so that it is not suitable for delicate soldering to very small samples.
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2.2.1 Customization of PPMS to add light to the sample chamber
PPMS DynaCool is customizable with the inserting tool as long as it is compatible with the
sample access point. We are interested in studying the effect of circularly polarized light on
the transport properties of TIs. Therefore, we customize an optical probe to send light to the
sample chamber.

Figure 2.15: Optical probe designed by group members Dr. Marcus Teague, Adrian Llanos,
and Duxing Hao. It includes a quarter-wave plate so we can produce the circularly polarized
light from a light source to the sample surface.

This optical system (Figure 2.15) contains a light source, optical fibers, and several lenses to
polarize the light and focus it. Marcus and Adrian made the initial design, and Duxing
improved it further. This optical system is further introduced to another STM so that we can
even perform STM studies with light.

2.3 Glove box and upgrade
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The use of a glovebox or a glove bag can provide us with an inert-gas-filled environment for
handling air-sensitive samples. The most common use of a glove box is to load air-sensitive
samples into the STM stage.

Figure 2.16: The old glove box. The left side shows a real photo with STM inserted. The right
side provides the diagram of the glovebox. The glovebox has two chambers: the main chamber
and the exchange chamber. Two chambers are separated by a door. The main chamber has two
gloves and an opening at the top for inserting the STM. We refresh the glovebox by filling with
Argon gas and then pumping it. The Argon gas needs to go through the liquid nitrogen cold trap
to remove the water and other impurities. All stuff is sent into the main chamber through the
exchange chamber.
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Our old glove box was very primitive, basically consisting of just two chambers (Figure
2.16). The main chamber included two gloves attached to the glass and an opening at the top
for inserting the STM probe. It also connected to a pipeline for external gas, usually an inert
gas like argon. The argon gas had to pass through a liquid nitrogen cold trap to remove
moisture and impurities inside the gas. The exchange chamber was used to load the necessary
tools and chemicals for sample preparation into the main chamber. It had two doors on both
sides. One controlled access to the outside, and the other controlled access to the main
chamber. Another pipeline controlled by a valve connected both chambers to control the
pressure of the main chamber. The exchange chamber was also directly connected to a
vacuum pump directly.
To load air-sensitive samples, we had to fill the glove box with an inert gas like argon. We
first flushed the main chamber several times with argon gas to reduce the partial pressure of
air as much as possible. The process included first pumping on the main chamber to let glove
expanded towards the inner side. Since we could not make glove swell like a balloon, the
pressure level inside the glove box had to be kept finite, and so it was far from a good
vacuum. Then argon gas was filled into the main chamber to push the glove outward. Again,
we hope the glove does not swell like a balloon, so it limited the pressure inside the main
chamber. Each flushing process helped dilute air concentration by about 80%. Therefore, if
the process was repeated 10 times, only 10% of gas inside the chamber was air. It helps a
little, but it is far from perfect.
Keep flushing the chamber with argon gas was quite wasteful and still could not completely
eliminate the residual air. Obviously, this very old glovebox could not meet our needs despite
our efforts to mitigate problems.
2.3.1 Customized commercial glovebox
We started looking for a commercial glovebox with customization. Vacuum Technology Inc.
(VTI) was willing to customize its commercial product to accommodate our needs. The
following are the features of the new glovebox.
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Closed Loop Gas Circulation – Inert gas in a closed loop. The gas is circulated by the
blower and purifier, H2O, O2 can be removed continuously.
Auto Purging – The replacement of the atmosphere inside the glove box can be achieved
automatically by the purging valves.
Automatic Regeneration – H2O and O2 removal material can be regenerated. The
regeneration process can be program-controlled.
Pressure Control in the Glove Box – The pressure in the glove box is controlled
automatically by the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). Working pressure can be set
between +10 mbar and -10 mbar. If the pressure goes over ± 12 mbar, the system will be
protected automatically.
Automatic Vacuum Pump Control – The vacuum pump will be activated automatically
when necessary and will turn off after a period of idle time.
ECO Mode - The vacuum pump will be activated automatically when necessary, and will
turn off after a period of idle time. Blower frequency will be switched to 25 Hz when
moisture and oxygen level reaches to less than 1 ppm
Closed-loop gas circulation and purification ensure that the main chamber is always waterfree and oxygen-free. All the argon gas is recycled and no need to refill. There are analyzers
for moisture and oxygen levels, so we can notice any problems quickly. The main chamber
is so clean that we can even store our samples inside.
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Figure 2.17: Design of the new glovebox. It utilizes closed-loop gas circulation and keeps the
main chamber water-free and oxygen-free all the time. It has an HF absorber and an STM port
to fit out needs. All components include the Main Chamber, Large Antechamber, Small
Antechamber, Gas Purification, System Control, Vacuum Pump, Moisture Analyzer, Oxygen
Analyzer, Electrical Feedthrough, and External Solvent Absorber/HF Absorber.

Due to our needs to do HF etching and load the sample into the STM, an HF absorber and
an STM port are included. It also provides a power outlet and light inside. Five electrical
feedthroughs at the backside of the main chamber can be used to add more features like a gas
gun, USB cables, or BNC cables.
There are one small antechamber and one large antechamber as an exchange chamber. The
small one can be used to send small stuff inside quickly. The auto-purge system lets us
operate these antechambers without thinking about pumping and purging.
All in all, the new customized glovebox is expected to be helpful for us to do air-sensitive
operations. It saves us much time in the preparation of the chamber. The gas inside the
chamber is much cleaner than what we can have in the old glovebox. We can not only etch
and load air-sensitive samples but also perform measurements inside the glovebox. The
glovebox has been set up recently and will be a big boost to our experiments.
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Figure 2.18 Real image of the new glove box. With the latest design, operation inside the
glovebox is much more convenient than that inside the old glovebox.

Chapter 3
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STM/STS STUDIES OF TOPOLOGICAL INSULATORS

Three dimensional (3D) topological insulators (such as Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, and Sb2Te3) have 2D
gapless surface states with a relatively small bulk bandgap (ranging from 0.1 ~ 0.3 eV) [3640]. STM is a potent tool to study the surface states locally. Earlier studies of TIs had mostly
focused on their macroscopic properties from electrical transport measurements [41-50] and
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [51-57]. The observation of quantum
anomalous Hall effect (QAHE) [20, 21] implies global time reversal symmetry breaking in
the sample. However, the absence of QAHE in magnetically doped TIs until extremely low
temperatures (< 30 mK, well below the Curie temperature ~ 30 K) suggests that spatially
inhomogeneous magnetization is likely throughout the sample. The implication of
inhomogeneity cannot be easily verified by macroscopic tools. Similarly, strongly localized
phenomena such as impurity resonances [58, 59] or Majorana modes [60-70] in TIs cannot
be directly detected by macroscopic experiments such as electrical transport measurements
and ARPES. A scanning probe technique (such as STM) with high spatial resolution will be
necessary to reveal the strongly localized phenomena in the surface state of TIs.
In the case of transport measurements, the signal generally includes contributions from both
the bulk states and the surface states. On the other hand, the exponential decay of tunneling
current with distance in STM studies implies that signals taken by STM are primarily from
the surface states of TIs unless the surface states open up an energy gap greater than that of
the bulk. This means that STM is an ideal tool to investigate the local density of states of TIs
on the surface.
This chapter focuses on our detailed STM studies of the bilayer TI/magnetic-TI structures,
where the TIs include the binary TI, 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 , and the ternary TI, (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 .

3.1 Introduction of binary TI 𝑩𝑩𝒊𝒊𝟐𝟐 𝑺𝑺𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑 and ternary TI (𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩, 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺)𝟐𝟐 𝑻𝑻𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑
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Bismuth selenide is the simplest topological insulator with a clean bulk bandgap and a single
surface Dirac cone. Although it is a 3D TI, it consists of 5-atom layers called quintuple layers
(Figure 3.1). Within a quintuple layer, the constituent atoms are chemically bonded.
However, the chalcogenide atoms (Se and Te) and transition-metal atoms (Bi, Sb, and Cr)
form separate atomic planes so that they do not intermix in the same atomic plane, as shown
in Figure 3.1. Between the quintuple layers, the interlayer coupling is the van der Waals
interaction, just like that in graphite. Additionally, the TI sample needs to be thicker than a
characteristic length to avoid the interferences between the surface states of the top and
bottom layers; otherwise, the interferences would lead to a surface gap opening [71, 72], with
the gap size increasing with decreasing thickness.
Figure 3.1 (right) shows the band structure of bismuth selenide (Bi2Se3) [38, 72, 73]. A clear
single Dirac dispersion surface state is between the bulk valence and conduction bands,
where the Dirac point appears between the bottom of the bulk conduction band and the top
of the bulk valence band.
For ternary TI bismuth-antimony telluride (𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏1−𝑥𝑥 )2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 , the location of the original Se
atom is replaced by Te, while the Sb substitutes some of the Bi. It is still the same quintuple
layer structure. Given that the Sb-substituted Bi2Te3 samples do not form specific chemical
compounds, the substitutions of Bi by Sb are mostly random. Interestingly, for studies of Crdoped magnetic TIs (MTIs), it is more beneficial to study ternary TIs with partial Sb
substitution for Bi, because the similar sizes of Cr and Sb will lead to less structural strain in
Cr-doped ternary TIs than in Cr-doped binary TIs (such as Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3), the latter
involving Cr substitution for much larger Bi atoms. Figure 3.2 (a) shows a lattice structure
of ternary TI (𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏1−𝑥𝑥 )2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 , where Sb and Bi share the same lattice plane.
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Figure 3.1: (left) Crystalline structure (side view) of a binary topological insulator 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 . For
ternary TIs (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 , the same structure holds if we replace the location of Se by Te and
some of Bi by Sb. (right) Electronic band structure of 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 , adapted from [74].

Figure 3.2: (a) The lattice structure of the ternary TI (𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏1−𝑥𝑥 )2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 . The electronic band
structures shown on the right are for the extreme cases of the binary compounds. (b) Band
structure of 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 . (c) Band structure of 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 . Here the blue and red lines represent the
surface states. The plot is adapted from [75].
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One thing notable about the ternary TIs is their tunable ratio between Bi and Sb. Besides
the aforementioned issue about strain in MTIs, are there other good reasons to investigate
the ternary TIs instead of simply studying their binary forms of 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 and 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 ?

To answer this question, let us consider the band structures of binary TI 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 in Figure
3.2 (b) [37, 38] and 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 in Figure 3.2 (c) [76], respectively. Although both of them have
surface states, their bulk bands and Fermi energies appear quite different.

For the band structure of 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 , the Dirac point is low in energy and hide inside the bulk

valence band (BVB) [37, 38, 74, 77]. The Fermi level is across the bulk conduction band
(BCB), which indicates significant electron doping and, therefore, considerable contributions
of the bulk carriers on electrical conduction. Even if we can gate it and tune the Fermi level
in the middle of the bulk bandgap, it is still far from the Dirac point where the resistance is
the largest, and the onset point for gap opening occurs. Noting that the QAHE can only show
up when the Fermi level is inside the surface bandgap, it is unlikely to observe the QAHE in
binary 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 .

𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 , on the other hand, is on the other side of the spectrum. Its Dirac point locates nicely
in the middle of the bulk bandgap, while the Fermi level is inside the BVB and below the
Dirac point. The majority carriers are holes from both the bulk and surface states.
The totally opposite situations for 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 and 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 suggest that mixing the two spectra
could lead to something better [78]. With a proper ratio between Bi and Sb, the Fermi level
can match the Dirac point perfectly without even any back gating, and the temperature for
the onset of QAHE will be the highest when the Fermi level coincides with the Dirac point.
Therefore, for the purpose of optimizing the QAHE in MTIs, tuning the chemical
compositions of ternary TIs to achieve the best match of the Fermi energy and Dirac point
without back gating would be the objective for exploration.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Band structures of the surface states of 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 and 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 for different
thicknesses. (b) The surface bandgap size vs. sample thickness for 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 and 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 . Adapted
from [38].

The thickness of TIs also influences their band structures. As shown in Figure 3.3, in the 2D
limit, the interference between the top and bottom surface states leads to a surface gap
opening for both 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 and 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 . However, with thickness above the 4QL, both TIs
recover the band structures in the 3D limit by theory. These theoretical predictions have
subsequently been verified experimentally [72].

3.2 Sample choices and experimental setup
We have been collaborating with Professor Wang’s group at UCLA on our studies of
topological insulators. Professor Wang’s group synthesize various types of TIs and their
heterostructures on different substrates by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Our previous
group member began to explore pure 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 on Si with STM for 60-QL and 7-QL samples

and found strong Fermi-level dependent impurity resonances in the surface states as the result

of topological protection [58]. However, as introduced in Chapter 1, the opening of a surface
gap by TRS breaking in the TIs is expected to bring about better applications. Therefore, in
this thesis work, we focus our studies on magnetically doped TIs.
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To break TRS on TIs, intrinsic magnetization is needed. Most research groups chose to
dope the entire sample with Cr to introduce ferromagnetism at low temperatures. However,
direct doping of Cr to TIs will lead to changes to the bulk band structures as well as shifts in
the Fermi level in addition to breaking TRS. Ideally, we would like to find means to simply
break the TRS in TIs without modifying the bulk band structure.
By putting a pure TI layer on top of a magnetic TI (MTI), we can make sure that the surface
states of the pure TI remain intact for temperatures above the Curie temperature of the MTI.
If anything changes on the surface with decreasing temperature, we can attribute them to the
result of proximity to the MTI underneath.
3.2.1 List of samples investigated in this work
Table 3.1 List of binary 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 bilayer samples for STM and PPMS studies.
sample
Top layer# bottom layer# Cr % capping substrate Grower
ID(UCLA)
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶-𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3
LH 997
10% Se
InP
Liang He
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LH 999
10% Se
InP
Liang He
3𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LH 1001
10% Se
InP
Liang He
5𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LH 1002
10%
Se
InP
Liang He
7𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LH 1183
5%
Se
InP
Liang He
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
KM 1870
10% Se
InP
Koichi Murata
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
KM 2785
10%
Al
GaAs
Koichi Murata
3𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
KM 2786
10% Al
GaAs
Koichi Murata
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
Table 3.2 �𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦 �2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 /𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶-�𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦 �2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 sample list for STM and PPMS studies
sample
Top layer # bottom layer #
Cr
capping Grower
ID(UCLA) (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶-(𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 %
LH 1182
10% Al
Liang He
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LP 2788
10% Al
Lei Pan
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
PZ 3267
10%
Al
2nm
Peng Zhang
3𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
PZ 3268
10% Al 1nm Peng Zhang
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
Note: the substrate is GaAs for all the ternary samples.

x:y
1:1
1:1.3
0.3:0.7
0.3:0.7
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Figure 3.4: Schematic structure (side view) of a bilayer TI/MTI sample and its nomenclature.

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 list all the samples grown by our UCLA collaborators in Professor
Wang’s group in chronological order. The author especially thanks them for accommodating
our requirements for the sample structure, Cr doping, and capping. They also etched Hall
bars on some of the samples for us to conduct the PPMS measurements.
Our samples all have the TI/MTI bilayer structure on semiconducting substrates, and each is
protected by a capping layer, as shown in Figure 3.4. We use (# of top QL+# of bottom QL)Cr concentration % as our nomenclature for all samples, such as (1+6)-10%, for example.
For binary bilayer TIs, earlier samples were grown on the indium phosphate (InP) substrate.
We used these samples to investigate the influence of the top layer thickness and Cr-doping
concentration on the resulting properties. These samples helped us conclude the effectiveness
of the proximity effect from magnetic TIs.
Later on, the UCLA group changed the substrates from InP to gallium arsenide (GaAs) to
enhance the sample quality. For ternary TIs, all samples were grown on GaAs only. The ratio
of Bi to Sb was changed to tune the Fermi level. The latest samples with a 3:7 ratio were
shown to exhibit the highest onset temperature for QAHE, with the Fermi level right at the
Dirac point.
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3.2.2 Sample storage and preparation
ALL MBE samples came with a capping layer to protect them from oxidization or
deterioration with time. They were stored either in a nitrogen-flow desiccator or an airtight
desiccator to reduce contact with water/air.
Different capping layers require different procedures to remove them. For Se capping, it
required annealing to evaporate all Se atoms. For Al capping, assuming it was oxidized
quickly after deposition, we used dilute HF in pure ethanol to etch away the capping layer
and then rinsed the sample in pure ethanol.
3.2.3 Sample annealing procedure
Figure 3.5 shows the annealing procedure for Se-capped samples. The Se capping layer can
evaporate between 160 ~ 200 ℃ while keeping the underlying TI sample intact. The most
challenging part is to keep the sample in a vacuum while loading it onto the STM sample
stage.
Annealing was carried out inside a small vacuum chamber. Inside the chamber, there was a
stage to hold the sample, a heater right above the stage, and a thermocouple next to the stage
to monitor the temperature. The vacuum chamber had a big side gate, which allowed us to
take out the sample easily with a big tweezer.
The annealing procedure is as follows. To begin with, we opened the chamber and
thoroughly cleaned the interior with ethanol. After ethanol cleansing, the chamber was
further baked by heating tape under ultra-high vacuum. This procedure was to ensure the
thorough removal of water and ethanol inside the chamber.
Next, we inserted the sample into the chamber, clamped it onto the sample stage, and adjusted
the heater and thermocouple positions before we closed the chamber and started pumping on
it. Optional flushing the chamber several times with argon gas to further dilute the oxygen
levels could be carried out when pumping the chamber with a roughing pump before turning
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on the turbo pump. It would not be practical to combine flushing the vacuum chamber with
the usage of the turbo pump because it would take more than 20 minutes to spin down a turbo
pump. Once the chamber was sufficiently clean, we turned on the turbo pump to reach ultrahigh vacuum (< 10−7 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) in the chamber.

Figure 3.5: Annealing and sample loading procedures for preparing TIs for STM experiments.

To anneal the TI sample, we turned on the heater and monitored the sample temperature. The
heater did not make direct contact to the sample. Instead, it heated the sample surface through
radiation. A temperature gradient existed between the sample surface and the heater. This
gradient ensured that the top of the sample, which was capped, was exposed to the highest
temperature, which helped avoid overheating the underlying TI sample.
Reaching a stable annealing temperature would take a while. In general, annealing the sample
at a lower temperature range over a longer time was safer than annealing at a higher
temperature. The typical annealing time was more than 30 mins between 160 to 200 ℃. Once
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the annealing was completed, we turned off the heater, closed the valve between the
chamber and the pump, and then turned off the pump by spinning down the turbopump.
Since the annealing chamber was small enough, it could be placed inside a glove bag, which
was filled with argon. The sample was taken out of the annealing chamber, transferred into
a small stainless steel box, and then sealed off the stainless steel box inside the glove bag.
The small stainless steel box that contained the sample and full of argon gas was placed
inside the glovebox. Finally, the sample was taken out of the stainless steel box and loaded
onto the STM sample stage, as shown in Figure 3.5.
3.2.4 Hydrofluoric Acid (HF) sample etching procedure
Hydrofluoric (HF) acid is useful for removing any oxides. For aluminum capping on the TI
samples, aluminum will become oxidized to aluminum oxide within a short time. This oxide
layer can be removed easily by HF acid.
If a sample had been measured once, it would have been exposed to air afterward the
experiment. We sometimes re-etched the sample with HF acid in order to carry out additional
measurements on the same sample.
We performed HF etching of TI samples inside the glovebox, which was filled with argon
gas during the process. 50% HF was diluted to 5% HF with 100% ethanol. Then the sample
was rinsed in the HF solution for about 5 to 15 seconds, depending on its oxidation level.
Although HF was generally dangerous to deal with, we used to consider HF etching a more
straightforward procedure for cap removal than annealing. However, TI samples after HF
etching often exhibited a surface gap even at the room temperature, which could be due to
either incomplete cap removal or HF-induced damages to the sample surface. In this context,
whether it is necessary to remove the surface cap is in question.
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3.2.5 Summary of the sample handling before STM experiments
Removal of the capping layer on TIs is challenging and time-consuming. Moreover, the
quality of the sample surface after cap removal was often questionable because the expected
gapless Dirac spectrum on the surface at high temperatures did not always show up. Since
the vacuum of STM was only 10−6 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 at room temperature and would only reach

< 10−9 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 at helium temperature when the charcoal pump became activated, the vacuum
level was not usually not good enough to keep the sample from deterioration after a monthlong of measurements.
Although in principle we could regenerate a TI sample after it degraded by repeating the HF
etching, the sample surface typically became rougher after etching and the tunneling spectra
would still not show the expected gapless Dirac spectrum everywhere at 300 K.
On the other hand, for transport measurements, we never removed the thin capping layer on
the TI samples, and we found that the experimental results were always reproducible with
the same parameters within the same measurement cycle. Moreover, the same sample could
be reused for transport measurement again and again at a later time.
In principle, for sufficiently thin oxide layers on top of a TI sample, we may consider the
combination of the surface aluminum oxide and the vacuum gap as one effective tunneling
barrier for STM measurements. Indeed, when we performed STM studies directly on the Al
capped TI samples, we found that the gapless Dirac spectra appeared everywhere at the room
temperature as expected, and the results were similar to the best case of a similar TI sample
with the cap removed.
For Se-capped TI samples, we might be concerned with the possibility of the tip occasionally
picking up a surface Se atom and therefore changed the tunneling characteristics.
Additionally, pure Se has a smaller bandgap than those of most TIs, which definitely will
definitely contribute to the total STS. In contrast, the bandgap of aluminum oxide is much
larger than those of all TIs, so that the bandstructure of aluminum oxide will not contribute
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to the total STS of the capped TI sample as long as the oxide layer is very thin (~ 1 nm).
Therefore, it seems that the cap removal for Al-capped TI samples is unnecessary for both
STM and electrical transport measurements. Moreover, keeping the Al-cap has the benefit
of preserving the quality of the underlying TI sample for an extended period of time. Such
capped TI samples are also expected to be more practical for industrial applications than the
uncapped air-sensitive TI samples.

3.3 STM measurement settings
We used our homemade STM system (detailed in Chapter 2) to study spatially resolve
topography and spectroscopy of TIs. The tunneling resistance (bias to set point tunneling
current) was set to 1 𝐺𝐺Ω.

In our earlier STM/STS studies of the TIs, the bias was set around 1 V to prevent possible
tip-crushing. However, such high voltages would overemphasize contributions from the bulk
bands. Additionally, in the case of spectroscopy scans on TI/MTI heterostructures, high bias
voltages could induce effective magnetic fields through the topological magnetoelectric
(TME) effect, which could increase the size of the surface gap. Therefore, when comparing
earlier STM/STS studies with transport measurements, it would be more suitable to consider
field-cooled data rather than zero field cooled data.
3.3.1 Compromise between the accuracy and the speed for spectroscopy
Ideally, to acquire high-quality spectroscopic data, we may take as many I-vs.-V curves as
possible at the same location and then average them to reduce random noise. We may also
use a big time constant to average out noises for each tunneling current point at each bias.
Once I-vs.-V curves are obtained, we can then calculate dI/dV to obtain the density of the
states (DOS). Another approach is to measure signals directly proportional to dI/dV using
the lock-in technique, as discussed in Chapter 2. However, this approach requires enough
span in the time domain, which means a much larger time constant.
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Therefore, all methods for low-noise data acquisition generally take a long time. It also
implies that fewer data can be collected for statistical analysis of spatially inhomogeneous
materials. On the other hand, a longer I-vs.-V sweep time tends to introduce more noise to
the data because STM is highly sensitive to any environmental changes.
Our cryogenic STM is a wet system, which means the cryogen in the Dewars controls the
temperature of the STM. At constant temperatures such as the ambient, liquid nitrogen, or
liquid helium temperature, we can take much higher resolution spectral scans with less noise.
Nonetheless, for measurements at liquid helium temperatures, the STM system could only
last for 2-3 days without more liquid helium transfer, and so the measurement time is also
constrained.
For temperature-dependent STS maps, we often acquired such data during the warmup of
the STM. The temperature could change up to 5K/hr, and so the spectral scan over a spatial
area must be completed as fast as possible to prevent significant temperature variations
during the scan. Typically, the spectroscopy had to be completed within one hour when the
temperature is changing. Therefore, we would reduce the pixel size to (32 × 32) and the
number of sweeps per pixel to 1 or 2. The speed of voltage sweep was also faster than that
for measurements at constant temperatures. In contrast, at either room temperature or liquid
nitrogen temperatures, much more generous settings may be used for higher resolution data
over wider areas.
For most of the STS described in this chapter, we have chosen the faster scan settings. Each
I-vs.-V curve was smoothed and normalized afterward. To verify the reliability of the
measurements, we monitored the difference between the less noisy setting and optimized
setting regularly throughout the experiments to make sure that the results from these settings
were consistent.
In this following subsections, detailed studies of the binary TI/MTI system (TI: Bi2Se3, MTI:
Cr-doped Bi2Se3) are presented, which are complemented by some comparative studies of
the ternary TI/MTI system (TI: (Bi,Sb)2Te3, MTI: Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3).
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3.4 Structural characteristics from surface topographic studies of the
binary TI/MTI system

Figure 3.6: Structural characteristics of MBE-grown Bi2Se3 bilayer samples on InP (111): (a)
Surface topography of a (1+6)-10% sample over an area of (6×6) nm2, showing a triangular
lattice structure. (b) Surface topography of a (5+6)-10% sample over an area of (6×6) nm2,
showing a triangular lattice. (c) Fourier transformation (FT) of the surface topography in a
(1+6)-10% sample, revealing a dominant hexagonal reciprocal lattice structure and a secondary
superlattice of a much weaker intensity, probably coming from the underlying Cr-doped Bi2Se3
layer. Here “a” in the reciprocal space scale (2π/a√3) refers to the in-plane nearest neighbor
distance between Bi (Se) and Bi (Se). (d) FT of the surface topography on a (5+6)-10% sample,
showing a purely hexagonal reciprocal lattice. (e) Simulated FT of the 1/12 Cr-substituted Bi
layer illustrated in (f), showing an FT similar to the data in (c). Here the blue dots represent Bi
atoms, and the red dots represent Cr substitutions. (g) Simulated FT of the 1/8 Cr-substituted Bi
layer illustrated in (h), showing an FT also similar to the data in (c) within experimental errors.
[15]

The surface topography on large scales of all MBE-grown TIs generally revealed pyramidlike terraces with steps corresponding to single atomic layers, as detailed by our UCLA
collaborators [2, 79]. For an averaged, nominal top layer thickness d1-QL (where d1
represents the average integer number of the top TI layer in units of QLs), the local thickness
of the top layer could vary up to 1-QL. In our STM/STS studies of the binary TI/MTI system,
atomically resolved topographic images exhibited triangular lattice patterns that were always
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consistent with that of pure Bi2Se3, as exemplified in Figure 3.6 (a) and Figure 3.6 (b) for
(1+6)-10% and (5+6)-10% samples, respectively. On the other hand, the Fourier
transformation (FT) of the surface topography appeared to be dependent on d1. We found
that FT of the (1+6)-10% topography showed an expected hexagonal Bragg diffraction
pattern for Bi2Se3 plus an additional, faint superlattice structure (Figure 3.6 (c)), which may
be attributed to the underlying Cr-doped Bi2Se3. For instance, a periodic substitution of Cr
for Bi, as exemplified in Figure 3.6 (f) for a two-dimensional projection of the two Bi-layers
within one-QL, yields an FT pattern (Figure 3.6 (e)) similar to that in Figure 3.6 (c). This
superlattice structure corresponds to a local Cr concentration of 1/12. Another similar
structure with a local Cr concentration of 1/8 (Figure 3.6 (h)) is also feasible within
experimental uncertainties of the superlattice constant and its angle relative to the Bi lattice
(Figure 3.6 (g)). In contrast, the FT in Figure 3.6 (d) for the surface topography of a (5+6)10% sample only revealed the hexagonal diffraction pattern of pure Bi2Se3 due to the
relatively thick d1 layer. Interestingly, we note that the FT topography of the (1+6)-5%
samples also agreed with Figure 3.6 (d), suggesting random Cr substitutions of Bi for a
smaller Cr concentration, which is consistent with the randomly distributed Cr clusters found
with STM studies directly on 2% Cr-doped Bi2Se3 [80]

3.5 Temperature evolution of the majority spectra in binary and ternary
TI/MTI systems
Bias spectroscopy scan (I-vs.-V, or tunneling current vs. bias) was the main tool for our study
of the microscopic properties of TIs. As introduced in Chapter 2, dI/dV is proportional to the
density of states (DOS) of the sample surface. For pure TIs, previous studies by members of
our group have shown that the tunneling spectra were largely spatially homogenous with Vshaped dI/dV-vs.-V spectra consistent with the Dirac dispersion relation for massless Dirac
fermions. Occasional non-magnetic impurity resonances were also observed, which
exhibited strong Fermi-energy dependence and were highly localized spatially due to
topological protection [58]. In contrast, as we shall demonstrate below, the tunneling spectra
associated with the TI/MTI bilayer system appear to be much more inhomogeneous than
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those taken on pure TIs, which may be attributed to the Cr-doping in the MTI layer that
introduced inhomogeneous distributions of strain, magnetic moments and charge.
Despite the spatial variations in the tunneling spectra, the temperature evolution of all dI/dVvs.-V spectra appeared to follow a consistent trend statistically. This observation gave us the
confidence to discuss the spectral evolution by inspecting the majority spectra of each
TI/MTI sample. Similar to the findings in pure TIs, we also found interesting minority spectra
associated with the binary TI/MTI system, which may be attributed to magnetic impurity
resonances and will be discussed later in this chapter.
We first examine how the majority spectra evolve with temperatures for all TI/MTI samples.
3.5.1 (5+6)-10% binary TI/MTI
For (5+6)-10% binary TI/MTI, the temperature evolution of the majority dI/dV-vs.-V spectra
is shown in Figure 3.7 (a), where we selected several representative spectra taken at different
temperatures, with each spectrum obtained by averaging a number of similar spectra taken
in different regions. We note that for T ≥ 88 K, all majority spectra looked alike with only
subtle differences at all temperatures. For example, the spectrum at T = 114 K revealed a
sharper V-shape curve near the Dirac point than those spectra taken at other temperatures.
Overall, 100 ~ 150 K is an interesting temperature range for comparison with other samples
of different thicknesses, which we shall elaborate later.
On the other hand, we may examine spatially varying spectra taken at a constant temperature.
For instance, besides the majority spectrum taken at 114 K as shown in Figure 3.7 (a), there
were three other types of minority spectra (Figure 3.7 (b)). One of them appeared to be a
gapped spectrum, whereas the rest appeared to be gapless, and the spectrum shown in black
seemed to be consistent with an impurity resonance.
At 88 K, the types of spectra were simpler, showing either gapless behavior (majority) or
gapped U-shaped behavior (minority). This observation may indicate the onset of surface
gap opening at this temperature.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Majority dI/dV-vs.-V spectral evolution with temperature in (5+6)-10% binary
TI/MTI. (b) Comparison of different types of dI/dV-vs.-V spectra observed at 114 K. (c)
Different types of curves observed at 88 K.

3.5.2 (1+6)-5%, (1+6)-10% and (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI
For binary TI/MTI samples with a thinner (d1 < 6) top pure TI, the majority spectra exhibited
much more interesting temperature evolution (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: Majority spectra taken at different temperatures for (a) (1+6)-5% binary TI/MTI,
(b) (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI and (c) (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI. (d) Comparison between the
gapless spectrum at 300 K and the gapped spectrum at 77 K for (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI under
the same sweep range and normalization. [15]

Figure 3.8 (a)-(c) shows the temperature evolution of the majority spectra for (1+6)-5%,
(1+6)-10%, and (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI samples. A better comparison of the spectral
evolution from 300 K to 77 K with the same bias ranges for the (1+6)-10% sample is shown
in Figure 3.8 (d), which reveals apparent gapless behavior at 300 K and gapped behavior at
77 K.
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From Figure 3.8, it is clear that the majority spectra for all three samples evolved from
more V-shaped curvature to U-shaped curve with decreasing temperature. The spectra
eventually exhibited a nearly-flat bottom at sufficiently low temperatures, which implied the
appearance of a surface gap.
3.5.3 (1+6)-10% and (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI
Figure 3.9 shows the temperature evolution of the majority spectra for (1+6)-10% ternary
TI/MTI and (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI samples. Similar to the trend found in binary TI/MTI
samples with d1 < 5, the majority spectra of (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI follow the trend of
binary TI samples; a gap began to open and then increased with decreasing temperature. In
contrast, the majority spectra of (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI were quite conductive at room
temperature. It shows not only Dirac-dispersion like curve but also large minimum
conductance. With decreasing temperature, no apparent gap appeared down to 78.3K, where
the majority spectrum exhibited a standard Dirac dispersion with almost zero minimum
conductance. Recent studies by group member Adrian Llanos at 4.2 K revealed only a very
small gap (ranging from 20 to 40 meV) at 4.2K (Figures 3.9 (c)-(d)).
Our transport measurements on the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample (to be elaborated in
Chapter 4) also revealed results that suggested an interesting position of the Fermi level
relative to the Dirac point and the bulk bands so that the peak-like feature at ~ 100 meV
(Figures 3.9 (c)-(d)) may be attributed to the excess density of states from the bulk valence
band near its maximum, as shown in Figure 4.19. The highly conducting spectra and the
absence of any discernible energy gap until very low temperature from STS studies is also
consistent with the temperature evolution of the band structures shown in Figure 4.19. That
is, despite the opening of a direct surface gap below the Curie temperature, no energy gap
could be detected until very low temperatures when an indirect gap much smaller than the
direct surface gap opened up due to the position of the Fermi level. Please refer to Chapter 4
for more details. Overall we found a consistent physical picture between the microscopic
STS results and the macroscopic transport measurements.
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Figure 3.9: Majority spectra taken at different temperatures for (a) (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI
and (b) (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI. (c)-(d) All point spectra taken from different areas of the
(3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI at 4.2K, showing the opening of a relatively small gap ranging from
20 meV to 40 meV. The Fermi energy, Dirac energy and valence band maximum energy can be
identified from the dI/dV curves.

3.5.4 Summary and discussion
The average of majority dI/dV-vs.-V spectra taken at different temperatures indeed revealed
meaningful temperature evolution for all binary and ternary TI/MTI samples. However,
detailed studies indicated different degrees of spatial inhomogeneity for different types of
samples, which is in contrast to the much more homogeneous spectra found in pure TI
samples. The spatial inhomogeneity in the surface density of the states (DOS) may be
attributed to different surface termination, attachment of oxygen atom [81], Cr-doping
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induced effects such as lattice strain, excess charge, and magnetism. The tunneling spectra
are also influenced by STM settings such as the bias, bias sweep range, bias current,
tunneling conductance, and sweep speed. The phase change of the tip or an atom picked up
by the tip could also suddenly change the dI/dV curves.
The majority spectra of the (5+6)-10% binary TI/MTI sample revealed similar gapless dI/dV
for all temperatures, whereas those of (1+6)-10% and (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI samples
exhibited gap opening at low temperatures. These findings suggested that the proximity
effect of binary MTI was limited to a distance < 5-QL, which is consistent with other studies
[82, 83].
For (1+6)-10% and (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI, a surface gap opened up below ~ 200 K,
which increased with decreasing temperature initially and then exhibited a non-monotonic
dip near 100 K before increased again with further decreasing temperature.
For ternary TI/MTI samples, the (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI also exhibited a consistent trend
of surface gap opening and increasing with decreasing temperature, although the spectral
evolution with temperature was more monotonous, probably due to the fact the Fermi level
of the sample intersects the bulk band, as shown in Figure 4.20.
In the case of (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI, we found gapless spectra for most temperatures
except a small surface gap opening (20 ~ 40 meV) at the lowest temperature of 4.2 K, and
the excess DOS around the energy E ~ 100 meV relative to the Dirac point. These results
could be consistently explained by the band structure and the Fermi level of the ternary MTI,
as shown in Figure 4.19, and were further corroborated by the electrical transport
measurements detailed in Chapter 4.

3.6 Evolution of the surface gap with temperature
Given the vast amount of STS data (on the order of millions of spectra) taken for this thesis
work, it is necessary to develop a more quantitative way to analyze our data in order to extract
meaningful information.
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To investigate how dI/dV spectra evolved with temperature, two types of representative
spectra are noteworthy (Figure 3.8(d) or Figure 3.10). One is a V-shaped gapless spectrum.
The other is a U-shaped gapped spectrum.

Figure 3.10: Representative gapless and gapped dI/dV spectra.

Although these two spectra are visually very different, telling them apart by writing computer
code is challenging. We may consider the conductance map at a constant bias. For example,
the left green arrow at -0.5V in Figure 3.10 shows the maximum difference in conductance
between the gapless and gapped spectra. Therefore, we would expect to observe an
unambiguously gapped region and a gapless region in the conductance map at -0.5V.
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There are two problems. First, we cannot guarantee that the conductance at some bias can
always differentiate the gapped and gapless curve, as shown by the right green arrow in
Figure 3.10. Second, we cannot derive the size of the gap through the conductance map.
Nevertheless, the conductance map is still a very powerful tool to identify extremely
localized DOS in energy scale, like impurity resonance.
3.6.1 Definition of the surface gap
The best way to differentiate gapped and gapless spectra is through the comparison of their
spectral width at zero conductance. However, there are several challenges to derive the
correct gap values: First, thermal smearing of the spectra caused by thermal excitation of
electrons must be corrected. Second, noises caused by thermal excitation and differentiation
of I-vs.-V often make the should-be-flat bottom of the spectra noisy and uneven. Third, if the
surface gap is larger than the bulk gap or overlap with the ungapped DOS of the bulk states,
then the bulk states will contribute to the tunneling current directly. It also causes the
unevenness of the bottom of the curve.

Figure 3.11: Definition of the gap through different methods. (a) Curve bottom wide gap
determines the gap value at the bottom of the curve. (b) Zero-bottom wide gap determines the
gap at 0 conductance rather than at the bottom of the curve.

The aforementioned issues would not have been big problems if we only had to do
measurements at 4.2 K, because the low-temperature spectra should exhibit a flat bottom,
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and the thermal smearing effect would have been minimized [84]. However, to study the
temperature-dependence of the DOS, we must figure out a justifiable way to define the gap.
Figure 3.11 shows how we define a gap. The threshold height ℎ from the bottom of the curve

is needed to bypass the noise level at the bottom. The bottom value of the curve is determined
by the average around the minimum region to remove the noise effect. We can obtain a gap
size ∆ℎ according to the threshold height ℎ. However, ∆ℎ definitely overestimates the size of
the gap. What we can do is get another gap ∆ℎ2 with higher threshold height ℎ2 and use linear

extrapolation back to derive ∆ℎ=0 :

∆0 = ∆ℎ=0 =

ℎ2 ∆ℎ1
ℎ1 ∆ℎ2
−
.
ℎ2 − ℎ1 ℎ2 − ℎ1

(3.1)

In the most convenient case, choose ℎ2 = 2ℎ1 = 2ℎ so that ∆0 = 2∆ℎ − ∆2ℎ . The idea of

linear extrapolation is from the linear dispersion of the Dirac spectrum. However, as we can
see from Figure 3.11, there is no real linear dispersion region around the gap. One choice is
to choose 3 threshold height ℎ1 , ℎ2 , ℎ3 to do quadratic extrapolation. Another choice is to
choose the ℎ as small as possible and let ℎ2 as close as to ℎ1 as possible.

For extrapolation, we can extrapolate the gap back to the bottom (minimum in idea situation)
of the curve. I called this the curve bottom wide (bw) gap ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 . Another choice is to

extrapolate the gap back to the 0 conductance, which I called zero bottom wide (zw) gap
∆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 .

From the plot in Figure 3.11, both bw and zw gap overestimate the real gap size. However,
this overestimation is nearly constant. Therefore, if we expect the gap at room temperature
(RT) is 0. We may define our bw or zw gap here as thermal smearing gap:
∆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) − ∆2𝐷𝐷 (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) = ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)
∆2𝐷𝐷 (𝑇𝑇) = ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 (𝑇𝑇) − ∆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 .

(3.2)
(3.3)
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Despite this correction, ∆2𝐷𝐷 (𝑇𝑇, ℎ) inevitably depends on ℎ and still overestimates the real

surface gap value. Therefore, we should not take the absolute value of the gap too seriously
and compare it with DOS. For us, the most important thing is to have the metric to
differentiate different shapes of dI/dV curves. As we will show soon, our results are quite
fruitful.
We will present most of our results in ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 . No further correction will be made to avoid

confusion. ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is preferred because often, a phase change of the STM tip will introduce the
constant conductance background while the overall shape of the dI/dV is still the same. ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

is better to track the shape change of the spectra. Different measurements for different
samples might use a different threshold to optimize for the noise level. In general, we try to
use as small threshold ℎ as possible. ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is definitely positively correlated to the real surface
gap ∆2𝐷𝐷 so it should give us a good idea about how the gap evolved with the temperature.

3.6.2 (1+6)-5% binary TI/MTI surface gap evolution with temperature

Figure 3.12 Gap value map and gap value histogram for (a) 80 K, (80 nm × 80 nm), (b) 164 K,
(44.3 nm × 44.3 nm) and (c) 169 K, (44.6 nm × 44.6 nm).
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Figure 3.12 shows the gap value maps (gapmap) and gap value histograms (gaphist) for
(1+6)-5% at 80 K, 164 K, and 169 K for (80 nm × 80 nm), (44.3 nm × 44.3 nm), and (44.6
nm × 44.6 nm), respectively. The gapmap demonstrated the validity of our gap definition as
the gapped domain-like feature in 164 K. Two main peaks show up in its histogram. One
peak is for the gapless region, and another is for the gapped region. On the other hand, at a
similar temperature of 169 K, the most area is gapless.
The peak of gapless gap distribution is around 0.15 eV for both 164 K and 169 K. In this
case, we can assume ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = ∆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 . The peak of the gapped region in 164 K is about 0.27
eV. The appearance of two peaks rather than a single peak also tells us something.

First, it implies that the opening of the gap was discontinuous around ~ 164 K, which is
reasonable because the gap is proportional to the underlying magnetization M.
Second, at sufficiently low temperatures (e.g., 80 K), most regions became gapped, although
there were still many gapless regions. The peak of the histogram was around 0.25 eV, which
is similar to what we obtained from the gapped peak in 164 K. However, the gap distribution
became much broader. The gapped regions were still not well connected so that no
anomalous Hall effect (AHE) could be observed at this temperature, as shown in Chapter 4.
We did the peak fitting for all the gaphist at all temperatures so we could estimate get peak
value and error bar. Figure 3.13 shows the gap value vs. temperature for (1+6)-5%. If we
consider the high-temperature averaged gap value (~ 0.15 eV) derived from the definition
outlined earlier as the baseline, we notice a small jump in the averaged gap value between
240 and 260 K. From the gap maps, this was the temperature range where some gapped
region began to appear. We can define the onset temperature as 2D Curie temperature 𝑇𝑇2𝐷𝐷 .

However, this transition is not very obvious. A more significant sudden jump of gap value
occurs around 100 K.
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Figure 3.13: (1+6)-5% binary TI/MTI gap value vs. temperature. The gap value and error bar
are from fitting the peak in the gap value histogram.

3.6.3 (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI surface gap evolution with temperature
The (1+6)-10% sample has a higher Cr concentration, so the magnetic effect should be more
substantial. However, the overall qualitative behavior should be similar to that of the (1+6)5% sample. Figure 3.14 shows the corresponding gap value vs. temperature. Here we see a
more significant jump at around 240 K. The onset of the surface gap is more evident than
(1+6)-5% binary TI. The gap seems to appear between 130 K and 220 K. However, we need
to more careful as the gap we used is a curve-bottom-wide gap ∆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , which simply determines
the gap by purely the shape of the curve. However, if the curve has a very high minimum
conductance, it is definitely conductive even if it is not a gapless Dirac spectrum but metal
like DOS.
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Figure 3.14: (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI gap value vs. temperature. The gap value and error bar
are from fitting the peak in the gap value histogram.

Figure 3.15 shows the gap maps at 78K, 106K, 141K, and 195K. The gap size is indeed
corresponding to the values in Figure 3.14. The gap map at 78 K has smaller gapless regions
compared to that of (1+6)-5% binary TI. The spectra became gapless around 100 K. This is
quite interesting and may be related to the phase transition of the Cr.
Also, we note that long-range ferromagnetism does not always lead to a surface gap if the
ferromagnetism is primarily aligned in the xy plane, as discussed in Chapter 1. We conjecture
that the mixture of gapless and gapped regions between 141 K and 195 K was largely due to
different magnetic domain alignment, which would explain why no AHE was observed at
such high temperatures in the binary samples due to lack of long-range magnetization. This
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notion could be further corroborated by studying the gap maps under a strong magnetic
field applied perpendicular to the sample.

Figure 3.15: (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI gap map at (a) 78K (b) 106K (c) 141K and (d) 195K

3.6.4 (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI surface gap evolution with temperature

Figure 3.16: (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI: (a) Gap map and gap histogram at 20 K and 79 K. (b)
Gap value vs. temperature (T). [15]

For the (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI, the result was very similar to those found in the (1+6)10% sample with the onset of the gap above 200 K. There was also non-monotonic
temperature evolution between 80 K and 200 K. The gap distribution on the gap map was
also similar to the (1+6)-10% sample.
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3.6.5 (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI surface gap evolution with temperature

Figure 3.17: Surface gap vs. T for the (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI. (a) Gap derived from two
different thresholds 0.03 and 0.05 (for the normalized dI/dV). (b) Gap derived from multi-peak
fitting on gap histogram of threshold 0.05.

For the (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample, we explored different ways to better estimate the
gap value. Figure 3.17 (a) we compare the gap vs. temperature plot with different thresholds
h. As expected, the estimated gap value depends on the threshold. However, two curves are
almost parallel to each other, which means the qualitative phenomenon we observed from
the plot was reliable and representative of the temperature evolution of the tunneling spectra,
no matter the threshold we chose as long as the threshold was above the noise level.
For the binary sample, we always used the single peak fit on the gap histogram to derive the
gap and error bar. However, a single peak fitting could not match the histogram perfectly, so
we explored the use of multi-peak fitting to fit the histogram better, as shown in Figure 3.17
(b). Multi-peak fitting worked best for the high-temperature part as the peak associated with
the gapless curve is almost the same, while in Figure 3.17 (a), it shows fluctuation due to the
onset of the gapped region. The 2D transition temperature was around 200 K and can be
recognized easily in Figure 3.17 (b).
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Between 100 and 250 K, both gapped and gapless domains coexisted. If we happened to
scan the gapped or gapless domain, the result would differ a lot. The multi-peak fitting can
solve this problem.
3.6.6 (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI surface gap evolution with temperature

Figure 3.18: ∆bw and ∆zw 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣. 𝑇𝑇 of the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI for different sizes of the scan
area. (a) All sizes (including 20×20, 50×50, 100×100, 200×200, 500×500, 1000×1000 nm2); (b)
(20 nm × 20 nm); (c) (50 nm × 50 nm); (d) (100 nm × 100 nm).

For the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample, we considered two other factors that might
influence the estimate for the gap value. One is the comparison between ∆zw and ∆bw . The
other is the STS scan size of the area.
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∆bw is related to the shape of the curves rather than their height while ∆zw = 0 for a more

metallic curve. In Figure 3.18, both ∆zw and ∆bw are shown. A huge difference appeared
above 200 K as big minimum conductance began to appear. The transition temperature is

easier to recognize in ∆zw 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣. 𝑇𝑇 plot. Overall, it appeared that ∆zw was a better representation
of surface gap. From the ∆zw 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣. 𝑇𝑇 data, we also found that the overall surface gap

distribution in the ternary TI/MTI appeared to be more homogeneous than that in the binary
TI/MTI system, which is consistent with the finding of hysteretic behavior in electrical
transport measurements only in the ternary TI/MTI samples, as discussed in Chapter 4.
If gapped domains began to form below the 2D Curie temperature, the gap value for a larger

area scan should fluctuate more as shown in Figure 3.18 that both curves taken over (50 nm
× 50 nm) and (100 nm × 100 nm) areas indeed appeared to fluctuate more near the 2D Curie
temperature, while the curve taken over (20 nm × 20 nm) exhibited smoother transition near
the 2D Curie temperature.
3.6.7 Summary and discussion of the temperature evolution of the surface gap
For both binary and ternary TI/MTI samples, small gapped regions began to show up around
200 K. However, the size of the gap did not increase monotonically with decreasing
temperature in the binary TI/MTI samples. Instead, the majority spectra became nearly
gapless again around 100 K and then reopened and increased with decreasing temperature
again for T < 100 K. In contrast, the averaged surface gap in ternary TI/MTI samples
appeared to be mostly monotonically increasing with decreasing temperature except a slight
decrease near 100 K, and the spatial distributions of the gap value more also more
homogeneous. These findings from microscopic STS studies are consistent with the
macroscopic electrical transport measurements detailed in Chapter 4, where resistive
hysteresis associated with long-range ferromagnetism was only observed in the ternary
TI/MTI samples

3.7 Magnetic effect on the surface states
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As discussed in Chapter 1, finite out-of-the-plane magnetization is responsible for the surface
gap opening in the TIs. In this context, we may apply an out-of-plane magnetic field to better
align magnetic moments, which could lead to more homogeneous gap distributions and also
enhance the averaged gap values.

Figure 3.19 Evolution of the surface gap distribution at T=18 K with applied c-axis magnetic
field: (a)–(c) gap maps (upper panels) and the corresponding gap histograms (lower panels) of
a (1+6)-5% sample taken at H=0, 1.5 T and 3.5 T over the same (47×47) nm2 area. (d)–(f) Gap
maps (upper panels) and the corresponding gap histograms (lower panels) of a (3+6)-10%
sample taken at H=0, 1.5 T, and 3.5 T over the same (24×24)nm2 area. [15]
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Figure 3.19 shows the gap map and the corresponding histogram under different magnetic
fields for (1+6)-5% and (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI samples at T = 18 K. The external
magnetic field appeared to help enhance the gap value slightly. However, the effect was
relatively small at T = 18 K, as shown in Figure 3.20. More importantly, however, the gap
distribution appeared to be much more homogeneous.
These results were not surprising when we compare the STS data with the electrical transport
measurement for binary TI/MTI in Chapter 4. It was found that the magnetic field did not
have any effect on the macroscopic transport properties until below 8 K.

Figure 3.20: (3+6)-10% binary TI gap vs. magnetic field at T = 18 K.
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We also did some measurements on ternary TI/MTI with a magnetic field. However, the
measurements were incomplete due to the lockdown, and so I cannot draw any conclusions.
However, ternary TI/MTI is expected to exhibit novel responses to magnetic fields from
electrical transport measurements. Future field-dependent STS measurements at low
temperatures on the ternary TI/MTI samples would be useful to understand better the
microscopic origin of novel field-dependence in the electrical transport measurements.

3.8 Impurity resonance
As we mentioned before, although the majority dI/dV-vs.-V spectra look like either V-shaped
gapless spectra or U-shape gapped spectra, there were occasionally reproducible minority
spectra that were distinctly different from the characteristics of majority spectra. The
impurity resonance spectra is one of them. We can think of impurity resonance as a single
discrete state in DOS. Hence, the DOS curve looks like a delta function or a single peak.
3.8.1 the appearance of the magnetic impurity resonance curve

Figure 3.21 STS of impurity resonance. (a) I vs. V (b) dI/dV vs. V

In our STS of binary TI/MTI samples, some sharp double peaks showed up. Their I-vs.-V
spectra exhibited hysteresis, which indicated their magnetic origin. Therefore, the spectra
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appeared as double peaks in the dI/dV-vs.-V. We note that the I-vs.-V spectrum looks like
the 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣. 𝐵𝐵 data and the dI/dV-vs.-V spectrum looks like the 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣. 𝐵𝐵 data (Chapter 4).

It might also be related to the topological magnetoelectric (TME) effect. On the other hand,
non-magnetic impurity is the only single peak with its energy right in the middle of double
peak magnetic impurity. Interestingly, we also observed some single peak magnetic
impurities with their peak position the same as one of the double peaks.
Another notable thing is that the energy between the double peaks of impurity is almost the

same no matter the location or even the temperature. These seemingly puzzling results are
investigated further in the following.
3.8.2 Spatial distributions of the magnetic impurity resonance
The location of each impurity resonance can be determined easily through the conductance
map at one of its peak energy, as shown in Figure 3.22 (b). The locations of double-peak and
single-peak resonances can be recognized easily by comparing the conductance map at both
peak energy. Those impurities are extremely localized (within 0.1 ~ 0.2 nm range), as shown
in the 3D conductance map in Figure 3.22 (c) and dI/dV along the line cut cross the impurity
at Figure 3.22 (d).
This extreme localization of magnetic impurity resonances in binary TI/MTI may be
attributed to the topological protection of the surface state. In contrast, no impurity
resonances were observed in the ternary TI/MTI samples. As elaborated in Chapter 4, the
Fermi level in the ternary TI/MTI samples that we studied always involved bulk carriers so
that the surface states were not dominant as in the case of binary TI/MTI systems. We
conjecture that the significant contributions of bulk bands at all temperatures in the ternary
TI/MTI system weakened the topological protection of the surface state, hence the absence
of any localized magnetic resonances in the ternary TI/MTI system.
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Figure 3.22 (a) Spatial distributions of impurity resonances on the gap map for the (1+6)-5%
binary TI/MTI sample. The up triangle is for a single peak at higher energy. The down triangle
is for a single peak at the lower energy. The diamond shape is for a double peak. (b)
Conductance map at one of the impurity peak energy -0.28V (c) 3D conductance map near the
impurity resonance. (d) dI/dV along the line cut cross the impurity resonance.

Interestingly, when we overlapped the location of the impurities onto the gap map, we found
that the impurity mostly appeared at the boundary of the gapped and gapless domains. This
finding is reasonable because isolated spins along the domain boundaries were not tightly
aligned to the magnetization of the domain, and so could respond to the TME effect exerted
from the STM tip. For isolated spin aligned in the in-plane direction, sweeping the voltage
could create an effective magnetic field to move the spin along either +z or –z direction,
hence the double-peak feature (Figure 3.21(b) and Figure 3.23(b)). On the other hand, for an
isolated spin along either +z or –z direction, the TME effect from the STM tip would simply
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determine the sign of effective energy associated with the isolated spin, hence a single
peak resonance (Figure 3.23(c)).

Figure 3.23 (a) Explanation of the location of impurity. (b) Double peak resonance might be
caused by in-plane spin impurity (c) Single peak might be caused by out of plane spin impurity

3.8.3 The number of impurity resonance vs. temperature
In our investigation of a Se-capped (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI, we found that the tunneling
conductance spectroscopic studies revealed a large gap almost everywhere with spotty
gapless regions. In this particular sample, many domain boundaries were present, which were
accompanied by the frequent appearance of the impurity resonances.
To verify whether our observed impurity resonances were indeed associated with isolated
spins along domain boundaries, we analyzed the number of impurity resonance vs.
temperature, as shown in Figure 3.24. At low temperatures, the number of impurity
resonances was low small. As the temperature increased, the number of impurities went up
sharply near 250 K, which was approximately the 2D Curie temperature we observed. A
sudden drop occurs, and then the impurity gradually went up again.
The temperature dependence of the number of impurity resonances is consistent with the
finding of isolated spins along the gapped and gapless boundaries because strong thermal
fluctuations could allow more spins along the domain boundaries to freely respond to the
TME effect of the STM tip, hence a strong increase in the number of impurity resonances
near the 2D Curie temperature.
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Figure 3.24 The number of impurity resonance vs. temperature

On the other hand, the specific influence of Se-cap is still unknown. It might introduce more
gap regions on the sample. Future investigations of Al-capped binary TI to Se-capped binary
TI/MTI samples could shed light on the relevance of the Se-capping.
3.8.4 Summary of impurity resonances
Magnetic impurity resonances due to isolated spins only appeared in binary bilayer TI/MTI
samples, which may be attributed to the lack of long-range ferromagnetism and the
dominance of the surface state for better topological protection. Impurity resonances only
appeared between gapped and gapless domain boundaries and were found to be very
localized and robust. Therefore, these interesting features may be considered as “topological
bits” for potential applications to quantum memory. We may take advantage of the finite
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range of magnetic proximity effect in the binary TI/MTI system to design a device with
different thicknesses of the top TI-layer to create a controlled gap and gapless regions, which
could confine magnetic impurities to the designed boundaries as shown in Figure 3.25. The
interaction among the impurities may be tuned by the Fermi level, which is controlled by the
back gate.
Ternary TI, on the other hand, lacks any impurity resonance. The transport measurement also
demonstrates that weak anti-localization exists above 13K. Below 13K, weak localization
appears under the weak magnetic field (<0.5 T). We might be able to see something
interesting below this temperature.

Figure 3.25 Possible device to line up the location of impurity and control it by the back gate.

3.9 Summary and future project
We have shown that a surface gap in the top TI layer of both binary and ternary TI/MTI
structures can open through the proximity effect to the underlying MTI. Although our
definition of gap tends to overestimate the real gap value a lot, qualitatively, we still get many
useful results, including the identification of a 2D Curie temperature, the observation of more
significant spatial gap inhomogeneity in the binary TI/MTI system, and the estimate of the
range of magnetic proximity effect along the c-axis. Many findings in the STS studies are
consistent with the electrical transport measurements, such as the lack of hysteresis in binary
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TI/MTI samples and the absence of impurities resonances in ternary TI/MTI. The contrasts
between the binary and ternary TI/MTI samples may be primarily due to the differences in
their band structures and Fermi level, particularly the persistent presence of bulk band
contributions to the tunneling spectra in the ternary TI/MTI system differs significantly from
the dominant surface state contributions in the binary TI/MTI system.
The external magnetic field seemed to have relatively small effects on the gap size of binary
TI/MTI at T = 18 K, although the gap homogeneity could be significantly improved. Lower
temperature studies of the magnetic field effect, as well as employing spin-polarized STM
or magnetic force microscopy (MFM) in our new STM/AFM system, may help shed light
on the effect of the magnetic field.
Ternary TI/MTI samples at the low temperatures may show very interesting results as a
function of the magnetic field. We also have a bilayer TI/antiferromagnetic sample that
exhibits a much higher bulk Curie temperature, which may reveal very different gap
distributions as a function of temperature and magnetic field.
Electrical transport measurements on ternary TI/MTI samples have shown the interesting
influence of circularly polarized light on the anomalous Hall effect. It will be interesting to
investigate how circularly polarized light may affect the tunneling spectra of ternary TI/MTI
samples and compare the findings with transport measurements.
The upcoming new customized commercial STM/AFM system is exciting as it will enable
us to do the experiment faster and easier. It has both AFM and STM function and MFM tip.
It can also help us have more discoveries on the topological insulators.

Chapter 4
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ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT STUDIES OF MAGNETIC
TOPOLOGICAL INSULATORS
STM is a powerful tool to investigate the surface states of topological insulators (TIs). Earlier
studies of TIs were mostly carried out by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) and electrical transport measurements. Both techniques provided the macroscopic
behaviors of TIs. Although the global properties of TIs may be considered as the collective
behavior of microscopic properties, our STM studies of magnetic TIs (MTIs) have revealed
significant deviations of the microscopic, 2D magnetic transition temperature from the
macroscopic, 3D magnetic transition temperature, as discussed in Chapter 3. To understand
how the microscopic properties of MTIs influence their macroscopic properties, it is essential
to investigate the global behavior of MTIs systematically. Thus, the combined studies of
spatially resolved magnetic orders by STM and of the global magnetic properties by
electrical transport measurements can help construct a more complete picture for the
properties of MTIs.
The acquisition of a Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) at Caltech provides us
with a cost-effective and powerful experimental tool to control the sample environment for
electrical transport studies. With its helium cycling system, no liquid helium is required for
the cryogenic experiments. Unlike our STM system, the temperature and magnetic field of
PPMS on the sample can be adjusted easily and quickly. The temperature range for the PPMS
is from 300 K to ~ 1.8 K, and the magnetic field range is from 0 to 9 T. The relative ease of
PPMS operation enables in-depth studies of the transport properties of TIs and MTIs.
In this chapter, I will first describe the electrical transport studies of binary bilayer
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 /Cr-doped 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 structures, which will be followed by the transport studies of

ternary bilayer (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 /Cr-doped (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 structures.
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4.1 Transport studies of bilayer 𝑩𝑩𝒊𝒊𝟐𝟐 𝑺𝑺𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑 / Cr- 𝑩𝑩𝒊𝒊𝟐𝟐 𝑺𝑺𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑
4.1.1 Sample characteristics and experimental setup

The binary TIs we studied by PPMS is similar to what we studied by STM except for the
different capping layers and the substrates. Table 4.1 lists all the binary samples we used
for STM and PPMS studies. All these samples consist of a bilayer structure of TI/ Cr-doped
TI, with the TI being 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 , which has the simplest bandstructure and the largest bulk gap
among all TIs. While most researchers studied Cr-doped TIs directly, as explained in Chapter

3, in our studies of magnetic effects on TIs, we would like to prevent the complications
associated with Cr-doping induced structural changes. The bilayer structure with a pure TI
on top of a Cr-doped TI enables surface gap opening in the pure TI layer without structural
changes through its proximity to ferromagnetism when the underlying Cr-doped TI becomes
ferromagnetic below the Curie temperature.
Table 4.1 lists of bilayer binary samples for STM and PPMS studies.
sample
Top layer# bottom layer# Cr % capping substrate
ID(UCLA)
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶-𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3
LH 997
10% Se
InP
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LH 999
10%
Se
InP
3𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LH 1001
10% Se
InP
5𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LH 1002
10% Se
InP
7𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LH 1183
5%
Se
InP
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
KM 1870
10% Se
InP
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
KM 2785
10% Al
GaAs
3𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
KM 2786
10%
Al
GaAs
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

Grower
Liang He
Liang He
Liang He
Liang He
Liang He
Koichi Murata
Koichi Murata
Koichi Murata

From the STM studies in Chapter 3, we found that a surface gap could be detected on a
bilayer binary TI/MTI structure if the thickness of the top TI layer was less than 5 QL.
Therefore, we chose (1+6)-10% and (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI structures for the electrical
transport studies. In principle, (5+6)-10% samples should have been studied as well for
comparison. However, due to the limited availability of the shared PPMS and a large number
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of samples we would like to explore, we only chose the most interesting samples for this
investigation.
A collection of the bilayer binary TI/MTI samples are summarized in Table 4.1. These
samples were grown by molecules beam epitaxy (MBE) on semiconducting substrates at
UCLA by Professor Kang-Long Wang's group. Empirically it was found that the choice of
GaAs substrates yielded better TI samples than InP substrates and that the use of aluminum
(Al) to form aluminum oxide as the capping layer provided better protection than Se to
prevent the TI samples from degradation. Therefore, for electrical transport studies of the
binary bilayer TI/MTI compounds, we focused on the investigation of KM 2785 (3+6)-10%
and KM2786 (1+6)-10% samples. We further note that for the transport measurements, it
was not necessary to remove the capping layer before placing the electrodes on the sample
because the capping layer was very thin (< 3nm) so that electrical currents from electrodes
placed above the capping layer could tunnel easily into the sample. Therefore, electrical
connections to the samples could be made by directly soldering electrodes onto the surface
of the sample.
For the preparation of transport measurements, the sample was etched into the 6-contact Hall
bar geometry, as shown in Figures 4.1(b) and 4.1(d). The etching was done by Advanced
Oxide Etcher (AOE) with a metal mask and the etching gas CHF3. The sample was then
attached to the print circuit board (PCB) with either adhesive tapes or GE varnish if no back
gate was required, or with silver paste if a back gate was required. Aluminum wires are
soldered to the electrical contacts on the sample Hall bar and also to the pins on the inner
ring of the PCB (Figure 4.1 (b)). The solder was indium because of its softness, stickiness,
and low melting temperature that prevented overheating the sample. The pins of the PCB
were then soldered to the puck, while the PCB must be electrically isolated from the puck by
an insulating insertion layer. The puck was subsequently loaded into the PPMS for electrical
transport measurements as a function of temperature and magnetic field. More details about
the PPMS setup have been given in Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic illustration of the side view of a representative bilayer TI/MTI
sample, showing a pure TI layer with 3-QL thickness on top of a ferromagnetic (FM), 10% Crdoped TI layer with 6-QL thickness. The nomenclature for this bilayer TI/MTI is thus given by
(3+6)-10%. (b) An optical micrograph of a print circuit board (PCB), showing electrical
connections to the Hall bar structure patterned on a sample (triangular shape) in the center of
the PCB. (c) Formulae used to calculate the longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance Rxy
through measurements of the voltages and current defined in (d). (d) The Hall bar geometry and
definitions of the electrical contacts 1~6 on the Hall bar. The external magnetic field is applied
perpendicular to the Hall bar plane. (e) Electrical circuit setup for the Hall bar measurements. 3
Lock-in amplifiers are used for detecting the signals: Lock-in 1 determines the electrical current,
Lock-in 2 measures Rxx, and Lock-in 3 measures Rxy.
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The primary objective of the transport measurements is to determine the longitudinal
resistance Rxx and Hall resistance Rxy (Figure 4.1 (c)). Although such measurements may be
carried out with a DC approach, we employed three lock-in amplifiers to measure the voltage
responses and current responses in order to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. One of the lockins was also used as a voltage source to supply the electrical current. The frequency of the
source was set to a value between 5 ~ 15 Hz, which was near the DC limit. Therefore, to
ensure that we had stable and accurate measurements, the time constant was set to
approximately 10 times the period of the source, yielding 1 ~ 3 seconds. Instead of detecting
the current directly, we measured the voltage across a precision resistor placed in series with
the rest of the circuit for higher precision and less systematic errors in the resulting current
reading.
The software interface based on Labview was jointly developed by my SURF student Ankit
Kumar, my groupmate Adrian Llanos, and his SURF student Bannhat Phat. For
measurement settings, "temperature sweep" took voltage signals continuously at different
temperatures under a constant magnetic field, whereas "field sweep" took data in changing
magnetic fields while at a fixed temperature. Although one may naively assume that the same
3D map of signals vs. the magnetic field (B) and temperature (T) could be obtained by either
temperature sweeps or field sweeps if measurements were taken with a sufficiently large
number of temperature and field values, for ferromagnetic samples caution must be taken
because the measured signals would be history-dependent.
4.1.2 (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI temperature sweep
For temperature sweep measurements, we could choose either cooling or warming sweeps
at specific magnetic fields. To identify the onset temperature for the anomalous Hall effect
(AHE), we performed zero-field-cool (ZFC) measurements. On the other hand, a magnetic
field was applied during the warm-up temperature sweep.
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Figure 4.2: Rxx vs. T measurements taken on (1+6)-10% binary TI for different magnetic fields:
(a) 0 and 8T; (b) 0 and 5 T. The blue curve denotes the ZFC sweep, and the red curve represents
the warm-up sweep in a constant magnetic field. The resistance differs between different
samples due to different contact resistance and soldering location.

Figure 4.2 shows the results from two separate measurements. In general, Rxx increased
monotonically with decreasing temperature. This trend could be understood by considering
two different contributions to the conductivity of TIs: One was from the bulk carriers, and
the other from the surface state. The bulk carriers followed the thermally activated
conduction behavior of an insulator with a bulk energy gap of ~ 0.3 eV for Bi2Se3. On the
other hand, for pure TIs the surface state of Dirac fermions would exhibit metallic behavior
at high temperatures and weak anti-localization (AWL) behavior at low temperatures[10, 85,
86], whereas for MTIs the surface state Dirac fermions would exhibit both thermally
activated behavior at low temperatures due to the opening of a ferromagnetism-induced
surface gap and weak localization (WL) behavior due to broken time-reversal symmetry.
Given that the bulk gap of Bi2Se3 is independent of temperature, whereas the
ferromagnetism-induced surface gap only opens below the Curie temperature, the sharp rise
in Rxx around 5K for ZFC temperature sweep (Figure 4.2) may be attributed to the appearance
of a surface gap.
In contrast to the ZFC data, the warm-up temperature sweep under a constant magnetic field
revealed significant negative magnetoresistance at low temperatures (< ~ 5 K), as shown in
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the insets of both Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b). However, the magnitude of negative
magnetoresistance diminished rapidly above 5 K, and the magnetoresistance even became
slightly positive above ~ 30 K under 5 T (Figure 4.2(b)). The presence of strong negative
magnetoresistance at low temperatures was indicative of significant spin-disorder scattering
of the bulk carriers and the WL behavior of the surface-state massive Dirac fermions; the
former could be suppressed by a large applied magnetic field whereas the latter could be
manifested in low fields, as elaborated in the next subsection.
For the Hall resistance measurements, we found that |Rxy| taken at B = 0 was essentially zero
at high temperatures, and then started showing a significant increase with decreasing
temperature below ~ 30 K (Figure 4.3), which may be attributed to the onset of AHE where
bulk ferromagnetism appeared. We may denote this temperature as the 3D Curie temperature
𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 of the MTI. On the other hand, |Rxy (5T)| was slightly larger than |Rxy (0)| for most
temperatures until T < ~ 5 K where |Rxy (5T)| became marginally smaller than |Rxy (0)|.

To understand temperature dependence of |Rxy (5T)| and |Rxy (0)|, we consider the Hall
resistance of a ferromagnetic system, which may be expressed by the following relation (in
SI units):
𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝑅𝑅0 𝐵𝐵 + 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 (𝜇𝜇0 𝑀𝑀).

(4.1)

Here 𝑅𝑅0 = Σi [1/(ni ei)] is the ordinary Hall coefficient associated with the carrier density ni

of charge ei, 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 denotes the anonymous Hall coefficient, µ 0 is the permeability, and M is the

magnetization. For T > 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , M = 0 so that Rxy = 0 if B = 0. Below 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , Rxy is entirely

determined by the sample magnetization M if B = 0, whereas Rxy is dependent on both the

magnetization and the density/sign of the carriers if B ≠ 0. For an insulator without impurities,
the ordinary Hall resistance is negligible due to equal densities of thermally activated
electrons and holes. On the other hand, dopants in an insulator may result in finite
contributions to the ordinary Hall coefficient, particularly at sufficiently low temperatures
when the thermally activated carriers associated with impurities becomes very small.
Therefore, |Rxy (5T)| > |Rxy (0)| for 5 K < T < 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 may be attributed to enhanced
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magnetization by the applied magnetic field. In contrast, for T < 5 K, the total
magnetization became saturated while thermally activated electron carriers associated with
dopants diminished rapidly with decreasing temperature so that |Rxy (5T)| < |Rxy (0)| according
to Eq. (4.1) with e < 0. While the physical origin of the dopants could not be identified from
our experiments, we speculate that the inhomogeneous distributions of Cr dopants in the MTI
layer may be responsible. This conjecture is also consistent with the finding of strong
negative magnetoresistance observed at low temperatures due to strong disorder spin
scattering.

Figure 4.3: |Rxy| vs. T measurements on a (1+6)-10% binary TI sample. (Room temperature
background resistance is removed.)

4.1.3 (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI magnetic field sweep
We carried out studies of the magnetic field sweep for (1+6)-10% binary TI at 2K (Figure
4.4). From the temperature sweeps both with and without fields in Subsection 4.1.2, we
expect both magnitudes of Rxx and Rxy to decrease with increasing |B|, although the magnetic
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field effect would be much smaller for |Rxy|. This was indeed the case in our studies of field
sweeps, as shown in Figure 4.4. The field sweeps were carried out by ramping the field first
up and then down and finally back to 0. However, no apparent hysteresis loops were found
in this (1+6)-10% binary TI, suggesting the absence of sizable magnetic domains and also
negligible coercive fields.

Figure 4.4: Field sweeps of longitudinal and Hall resistance taken at T = 2K on (1+6)-10%
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 binary TI. (a) Rxx vs. B between -5 to 5 Tesla. (b) Rxy vs. B between -5 to 5 Tesla. (c)
Rxx vs. B between -0.5 to 0.5 Tesla. (d) Rxy vs. B between -0.5 to 0.5 Tesla.

From Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(c), we note that Rxx for low fields behaves quite differently from
that for high fields: In the low field regime, Rxx decreased precipitously with increasing |B|
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up to ~ 0.25 T. With further increase of |B|, Rxx became nearly flattened and only exhibited
very gradual decrease for |B| > 0.25 T. We attribute the low-field Rxx behavior to the quantum
phenomenon of WL of the surface massive Dirac fermions, and the high-field Rxx behavior
to the classical negative magnetoresistance due to the suppression of disorder-spin scattering
by magnetic fields. On the other hand, the field sweeps of |Rxy| did not show any hysteresis,
suggesting a highly disordered ferromagnetic system without sizable magnetic domains.
Additionally, the slight decrease of |Rxy| with |B| may be attributed to the presence of impurity
carriers, as discussed in the previous subsection. The asymmetric |Rxy|-vs.-|B| curve shown in
Figure 4.4(b) further corroborated the existence of an ordinary Hall component. Interestingly,
we note that the sharp drop of |Rxy| occurred for |B| < 0.3 T (Figure 4.4(d)), which was
comparable to the magnetic field range for the observation of WL behavior in |Rxx|. Noting
that the magnetic field length associated with |B| = 0.25 T is 𝑙𝑙𝐵𝐵 = �

ℏ

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

~

25.7 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

�𝐵𝐵(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇)

~ 51 nm,

our finding suggests that a doping range on the order of 51 nm determines the coherence
length of WL, leading to similar low-field behavior of both |Rxx| and |Rxy|.
4.1.4 (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI temperature sweep
The (3+6)-10% TI/MTI sample has a thicker top TI layer, and so we expect the sample to be
more conductive. Figure 4.5 shows the temperature sweep result for (3+6)-10% binary TI in

linear and log temperature scales. For this set of data, we performed field cooling (FC) and
zero field warming measurements, which was opposite to what we did for the (1+6)-10%
binary. Given that no hysteresis was observed in the Rxy vs. B measurements of the (1+6)10% sample, we believe that the cooling and warming histories in a magnetic field should
not influence the temperature sweep measurements.
The resistance of (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI sample was found to be much smaller than that
of (1+6)-10% as expected and is shown in Figure 4.5. From the Rxy vs. T measurements
shown in the upper panel of Figure 4.5(a), we identified the AHE onset temperature to be
around 30K, which is similar to the value identified for the (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI sample,
suggesting that the same 6-QL MTI layer contributed to the occurrence of the AHE. Below
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30 K, Rxy (1T) was slightly larger than Rxy (0) until 5K, and Rxy (1T) became smaller than
Rxy (0) for T < 5 K, similar to the findings for the (1+6)-10% binary TI/MTI sample.
Therefore, the temperature dependence of Rxy in different magnetic fields for this (3+6)-10%
binary TI/MTI sample follows the same qualitative descriptions as those for the (1+6)-10%
binary TI/MTI sample in subsection 4.1.2.

Figure 4.5: Temperature sweeps of the longitudinal and Hall resistance for (3+6)-10% 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3
binary TI. (a) Upper panel: Rxx-vs.-T. Lower panel: Rxy-vs.-T. (b) Upper panel: Rxx-vs.-log(T).
Lower panel: Rxy-vs.-log(T).

4.1.5 (3+6)-10% binary TI/MTI magnetic field sweep
Figure 4.6 shows the field sweep data Rxy-vs.-B and Rxx-vs.-B for the (3+6)-10% binary
TI/MTI sample. Similar to the findings for the (1+6)-10% sample, no hysteresis was
observed for the field sweeps. Additionally, the Rxx-vs.-B curves also exhibited WL behavior.
However, comparing the central peak of the Rxx-vs.-B curve for the (3+6)-10% sample with
that for the (1+6)-10% sample, we found that the peak height of (3+6)-10% was smaller and
broader. Specifically, the peak width of (3+6)-10% was ~ 4 T as compared with that of ~ 0.5
T for (1+6)-10%. The height ratio of the peak is about 1/20 ~ 5% compared to 4/20 ~ 20%
for (1+6)-10%. Apparently, the WL peak for the (1+6)-10% sample was much sharper and
stronger. This finding implied that the origin of WL was likely associated with the bottom
MTI layer, while a thicker top layer of pure TI diluted the effect. We further note that the
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coherence length associated with the WL peak of the (3+6)-10% sample was ~ 18 nm,
which was nearly three times smaller than that (~ 51 nm) of the (1+6)-10% sample and
appeared to corroborate with our conjecture of attributing a charge doping range to the Crdopants in the MTI layer.

Figure 4.6: Field sweeps of longitudinal and Hall resistance taken at T = 2K on (3+6)-10%
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 binary TI. (a) Rxx vs. B between −5 to 5 Tesla. (b) Rxy vs. B between −5 to 5 Tesla.

The field sweeps of the Hall resistance, Rxy vs. B, also exhibited no hysteresis and a similar
"two-stage" peak, as shown in the top panel of Figure 4.6. The full width of the bottom stage
was about 6 T as compared to that of 3.5T for the (1+6)-10% sample. The height ratio of the
bottom stage was about 1.5/36 ~ 4.2% as compared to that of 0.05/11.25 = 0.44% for the
(1+6)-10% sample. The full width of the peak was about 2T as compared to that of 0.5T for
the (1+6)-10% sample. Moreover, this peak width of Rxy was consistent with that of Rxx. The
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height ratio of the peak was 0.25/3.6 ~ 7%, whereas that of the (1+6)-10% sample was
0.15/11.25 ~ 1.3%. Overall, the Rxy-vs.-B peak for the (3+6)-10% sample was broader and
higher than that for the (1+6)-10% sample. The broader linewidth was associated with a
smaller length scale, following the same discussion for the WL peak of Rxx. The larger
decrease of Rxy with increasing B may be attributed to a smaller doping electron density in
the (3+6)-10% sample that led to smaller Rxy, according to Eq. (4.1), consistent with the
notion that a thicker top layer of pure TI effectively diluted the contributions from the bottom
MTI layer.
4.1.6 Summary for transport results of binary TI/MTI samples
Unlike STM studies that primarily provide information about the surface state, electrical
transport measurements provide information from both the surface and bulk states. Our
comparative studies of the (1+6)-10% and (3+6)-10% samples revealed that AHE appeared
in both systems around 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 = 30 K. However, no hysteresis loops appeared in either the

Rxx-vs.-B or Rxy-vs.-B curves for 𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , implying small magnetic domains and

significant magnetic disorder, which is consistent with the microscopic information obtained
from STM studies described in Chapter 3. At T = 2 K ≪ 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 and in the low-field limit,

both the Rxx-vs.-B and Rxy-vs.-B curves of the (1+6)-10% and (3+6)-10% samples exhibited
sharp peaks centered at B = 0. The linewidths of both Rxx-vs.-B and Rxy-vs.-B curves for each
sample were consistent, and the linewidths for the (1+6)-10% sample were significantly
narrower than those for the (3+6)-10% sample. We attribute the peak associated with the Rxxvs.-B curve to WL behavior of the surface-state massive Dirac fermions, and derive the WL
coherence length from the linewidth of the peak. We also found that the WL coherence length
of the (1+6)-10% sample was ~ 51 nm, much longer than that (~ 18 nm) of the (3+6)-10%
sample and suggesting that a thicker pure-TI layer on top of the MTI tends to dilute the
contributions from the bottom MTI layer. We further conjectured that the WL coherence
length might be associated with the carrier doping range in the binary TI/MTI samples, which
led to an excess ordinary Hall effect in the presence of finite magnetic fields, with
contributions opposite in sign to the magnetization and therefore resulting in the peak
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centered at B = 0 in the Rxy-vs.-B curve. On the other hand, for 5 K < T < 30K, increasing
the magnetic field helped increase Rxy slightly due to enhanced magnetization, and higher
temperature suppressed the ordinary Hall effect due to increasing thermally activated
carriers.
In contrast to the bilayer binary TI/MTI samples based on Bi2Se3, electrical transport
measurements of the bilayer ternary TI/MTI samples based on (Bi,Sb)2Te3 revealed clear
ferromagnetic signatures and better magnetic order. Therefore, we placed more emphasis on
the studies of the bilayer ternary TI/MTI compounds.

4.2 Transport studies of bilayer (𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩, 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺)𝟐𝟐 𝑻𝑻𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑 / Cr- (𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩, 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺)𝟐𝟐 𝑻𝑻𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑

Chromium doped ternary TIs (Bi,Sb)2Te3 have drawn considerable attention due to the
discovery of the Quantum Anonymous Hall effect (QAHE) at 30 mK in such systems [20,
21]. However, the temperature where the QAHE could be reached was much lower than the
theoretical prediction. The mechanism that led to rapid deviations from the QAHE with
increasing temperature is still unknown and requires further investigation. In our STM study,
we investigated the ternary TIs because the size of Sb is much closer to that of Cr than Bi, so
that Cr-doping would cause less strain on the ternary TIs than on the binary TIs.
Instead of studying the Cr-doped magnetic ternary TIs directly, we again investigated the
bilayer structure that consists of a pure ternary TI layer on top of a Cr-doped MTI layer.
Table 4.2 �𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦 �2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 /𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶-�𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦 �2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 sample list for STM and PPMS
sample
Top layer # bottom layer #
Cr
capping Grower
ID(UCLA) (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶-(𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 %
LH 1182
10% AL
Liang He
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
LP 2788
10%
Al
Lei Pan
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
PZ 3267
10% Al 2nm Peng Zhang
3𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
PZ 3268
10% Al 1nm Peng Zhang
1𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
6𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

x:y
1:1
1:1.3
0.3:0.7
0.3:0.7
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Table 4.2 lists all the ternary TIs we used for the electrical transport and STM
measurements. For �𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦 �2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 , there is one more variable for the ratio between bismuth
and antimony. The ratio of Bi to Sb controls the Fermi level and similarity of the band
structure to that of 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 or 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 . To maximize the temperature for achieving the

QAHE, the Fermi level of the magnetic ternary TI' needs to be tuned to the Dirac point either
by adjusting the ratio of Bi to Sb or by gating the Fermi level. Our collaborators at UCLA in
the group of Professor Kang-Long Wang can grow a very high-quality sample with an
accurate ratio of Bi to Sb to tune the Fermi level very close to the Dirac point. Therefore, the
gating is not necessary, which makes our electrical transport measurements simpler by
reducing one more control variable.
The bilayer ternary TI/MTI samples for our studies were all grown on gallium arsenide
(GaAs) substrates with aluminum capping. The procedure to prepare the Hall bar geometry
was the same as that employed for the binary TI/MTIs. The pin connection was made by
indium soldering the aluminum wires to the contact of the sample and pin pads on the PCB.
We studied (1+6)-10% and (3+6)-10% samples, PZ3267 and PZ3268, with the PPMS.
4.2.1 Results from electrical transport measurements on (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI
We did some temperature sweeps with zero-field cooling and field warming. The transition
temperature was found to be around 35 K from the Rxy-vs.-T measurements. The field sweeps
at low temperature exhibited clear hysteresis loops, which implied that we need to be more
careful about the operation of temperature sweeps with and without magnetic fields. For the
(1+6)-10% sample to be discussed in this subsection, we focused on the field-sweep results
in low fields, whereas more systematic studies of field sweeps on the (3+6)-10% sample over
a broader range of magnetic fields will be discussed in subsections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
The field sweeps of Rxx and Rxy at 2 K exhibit apparent hysteretic behavior, as shown in
Figure 4.7 (a). In particular, Rxy-vs.-B curves looked similar to the magnetization hysteretic
loops of field sweeps for ferromagnetic materials. As discussed in subsection 4.1.2, the Hall
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resistance Rxy of a ferromagnetic system may be expressed by the following relation (in
SI units):
𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝑅𝑅0 𝐵𝐵 + 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 (𝜇𝜇0 𝑀𝑀)

(4.1)

Here 𝑅𝑅0 = Σi [1/(ni ei)] is the ordinary Hall coefficient associated with the carrier density ni

of charge ei, 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 denotes the anonymous Hall coefficient, µ 0 is the permeability, and M is the

magnetization. For sufficiently low fields, 𝑅𝑅0 𝐵𝐵 < 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑀, and so we expect 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ∝ 𝑀𝑀.

Additionally, Rxx -vs.-B also showed hysteric double peaks, with each peak centering at the
corresponding Rxy = 0 point. This finding was similar to what we had observed in our studies
of the binary TI/MTI samples, where Rxx reached a maximum near Rxy = 0. We may
understand this correlation between maximum Rxx and minimum |Rxy| (i.e., Rxy = 0) by noting
that Rxy = 0 corresponded to M = 0 in the low field limit, which implied that the magnetization
of different magnetic domains was randomized, which resulted in the strong scattering of
carriers from one domain to another and therefore maximum longitudinal resistance.
For this (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample, we did not pursue field sweeps to high fields. As
we shall see in our later discussion of the (3+6)-10% ternary sample, at a high field, Rxx will
revert to the classical magnetoresistance behavior, which was notably absent in the bilayer
binary TI/MTI systems.
Figure 4.7 (b) shows Rxy -vs.-B hysteresis loops at different temperatures. The size of the
hysteresis loop appeared to shrink rapidly with increasing temperature and became nearly
paramagnetic at 10 K. We may define the up-sweep and down-sweep coercive fields as the
B values where Rxy = 0 and plot the coercive field vs. T curves in Figure 4.7 (d). Interestingly,
we note that the coercive field changed signs at 15 K, which was further verified in Figure
4.7 (c) for the Rxy -vs.-B data at 15 K.
Additionally, we note that the Rxx -vs.-B data at 15 K exhibited seemingly unusual features.
The double peak locations were not symmetric around B = 0, nor did they correspond to the
coercive field, which suggested that the behavior of the resistive data may not be solely
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correlated with the magnetism of the magnetic layer. We shall address this issue later in
our detailed studies of the (3+6)-10% sample.

Figure 4.7: Field sweeps of resistance for the (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample. (a) Rxx and
Rxy-vs.-B at T = 2 K. (b) Rxy-vs.-B curves at T = 2, 4, 10, 15K (c) Rxx and Rxy-vs.-B at T = 15K.
(d) Coercive field vs. T.

4.2.2 Low magnetic field sweep analysis of the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample
With the observation of Rxy -vs.-B hysteresis loops at low temperatures for the (1+6)-10%
ternary TI/MTI sample, we proceeded with more detailed field sweep studies on the (3+6)10% ternary TI/MTI sample. Figure 4.8 shows Rxy and Rxx vs. B curves taken at different
temperatures. As the sample cooled from 27 K to 13 K, the magnitude of the coercive field
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decreased with decreasing temperature and became nearly paramagnetic around 13 K.
The sign of the coercive field for 13 K ≤ T ≤ 27 K was negative. Below 13 K, the coercive
field became positive and increased rapidly with decreasing temperature. Additionally, the
maximum Rxy or saturated Rxy increased monotonically with decreasing temperature. These
results implied that the ferromagnetic order of the TI/MTI sample improved upon lowering
the sample temperature.

Figure 4.8: Low-field Rxy (thick line) and Rxx (thin line) vs. B data taken on the (3+6)-10%
ternary TI/MTI sample at T = (a) 1.75K, (b) 3K, (c) 6K, (d) 13K, (e) 20K, and (f) 27K
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Interestingly, below 13 K, the Rxx -vs.-B curves in this (3+6)-10% ternary sample did not
exhibit the double-symmetric-peak hysteresis behavior, as seen in the studies of the (1+6)10% ternary sample. Instead, the temperature evolution of the Rxx -vs.-B curves became quite
complicated below 13 K, showing asymmetric hysteretic curves with WL behavior near |B|
= 0 and anti-weak-localization (AWL) behavior for larger fields. On the other hand, for T >
13 K, the Rxx -vs.-B curves appeared V-shaped without clear hysteretic behavior and were
consistent with the AWL behavior. Further, we note that the B field associated with the
minimum of Rxx -vs.-B curves above 13K was − 0.02 T rather than 0.
The novel evolution of the Rxx -vs.-B behavior with T and B in the low field limit was
suggestive of sign changes in the majority carriers with T and B. To better understand the
evolution of Rxy and Rxx with B in higher fields, we showed in Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) the
Rxy-vs.-B and Rxx-vs.-B isotherms up to |B| > 1 T, respectively. We found that for T = 1.75
K, 3 K, and 6 K, |Rxy| decreased with increasing |B| above the saturation fields. On the other
hand, for T = 13 K, 20 K, and 27 K, |Rxy| increased with increasing |B| in the high field
regime, although the changes in |Rxy| for T = 13 K were very small.

Figure 4.9: Field sweep measurements of Rxx and Rxy on the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample
at different temperatures: (a) Rxy-vs.-B isotherms, and (b) Rxx-vs.-B isotherms.

For the Rxx -vs.-B isotherms in Figure 4.9(b), we found that Rxx all increased with |B| for |B|
> 1 T except at T = 13 K where Rxx was nearly a constant in high fields. On the other hand,
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in the intermediate field regime, Rxx-vs.-B for T = 1.75 K, 3 K, and 6 K exhibited WL
and hysteretic behavior while Rxx-vs.-B for T = 13 K, 20 K, and 27 K shows AWL behavior.
4.2.3 High magnetic field sweep analysis of the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample
Although Rxy changed fastest around in the low field limit, high magnetic field scans could
provide additional useful information. For instance, the saturation of sample magnetization
in high fields would render any changes in Rxy to changes in the ordinary Hall signals. In this
context, if the majority carriers changed signs with either T or B in the high field limit, the
ordinary Hall signals would reflect the sign change as well. Therefore, it is worth
investigating high field sweeps at different temperatures.
In Figure 4.10, we show Rxy-vs.-B and Rxx-vs.-B isotherms up to |B| = 8 T at different
temperatures. Surprisingly, we found that for all Rxy-vs.-B isotherms, |Rxy| did not either
saturate or increase with |B| in the high field limit. Rather, the slope d|Rxy|/d|B| was negative
in the high |B| limit. In contrast, d|Rxy|/d|B| was positive over the field range of the hysteresis
loops. From Eq. (4.1), we may attribute the positive d|Rxy|/d|B| behavior to contributions from
the sample magnetization, and the negative d|Rxy|/d|B| in the high field limit to contributions
from the majority carriers with an opposite sign to the magnetization.
For Rxx-vs.-B isotherms at T < 14 K, Rxx exhibited hysteretic WL behavior and decreased with
|B| for |B| < 1 T (Figures 4.10(b) and 4.10(d)), whereas the hysteretic behavior of Rxx nearly
vanished at T = 14 K and Rxx-vs.-B first exhibited AWL behavior for |B| < 0.1 T, as shown in
Figures 4.10(d) and 4.10(f), and then decreased slightly for 0.1 T < |B| < 1 T. On the other
hand, for |B| > 1 T, Rxx became increasing with |B| for all temperatures.
Overall, studies of the field sweeps revealed that for T < 13K, both Rxy-vs.-B and Rxx-vs.-B
isotherms were consistent with the presence of ferromagnetism and exhibited hysteretic
behavior. Specifically, Rxy-vs.-B exhibited positive coercive fields while Rxx-vs.-B exhibited
double peaks. For T > 13K, the coercive field became negative, and hysteresis vanished in
Rxx-vs.-B isotherms. The anomalous, inverse ferromagnetic hysteresis in Rxy-vs.-B for T > 13
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K could not be easily understood and 'might be from some kind of over-compensating
mechanism. If such a mechanism existed, it should have appeared in the temperature sweep
as well, which is the next subject of our investigation.

Figure 4.10: Field sweeps of longitudinal and Hall resistance at T = 1.75 K, 3.5 K, 7 K, and 14
K with different field ranges: (a) Rxy-vs.-B from −8 T to 8 T; (b) Rxx-vs.-B from −8 T to 8 T; (c)
Rxy-vs.-B from −2 T to 2 T; (d) Rxx-vs.-B from −2 T to 2 T; (e) Rxy-vs.-B from −0.5 T to 0.5 T ;
(f) Rxx-vs.-B from −0.5 T to 0.5 T.
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4.2.4 Temperature sweep studies of the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample
The Rxy-vs.-T measurements of the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample at B = 0 in Figure 4.11
revealed an onset of finite Rxy around T ~ 25 K and rapid increase in Rxy with decreasing
temperature for T < 25K, similar to the zero-field Rxy-vs.-T data of the (1+6)-10% ternary
TI/MTI sample with an onset of Rxy around T ~ 30 K. We define this onset temperature for
finite Rxy as 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , where AHE appears due to the onset of bulk ferromagnetism with a finite
total magnetization.

Figure 4.11: Rxy-vs.-T and Rxx-vs.-T of a (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample measured in zero
fields for both cooling and warming

Next, we would like to investigate the robustness of the spontaneous magnetization by asking
whether it may be influenced by the initial conditions so that we may control the magnetic
state by external factors such as circularly polarized light or a small magnetic field. We would
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also like to understand whether the Rxy-vs.-T curve is repeatable or dependent on the
history of the scan.
Regarding the issue of reproducibility of the zero-field Rxy-vs.-T data, Figure 4.11 clearly
shows both the cool-down and warm-up Rxy-vs.-T curves in zero fields matched each other
perfectly well so did the cool-down and warm-up Rxx-vs.-T curves.
Next, we investigated Rxy-vs.-T behavior after cooling in a strong magnetic field larger than
the saturation field and then measured in zero fields while warming up.
0 T warm-up after field-cool
Figure 4.12 (a) shows the Rxy-vs.-T curves measured under different cooling and warming
conditions, where the arrows indicate the temperature sweep directions. From the perfectly
matched zero-field cooling and warming curves, the spontaneous magnetization appeared
negative for our experimental configuration. Cooling the sample in a negative magnetic field
B = −1 T and then measuring the Rxy-vs.-T in zero fields also revealed the same negative sign
of Rxy, although the maximum |Rxy| value was enhanced for the field-cool data. In contrast,
for field cool in B = 1 T, the maximum value of |Rxy| was larger than that for field cool in B
= −1 T. Although the physical origin for this disparity is yet to be investigated, it may be
attributed to the asymmetric interfaces associated with the MTI and TI layers, leading to
Rashba-like splitting in these strong spin-orbit-coupled materials.
Rxy (after 1 T field-cooled) curve merges with ZFC Rxy curve at around 16 K, while Rxy (after
−1 T field-cooled) curve merges with ZFC Rxy curve at around 24 K, which is about 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 .

This disparity implied that negative fields were preferred to positive fields so that it required

higher temperatures to randomize magnetic order. Both Rxy (after 1 T field-cooled) and Rxy
(after −1 T field-cooled) change the sign between 10K and 24K, which corresponds to the
appearance of the negative coercive field.
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Figure 4.12: Temperature sweeps for zero-field warming resistive measurements on the (3+6)10% ternary TI/MTI sample after cooling in B = 0 T, 1 T, and –1 T. (a) Rxy-vs.-T curves . The
arrows indicate the sweep direction. (b) Rxy-vs.-T and [Rxy(B) – Rxy(0)]-vs.-T curves.

Similarly, Rxx vs. T also exhibited differences for different field-cool curves, although the
magnitudes of the changes were much smaller than those found in Rxy vs. T curves, as shown
in Figure 4.12 (b), where the difference between Rxx (after 1 T) and Rxx (after 0 T) was
illustrated in red as dRxx (1 T) and that between Rxx (after −1 T) and Rxx (after 0 T) was
illustrated in blue as dRxx (−1 T). The behavior for Rxx vs. T at low temperatures was more
complicated because of the competition between WL and AWL in Rxx vs. B isotherms (Figure
4.9(b), Figure 4.10(f)). Overall, we found that Rxx vs. B was symmetric around 0 T above
13.5 K. In contrast, Rxx (after 1 T) was greater than Rxx (after −1 T) between 4.5 K and 13.5
K, with the maximum difference occurred around T = 10 K, whereas Rxx (after 1 T) became
smaller than Rxx (after −1 T) below 4.5 K.
0.05 T warm-up after field-cool
After studying the zero-field warm-up responses, we investigated 0.05 T warm-up responses
after field-cooled in 0.5, 0, and −0.5 T (Figure 4.13). The motivation for studies of the warmup curves in 0.05 T was because 0.05 T was a sufficiently weak positive field opposite to the
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spontaneous magnetization of AHE, which may give rise to differences between the 0.05
T warm-up |Rxy|-vs.-T curve after −0.5 T field-cool and that after ZFC at low temperatures.

Figure 4.13: R vs. T for 0.05 T warming after 0 T, 0.5 T, and –0.5 T cooling. (a) Rxy vs. T for
0 < T < 60 K. (b) Rxy vs. T for 0 < T < 12 K. (c) Rxx vs. T for 0 < T < 30K. (d) Rxx vs. T and dRxx
vs. T for 0 < T < 30 K, where dRxx ≡ Rxx (after field-cool) − Rxx (after ZFC).

Surprisingly, we found that after field-cooled in − 0.5 T, the negative Rxy value quickly
switched sign to positive values upon warmed up in 0.05 T, as shown in Figures 4.13(a) and
4.13(b). All 0.05 T warm-up Rxy curves (after 0.5, 0, − 0.5T cooling) merges at 8 K, which
indicated that 0.05 T might correspond to the saturation field at 8 K. On the other hand, no
negative coercive field was found for the 0.05 T warm-up curve as in the case of the zero-
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field warm-up curve, suggesting that 0.05 T was probably already too large to preserve
the anomalous negative coercive field.
The behavior of Rxx vs. T curves generally depends on the magnitude of the applied field. We
found that Rxx (ZFC) and Rxx (0.05 T warming) curves were similar, while Rxx (0.5 T cooling)
was similar to Rxx (− 0.5 T cooling), as shown in Figures 4.13(c) and 4.13(d). Interestingly,
Rxx (±0.5 T cooling) intersected with Rxx (0.05 T warming) around 14K, which was around
the charge neutrality temperature (Figure 4.13 (c)). Below 14 K, the Rxx vs. B isotherms
showed WL in low fields while above 14 K, the Rxx vs. B isotherms exhibited AWL behavior
in low fields, as shown in Figure 4.10(f).
Comparing the 0.05 T warm-up Rxx -vs.-T curves after ±0.5 T field-cooled, (Figure 4.13 (d)),
several findings are noteworthy: First, the 0.05 T warm-up Rxx -vs.-T curve after 0.5 T fieldcool matched the 0.05 T warm-up Rxx -vs.-T curve after − 0.5 T field-cool near 8 K,
suggesting that 0.05 T may correspond to be saturation field at 8 K, consistent with the
findings from the Rxy -vs.-T curves. Second, the 0.05 T warm-up Rxx (after ±0.5 T field-cool)
curves deviated from Rxx (ZFC) around 25 K ~ 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 . The deviation reached a maximum at
T = 12 ~ 13 K, near the charge neutral point. Moreover, the 0.05 T warm-up Rxx (after 0.5 T
field-cool) curve deviated substantially from the Rxx (ZFC) curve a lot below 8 K, while the
0.05 T warm-up Rxx (after − 0.5 T field-cool) curve was closer to Rxx (ZFC) below 8 K, as
shown in Figures 4.13(d).
− 0.05 T warm-up after field-cool
We also investigated − 0.05 T warm-up Rxy -vs.-T curves after field-cool, and we expected
the results to be similar to those found from the 0.05 T warm-up Rxy -vs.-T curves after fieldcool except with an opposite sign. Figures 4.14 (a) and 4.14 (b) show the Rxy -vs.-T curve
after 2 T field-cool merges with the Rxy -vs.-T curve after − 2 T field-cool at around 8 K,
similar to the results found from the 0.05 T warm-up Rxy -vs.-T curves after ±0.5 T field-cool.
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In contrast, for Rxx -vs.-T, we expect the result to be different at low temperatures due to
the asymmetry of the Rxx -vs.-B isotherms at low temperatures near 0 T.

Figure 4.14: R vs. T for − 0.05T warming after 0 T, 2 T, and –2 T field-cool. (a) Rxy vs. T for 0
< T < 60 K. (b) Rxy vs. T for 0 < T < 15 K. (c) Rxx vs. T for 0 < T < 60 K. (d) Rxx vs. T and dRxx
vs. T for 0 < T < 30 K, where dRxx ≡ Rxx (after field-cool) − Rxx (after ZFC).

Figures 4.14(c) and 4.14(d) reveal that the − 0.05 T warm-up Rxx -vs.-T curves after 2 T fieldcool matched the Rxx -vs.-T curves after − 2 T field-cool at around 8 K. Additionally, the Rxx
values after 2 T field-cool were consistently larger than the ZFC Rxx values below 25 K so
that dRxx > 0 for T < 25 K and a small peak of dRxx appeared at 4 K. Although a similar peak
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dRxx was also seen in the 0.05 T warm-up Rxx curve after − 0.5 T field-cool, as shown in
Figure 4.13(d), the latter was less significant in the peak height.
4.2.5 Comparison of the field cooling curves taken on the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI
sample
Since taking R vs. B data at different temperatures, in general, is time-consuming, taking R
vs. T at different magnetic fields can be an alternative approach that provides us with lowerresolution R-vs.-B information. To ensure the feasibility of this approach, we compared the
R-vs.-B isotherms constructed from the high-field R-vs.-T curves with those obtained directly
from the field-sweep measurements.
From Figure 4.15 (a), we note that the field-cool Rxy vs. T curves at different magnetic fields
deviated from the ZFC Rxy vs. T curve at T ~ 60 K, and that the field-cooled Rxy vs. T curves
at B field and –B field were symmetric with respect to the ZFC Rxy vs. T curve for T > 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

~ 20 K. Additionally, within either positive or negative field cooling curves, there was
another crossing point around T = 12 ~ 13 K. This crossing corresponds to the flatness of the
Rxy vs. B isotherm in the high field limit at T = 13 K, as shown in Figure 4.10(f).
Using the R vs. T curves taken at multiple magnetic fields as shown in Figures 4.15(a) and
4.15(b), we can construct low field-resolution R vs. B isotherms with much higher
temperature resolution, as shown in Figures 14.15(c) and 14.15(d) for Rxy vs. B and Rxx vs. B,
respectively. The only problem with this method is that the hysteresis could not be resolved.
On the other hand, if we were only interested in the high-field behavior, this method could
provide useful information about how the majority carriers evolve with temperature.
For Rxx vs. T, the crossing point for curves of different fields occurred around 14 ~ 15 K. This
temperature was slightly different from the crossing point at T = 12 ~ 13 K found in the Rxy
vs. T. From the Rxx vs. T curves at various magnetic fields, we constructed low-resolution Rxx
vs. B curves at different temperatures in Figure 14.15(d). At 14.8 K, the Rxx vs. B curve was
nearly flat. Below 14.8 K, the low-resolution Rxx vs. B curves revealed largely WL behavior
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for |B| < 0.5 T and then turned into classical magnetoresistance for |B| > 0.5 T. Above
14.8 K, Rxx increased with |B| and showing AWL behavior for all fields. Comparing Figure
14.15(d) with the high-resolution Rxx vs. B curve at T = 14 K in Figure 4.10(d), we note that
the curve was actually not flat and showing AWL behavior for |B| < 0.1 T. Our findings of
predominantly AWL behavior for T > 14 K and WL behavior for T ≤ 14 K suggest that there
were competing mechanisms that determined the electrical transport properties of the (3+6)10% ternary TI/MTI sample.

Figure 4.15: (a) Field-cool Rxy vs. T curves of the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample at different
magnetic fields. (b) Field-cool Rxx vs. T curves of the same sample at different magnetic fields.
(c) Rxy vs. B isotherms constructed from different field-cool Rxy vs. T curves. (d) Rxx vs. B
isotherms constructed from different field-cool Rxy vs. T curves.
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To better understand the temperature evolution of R vs. B curves and the magnetic field
evolution of R vs. T curves, we constructed the 3D plots of Rxy and Rxx as a function of B and
T, as shown in Figure 4.16. From the Rxy (B, T) data shown in Figures 4.16(a) and 4.16(c), it
is clear that the color maps were not symmetrical relative to B = 0. Due to AHE, spontaneous
magnetization is along the negative field direction. Taking the light blue color line
(corresponding to Rxy = 0) as the onset of the AHE for negative fields and the yellow color
line as the onset of the AHE for positive fields, we found that the onset of AHE with a
negative applied field appeared at a higher temperature than that with a positive field.

Figure 4.16: Rxy (B, T) and Rxx (B, T) maps derived from the field-cooled Rxy vs. T and Rxx vs. T
curves in different fields. (a) 2D map of Rxy (B, T), where the color bar represents the magnitude
of Rxy in units of kΩ. (b) 2D map of Rxx (B, T), where the color bar represents the magnitude of
Rxx in units of kΩ. (c) 3D map of Rxy (B, T). (d) 3D map of Rxx (B, T).
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For the evolution of Rxy with B and T, it is as we described before. Nevertheless, the
transition from weak anti-localization to weak localization is quite smooth without any
apparent transition. This again implies the ratios of both contributions from somewhere cause
the transition of the curve.

Figure 4.17: (a) 2D map of Rxy (B, T) as derived from field-cooled Rxy vs. T curves. (b) 2D map
of Rxx (B, T) as derived from field-cooled Rxx vs. T curves. (c) 2D map of Rxy (B, T) as derived
from zero-field-warming Rxy vs. T curves after field cooling. Here B represents the field applied
before zero-field warming. (d) 2D map of Rxx (B, T) as derived from zero-field-warming Rxx vs.
T curves after field cooling. Here B represents the field applied before zero-field warming.

To obtain a more complete picture, we conducted resistive measurements using temperature
sweeps again by first cooling the sample in a much stronger magnetic field up to 8T and then
measuring the resistance while warming up in zero fields, as shown in Figure 4.17. For field
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cooling, the value of |Rxy| decreased with increasing fields in the large field limit, as shown
in Figure 4.17(a), which is consistent with what we had observed before. Similar studies of
the Rxx (B, T) data is shown in Figure 4.17 (b), which revealed how the Rxx (B, T) curve
transitioned from a W-shape at low temperatures to a V-shape at high temperatures by
considering horizontal cuts in Figure 4.17 (b).
It is interesting to note that the zero-field warming Rxy map (after field cooling) shown in
Figure 4.17(c), the |Rxy| value became independent of the applied magnetic field for B > 1 T
in the positive field response and for |B| > 0.5 T in the negative field response, which implies
the saturation of the magnetization.
For the positive field response shown in Figure 4.17(c), Rxy evolved from negative to positive
values between T = 7 K to 15 K, which corresponded to negative coercive fields, consistent
with what we had observed from the hysteretic Rxy vs. B isotherms over this temperature
range. In the case of negative field response, |Rxy| decreased monotonously with increasing
temperature. However, the Rxy value after cooled in negative fields was found to be smaller
than that after cooled in the positive fields for 10 K < T < 15 K. The asymmetric dependence
of the AHE and spontaneous magnetization on positive and negative field responses is
interesting, which may be associated with the asymmetric interfaces of both the TI and MTI
layers, leading to Rashba-like splitting[87].
In the case of the Rxx (B, T) map shown in Figure 4.17(d), Rxx vs. B was independent of the
pre-applied field for B > 0.1 T. This is not surprising because after field-cooled by sufficiently
high magnetic fields, a saturation of magnetization completely suppressed disorder spin
scattering and so Rxx obtained under zero-field warming would be only dependent on the
temperature and would be independent of -the magnetic fields applied during field-cooling.

4.3 Effects of circularly polarized light on the AHE of bilayer ternary
TI/MTI and monolayer ternary MTI
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Increasing the onset temperature of AHE in ferromagnetic materials is highly desirable
for realistic spintronic applications. Given that the appearance of AHE requires long-range
ferromagnetic order, increasing its onset temperature implies achieving long-range coupling
of magnetic moments at a higher temperature. In the TI/MTI compounds of our study, the
magnetic moments are associated with the Cr-dopants, and the onset temperature of AHE in
these samples is always around 30 K, which we identified as the bulk Curie temperature
𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 of the material. On the other hand, our STM studies revealed local surface gap opening

at temperatures as high as ~ 200 K, suggesting that short-range ferromagnetic order could
appear well above 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 '. Additionally, our collaborators at UCLA had successfully

fabricated AFM/MTI/AFM (AFM: antiferromagnet) heterostructures by MBE and
demonstrated enhancement of 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 up to 100 K by multilayers of AFM/MTI/AFM

sandwich [88]. The mechanism for this enhancement is the result of exchange coupling
between Dirac Fermions and the A-type AFM layer, which helps align the spins of Cr-

dopants in the MTI. These results suggest that the relatively low 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 in the ternary MTIs

was due to disordered spins and so 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 could be much enhanced by better spin alignments.

Indeed, our electrical transport studies of the ternary TI/MTI samples also revealed that with

the help of an external magnetic field, the onset of AHE could appear at a temperature as
high as 60 K, as shown in Figure 4.15(a), which further corroborated the notion that the onset
temperature of AHE could be enhanced by whatever means feasible to align the spins of the
Cr dopants.
Besides the application of high magnetic fields or the introduction of exchange coupling, it
would be interesting to explore possible non-contact and non-destructive methods to enhance
the alignment of spins of Cr-dopants in the MTIs. One such possibility could be the
application of circularly polarized light.
Light-matter interaction can induce many interesting effects on the material surface,
including the generation of photocurrents and quantum excitations that satisfy optical
selection rules. For sufficiently high photon energy, the photon can excite an electron from
the valence band to the conduction band. For 3D TIs, circularly polarized light can be shown
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to generate a directional helicity-dependent photocurrent (HDPC) [89-91]. This photoinduced DC current is found to be dependent on the circular polarization of the light. Due to
the spin-momentum lock-in on the TI surface states, when electrons are excited from the
surface states to the conduction band, they still retain their spin helicity. Therefore, it is worth
investigating whether we may populate one spin texture more than the other, thereby
enhancing the overall spin alignment of Cr-dopants.
As described in Chapter 2, we constructed an optical probe for the PPMS system to conduct
photo-assisted transport measurements. Given that we employed lock-in technique for the
resistive measurements, the light-induced DC photocurrent may not be directly detected in
our AC measurements. However, we may be able to observe changes in the Rxy signal
because of its dependence on the sample magnetization, which motivated our investigations
of the electrical transport properties under the excitations of circularly polarized light.
Adding light to the transport measurements requires substantial optical alignments and light
source tuning to send light to the bottom of the PPMS successfully. Our homemade optical
probe was designed, constructed, and calibrated by several groupmates, including Marcus
Teague, Duxing Hao, and Adrian Llanos.
For the optical experiments, our broadband light source was a tunable lamp for wavelengths
𝜆𝜆 = 200 to 2200 nm. The maximum available power for the light source was 10 mW. For

our preliminary experiments, we used a wavelength 𝜆𝜆 = 1750 𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚 (~ 0.7 eV), which

corresponded to more than twice the bandgap of the ternary TI, and therefore it might also
induce excitations of bulk electrons in addition to surface-state electrons.
4.3.1 Effect of circularly polarized light on (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI
We carried out Rxy vs. B measurements between B = – 0.1 T and B = 0.1 T for T = 2, 4, 7, 10,
12 and 14 K both with and without circularly polarized light, and the results for T = 2 K are
shown in Figure 4.18(a). Circularly polarized light appeared to have enhanced the
magnetization in one direction (B < 0) while nearly no effect in the other direction (B > 0),
as shown from the coercive field of decreasing field sweep in Figure 4.18(a). This
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asymmetric behavior is again consistent with what we have observed in the
measurements of Rxy (T, B), which we attribute to possible Rashba effects. Additionally, from
the coercive field vs. T measurements both with and without circularly polarized light, we
found that Rxy with and without light deviates from each other below 7 K, as shown in Figure
4.17(b), which also corroborated the effect of circularly polarized light on the AHE.
Based on these promising preliminary measurements, we expect more interesting effects on
the AHE of the bilayer ternary TI/MTI samples by the application of circularly polarized
light with different wavelengths and power densities. It is a pity that we could not conduct
more photo-assisted transport measurements due to the lockdown of the labs in the past few
months. Future in-depth studies of these phenomena should yield very interesting results.

Figure 4.18: (a) Rxy vs. B with and without circularly polarized light. (b) Coercive field vs. T
with and without circularly polarized light.

4.3.2 Effect of circularly polarized light on a monolayer (0+6)-10% MTI
We did the field sweep measurement on monolayer 6QL-10% ternary MTI at 2 K and 10 K.
At 2 K, Rxx vs. B shows a strong weak localization, which is consistent with (1+6)-10%
ternary TI/MTI. Rxy vs. B also shows a strong hysteresis loop. At 10 K, hysteresis nearly
disappears for both Rxx and Rxy vs. B. However, it shows a very strong weak localization. In
contrast, at charge neutrality point 13 K for (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI, Rxx vs. B shows weak
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antilocalization. Further studies of field sweeps of (0+6)-10% MTI and (1+6)-10%
TI/MTI at higher temperatures to see if the hysteresis is indeed closed or only due to the
charge neutrality. It is also interesting to see if weak antilocalization will show up at higher
temperatures.

Figure 4.19 Circularly polarized light effect on 6-QL 10% ternary MTI. (a) Rxx vs. B at 2 K. (b)
Rxy vs. B at 2 K. (c) Rxx vs. B at 10 K. (d) Rxy vs. B at 10 K

Unlike (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI, circularly polarized light seems to have a negative effect
on a monolayer (0+6)-10% MTI at T = 2 K. Both Rxx and |Rxy| decrease when the circularly
polarized light is applied. At 10 K, though, the light seems to enhance the Rxx vs. B a little.
The low-temperature decrease in Rxx under light may be attributed to light-induced excess
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photo-carriers in the MTI, which were theoretically predicted to causes structural
distortions that suppressed the FM coupling between neighboring Cr ions, leading to
suppression in |Rxy| as observed experimentally. However, detailed studies of field sweeps at
different temperatures both with and without light will be necessary to fully understand the
interplay of photo-induced carrier densities and spin alignment by circularly polarized light.

4.4 Discussion and Summary
Unlike STM, transport measurements study the global contributions from the band structure
of the sample. In this chapter, we employed PPMS to investigate the longitudinal and Hall
resistance of bilayer TI/MTI structures based on binary TI 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 and ternary TI
(𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 .

Table 4.3 Summary of electrical transport results for binary TI/MTI and MTI samples

Note: (7+0)-10% Binary TI result is from our collaborator in UCLA [92]
Table 4.3 summarizes the transport results for binary TI/MTI samples. Binary TI/MTI
bilayer samples revealed the onset of AHE around 30 K from zero-field Rxy vs. T sweep,
while for ternary TI/MTI samples, the onset of AHE was around 20 K. However, binary
TI/MTI samples only revealed decreasing |Rxy| with increasing |B| from Rxy vs. B
measurements; no hysteretic behavior was seen in either Rxx vs. B or Rxy vs. B isotherms.
Additionally, Rxx vs. B exhibited WL behavior, which may be attributed to the presence of
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massive Dirac fermions of MTIs, in contrast to the WAL behavior of massless Dirac
fermions in the surface state of pure TIs [92]. Both (0+6)-10% and (5+6)-10% binary TI can
be studied in the future to confirm the origin of the weak anti-localization and weak
localization on binary TI.

Table 4.4 Summary of electrical transport results for ternary TI/MTI and MTI samples

Note: Measurements of the (0+6)-10% ternary MTI and (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI under
circularly polarized light were made by Adrian Llanos.
On the other hand, ternary TI/MTI bilayer samples exhibited ferromagnetic hysteresis loops
with negative coercive fields in the Rxy vs. B isotherms for 13 K < T < 25 K, whereas no
hysteresis loops were found in the Rxx vs. B isotherms over this temperature range. Below 13
K, both Rxy vs. B and Rxx vs. B isotherms revealed standard ferromagnetic hysteresis loops.
Additionally, we found that the slope of d|Rxy|/d|B| in the Rxy vs. B isotherms changed signs
around 13 K in the high-field limit where magnetization saturated, implying sign-change in
the majority carriers around T = 13 K for (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI.
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For bilayer (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI, Rxx vs. B only exhibited weak localization (WL)
behavior, similar to the monolayer (0+6)-10% ternary MTI. Interestingly, WL of 6-QL
monolayer ternary MTI was stronger than the WL behavior of (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI,
consistent with the dominating bulk contributions from the gapped ternary MTI. In contrast,
for (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI, the feature of WAL appeared at all temperatures while below
13 K, the WL feature showed up, implying the competition between WL and WAL behavior.
Further studies of the field sweeps for (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI at higher temperatures to
see if WAL may appear when the surface gap closes will help correlate the physical origin
of the WL/WAL competition to the surface/bulk states contributions.
The appearance of spontaneous magnetization with a preferred direction in zero fields
implied broken symmetry between a positive and a negative magnetic field of the same
magnitude below 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 . This asymmetry was also observed when circularly polarized light

was applied to the sample. We conjectured that the appearance of a preferred magnetization
direction might be attributed to the asymmetric interfaces of the TI and MTI layers, leading
to Rashba-like effects in these strong spin-orbit coupled materials.

One noteworthy point was that our transport measurements on different pieces of bilayer
ternary TI/MTI samples often revealed slight differences. We attribute these slight
differences found in the transport properties to slight variations in either the Fermi level or
the electronic band structures of the ternary TIs. Specifically, we consider the evolution of
the surface and bulk band structures of the ternary TIs as a function of temperature, as
schematically shown in Figure 4.20 for the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI bilayer sample, and
in Figure 4.21 for the (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI bilayer sample.
The schematic band structures of (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 shown in both Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21

are based on the assumption that the bandstructure is between that of 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 and 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 . If

we further assume that for the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample the Fermi level EF is
located above the Dirac point and slightly below the bulk valance band (Figure 4.20), and

that for the (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample the Fermi level EF is located below both the
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surface state Dirac point and the bulk valance band (Figure 4.21), we are able to
consistently account for all phenomena seen in our experiments.

Figure 4.20: Schematic plots for the evolution of band structures for a ternary TI (3+6)-10% at
different temperature regions. Here the bandstructure of the surface state is represented by red lines,
and that of the gapped bulk conduction and valence bands are represented by the blue line. (a) 𝑇𝑇 >
𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ~25𝐾𝐾 where the surface state is gapless, with massless surface electrons being the majority
carriers and bulk holes being the minor carriers. (b) 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 > 𝑇𝑇 > 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥1 ~ 13 𝐾𝐾, where a small gap
opens up so that the surface electrons become massive and bulk holes remain invariant. (c) 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥1 ,
𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥1 is the charge neutrality temperature where the electron and hole densities become comparable.
(d) 𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥1 , where the bulk holes remain the majority carriers while the surface contribution
decreases.

Let's first consider the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample with a bandstructure shown in
Figure 4.20. When 𝑇𝑇 > 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ~ 25 𝐾𝐾, the surface gap is closed so that the massless surface
electrons are the majority carriers while the massive bulk holes are the minority carriers. For

temperatures slightly below 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , a surface gap opens up due to the appearance of a finite

magnetization. However, the surface gap is smaller than the indirect bulk gap, and the
majority carriers are still surface electrons, although the electrons become massive. When
𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥1 ~ 13 𝐾𝐾, the surface electron density becomes comparable to that of the bulk holes

so that it is' a charge neutrality point. The hysteresis loop at this temperature, therefore, looks
paramagnetic. At = 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥2 ~ 7 𝐾𝐾, the bulk holes become the majority carriers, and the surface

gap becomes comparable to the indirect bulk gap. For 𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥2 ~ 7 𝐾𝐾, the surface gap
becomes larger than the indirect bulk gap so that the surface bands no longer contribute much
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to the transport properties, and the bulk holes remain the majority carriers. In this limit,
Rxx increases suddenly, and photo-induced excitations begin to affect Rxy.
For Rxx vs. B isotherms, the gapless surface electrons contribute to a V-shaped AWL behavior
due to the prohibition of direct backscattering in the surface state of TIs. On the other hand,
bulk hole carriers contribute to a W-shaped isotherm because of WL behavior in the low field
limit and classical magnetoresistance in the high-field limit. At T = 13 K, both features show
up in the Rxx vs. B curve. The competition between WL and WAL behaviors is consistent
with our conjectures of two components of carriers. Thus, all experimental phenomena
associated with the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample can be consistently explained by the
bandstructure shown in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.21: Schematic plots for the evolution of band structures for a ternary TI (1+6)-10% at
different temperature regions. Here the bandstructure of the surface state is represented by red lines,
and that of the gapped bulk conduction and valence bands are represented by the blue line. (a) 𝑇𝑇 >
𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ~30𝐾𝐾 where the surface state is gapless, with both surface massless holes bulk holes as
carriers. (b) 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 > 𝑇𝑇 > 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥 ~ 10 𝐾𝐾, where a small gap opens up so that the surface holes become
massive and bulk holes remain invariant. (c) 𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥 ~10𝐾𝐾, 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥1 , the majority carriers are dominated
by bulk holes while surface carriers diminish.

Next, we consider the (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample with a bandstructure shown in
Figure 4.21. For 𝑇𝑇 > 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ~ 30 K, the surface gap is closed so that both the surface-state

massless Dirac holes and bulk holes contribute to the sample conduction (Figure 4.21(a)).
For 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥 ~10 K < 𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , a small gap opens up in the surface state, and the corresponding

carriers include both the surface-state massive Dirac holes and bulk holes (Figure 4.21(b)).
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The coercive fields are very small due to small ferromagnetic domains, and even become
slightly negative for 12 K < T ≤ 15 K, which may be attributed to the Rashba effect. Below
Tx ~ 10 K, the surface gap becomes sufficiently large so that the dominant carriers are bulk
holes (Figure 4.21(c)). The bulk ferromagnetism is well stabilized with large ferromagnetic
domains so that the coercive fields increase rapidly with decreasing temperature. Moreover,
for all temperatures, the carriers remain the same sign so that d|Rxy|/d|B| in the Rxy vs.
B isotherms of the (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI sample is always positive up to 1 T, as shown
in Figure 4.7, which is in contrast to the sign-changing behavior found in the (3+6)-10%
ternary TI/MTI sample.

Figure 4.22: Schematic plots for the evolution of band structures for a binary TI (1+6)-10% at
different temperature regions. Here the bandstructure of the surface state is represented by red lines,
and that of the gapped bulk conduction and valence bands are represented by the blue line. (a) 𝑇𝑇 >
𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ~30𝐾𝐾 where the surface state is gapless, the majority carriers are massless Dirac electrons.
(b) 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 > 𝑇𝑇 > 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥1 , where a small gap opens up so that the surface electrons become massive but
still majority carriers (c) 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥1 > 𝑇𝑇 > 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥2 , the Fermi level is within the surface gap. Majority carriers
are from thermally activated surface states. (d) 𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥2 , the surface gap is greater than the indirect
bulk gap. Majority carriers are from thermally activated bulk states.

The aforementioned discussions suggest that by accounting for the slight bandstructure
variations in the ternary MTI systems as shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21, we are able
to consistently explain varying experimental findings in both the (1+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI
and the (3+6)-10% ternary TI/MTI samples. In this context, it is worth considering whether
the bandstructure of binary MTIs may be responsible for the complete absence of hysteresis

loops in the Rxy-vs.-B and Rxx-vs.-B isotherms at 𝑇𝑇 <

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 .
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As shown in Figure 4.22(a),

the Dirac point of the surface state in Bi2Se3 is significantly far from all bulk conduction and
valence bands, which is in contrast to the bandstructure of ternary MTIs. Therefore, for 𝑇𝑇 >

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ~ 30 K and the Fermi level slightly above the Dirac point, the surface state is gapless,
and the dominant carriers are surface-state massless Dirac electrons. For 𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , a

surface gap opens up and the majority carriers are massive Dirac electrons when the surface
gap is small so that the Fermi level still intersects the top surface state (Figure 4.22(b)),
thermally activated massive Dirac electrons and holes when the surface gap becomes
sufficiently large so that the Fermi level falls within the surface gap (Figure 4.22(c)), and
thermally activated bulk electrons and holes when the surface gap becomes larger than the
indirect bulk gap (Figure 4.22(d)). The surface gap evolution depicted from Figures 4.22(b)
to 4.22(d) at 𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 can be realized by either decreasing the temperature in a constant

field or by increasing the magnetic field at a constant temperature, and in the latter case the
gapped surface state naturally leads to WL behavior in the Rxx-vs.-B isotherms for small
fields, as shown in Figure 4.4. Overall, we conjecture that the absence of intrinsic bulk
carriers in the ferromagnetic state of the binary MTI cannot support sufficiently large
magnetic domains to yield discernible coercive fields below 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 so that no hysteresis loops
could be resolved in either Rxy-vs.-B or Rxx-vs.-B isotherms. Thus, details of the bandstructure
and the Fermi level location in the MTIs appear to play critical roles in determining the
electrical transport properties of the MTIs.
In conclusion, our electrical transport studies of bilayer TI/MTI samples have revealed many
interesting properties associated with the interplay of magnetism with the surface and bulk
states of these topological materials. In particular, we note that the appearance of QAHE in
ternary MTIs only at extremely low temperature (~ 30 mK) and the rapid decrease of the
AHE with increasing temperature may be attributed to the finite contributions from bulk
states because of the bandstructure effects (Figures 4.20 and 4.21) [93]. Promising
enhancement of the AHE induced by circularly polarized light has also been observed.
Further exploration of photo-induced effects on controlling the magnetism of MTIs based on
the findings derived from this work will likely yield exciting new results.

Chapter 5
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GRAPHENE AND INTER-LAYER INTERACTION
Graphene, an allotrope of carbon in the form of a single layer of atoms in a two-dimensional
hexagonal lattice, has been deemed as a wonder material for both scientific research and
technological applications. It is the basic structural element of other allotropes, including
graphite, charcoal, carbon nanotubes, graphene nano-ribbons, and fullerenes. It conducts
heat and electricity very efficiently and is nearly transparent. However, by mixing different
aspect ratios of graphene nanoribbons, we can also produce the darkest materials with
nearly perfect optical absorption.
With a single-atom thickness, graphene is an ideal 2D material with a large surface to
volume ratio, which has been shown to be suitable for applications to energy storage such
as in supercapacitors[94-97] and lithium-ion batteries[98, 99]. The mechanical strength of
a single layer of graphene is 200 times stronger than that of steel due to its stronger-thandiamond sp2 bond[100-103]. Nevertheless, it is also a perfect two-dimensional (2D) van
der Waal material with bond-free interactions between layers of graphene, which implies
that graphene can be stacked with other van der Waal materials at arbitrary angles relative
to its adjacent layers regardless of the lattice constants of other van der Waals materials.
Interestingly, even the stacking of just two layers of graphene at a twist angle can lead to
interesting properties such as structural superlubricity[104-107] at the zigzag or
incommensurate angles or superconductivity near the magic angle (~ 1.05°)[17-19]. The
weak interlayer van der Waals interaction, strong intra-layer sp2 bonding, and small lattice
constants of graphene also make graphene an ideal material for surface passivation of
highly reactive materials[108].
Similar to the surface states of topological insulators (TIs), the energy dispersion relation
of graphene exhibits a Dirac spectrum at the K and K′ points of the first Brillouin zone. On
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the other hand, the surface state of graphene contains four-fold degeneracy per band
relative to that of TIs. The excess degrees of degeneracy can be lifted by either breaking
the inversion symmetry to lift the valley (pseudo-spin) degeneracy or breaking the timereversal symmetry to lift the spin degeneracy. Our group has been developing valleytronic
devices based on nanoscale strain-engineered monolayer graphene[14, 16] to investigate
various topological and correlated electronic phenomena associated with the broken
symmetry states.
The primary challenge for technological applications of graphene lies in its scalable
production and transfer. Our group has strived to achieve scalable and reproducible
synthesis techniques to produce high-quality large-area monolayer graphene sheets, quasione-dimensional graphene nanostripes, and bilayer graphene samples with controlled twist
angles, as detailed in the Ph.D. thesis of Chen-Chih Hsu [14]. This chapter describes the
author’s contributions to characterizing the quality of various graphene samples
synthesized by other group members and providing simulations for the growth results.
Additionally, DFT simulations for demonstrating superlubricity between bilayer graphene
are carried out and compared with experimental findings.
In the following, we shall begin with a brief introduction of important properties of
graphene, which will be followed by descriptions of various graphene-related projects that
the author has collaborated with other group members, with emphasis on the specific
contributions by the author.

5.1 introduction
Monolayer graphene consists of carbon atoms arranged in a two-dimensional honeycomb
crystalline structure, as shown in figure 5.1(a). The unit cell is a hexagonal Bravais lattice
with a basis of two atoms A and B at each lattice point. [109]
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Figure 5.1: (a) Graphene honeycomb crystal consists of a hexagonal Bravis lattice with a basis
of two atoms labeled as A and B. The primitive lattice vectors are 𝐚𝐚𝟏𝟏 and 𝐚𝐚𝟐𝟐 . The lattice constant
is 𝑎𝑎 = 2.46Å. 𝛿𝛿1 , 𝛿𝛿2 and 𝛿𝛿3 are the nearest-neighbor vectors. (b) The corresponding reciprocal
lattice and Brillouin zone. The shaded region is the first Brillouin zone. 𝒃𝒃𝟏𝟏 and 𝒃𝒃𝟐𝟐 are the
reciprocal primitive lattice vectors. K and K′ are the Dirac point.

We can choose the primitive lattice vectors, for example in Figure 5.1(a), as a1 and a2.
𝑎𝑎 √3𝑎𝑎
a1 = � ,
�,
2 2

𝑎𝑎 √3𝑎𝑎
a2 = � , −
�,
2
2

(5.1)

where 𝑎𝑎 = |a1 | = |a2 | = 2.46Å is the lattice constant of graphene and the distance

between unit cells. The distance between carbon atoms is the carbon-carbon bond length
𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑎𝑎/√3 = 1.42Å. A and B atoms cannot be connected through the lattice vectors, and

so each of the atoms forms a sublattice.

The reciprocal lattice vectors 𝐛𝐛𝟏𝟏 and 𝐛𝐛𝟐𝟐 are given by
𝐛𝐛𝟏𝟏 = �

2𝜋𝜋 2𝜋𝜋
,
�,
𝑎𝑎 √3𝑎𝑎

𝐛𝐛𝟐𝟐 = �

2𝜋𝜋
2𝜋𝜋
,−
�.
𝑎𝑎
√3𝑎𝑎

(𝟓𝟓. 𝟐𝟐)
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The resulting reciprocal lattice is shown in Figure 5.1(b). The first Brillouin zone and
second Brillouin zones are shown, and the first Brillouin zone is indicated by the shaded
hexagonal region. The corners of the hexagon have two inequivalent high symmetry points
K+ and K-. These points are associated with two inequivalent valleys from the
bandstructure calculations described below. The corners belonging to the same valley can
be connected through the reciprocal vectors. Therefore, K+ and K- may be conveniently
given by
𝐾𝐾± = �±

4𝜋𝜋
, 0� .
3𝑎𝑎

(5.3)

5.1.1 The tight-binding model of monolayer graphene
We may express the positional (r) and momentum (k) dependent electronic wave function

Ψ in graphene by the linear combination of atomic orbital functions φA and φB associated
with the A and B-site atoms as follows:
𝐵𝐵

𝛹𝛹(𝒌𝒌, 𝒓𝒓) = 𝑐𝑐𝐴𝐴 (𝒌𝒌)𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒌𝒌, 𝒓𝒓) + 𝑐𝑐𝐵𝐵 (𝒌𝒌)𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵 (𝒌𝒌, 𝒓𝒓) = � 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙 𝜙𝜙𝑙𝑙 (𝒌𝒌, 𝒓𝒓),
𝑙𝑙=𝐴𝐴

(5.4)

where cA and cB are coefficients, and the Bloch function is given by

Φ𝐴𝐴 (𝒌𝒌, 𝒓𝒓) =

1

𝑁𝑁

� 𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝒌𝒌 ∙𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ) .
𝑁𝑁
√ 𝑖𝑖=1

(5.5)

The energy dispersion relation can be obtained by the following relation:

𝐸𝐸(𝒌𝒌) =

⟨𝛹𝛹|𝛨𝛨|𝛹𝛹⟩ ∑𝐵𝐵𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙=𝐴𝐴 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙 �Φ𝑗𝑗 �𝛨𝛨�Φ𝑙𝑙 � ∑𝐵𝐵𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙=𝐴𝐴 𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙
=
= 𝐵𝐵
,
⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩
∑𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙=𝐴𝐴 𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙
∑𝐵𝐵𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙=𝐴𝐴 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙 �Φ𝑗𝑗 �Φ𝑙𝑙 �

(5.6)
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where 𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = �Φ𝑗𝑗 �𝛨𝛨�Φ𝑙𝑙 � represents the transfer integral matrix, 𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = �Φ𝑗𝑗 �Φ𝑙𝑙 � is the

overlap integral matrix, and 𝛨𝛨 is Hamiltonian. To find the minimum the energy of the band,

we need to differentiate 𝐸𝐸(𝒌𝒌) with 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙 . In the end, we have to solve this equation:
�

𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑐𝑐𝐴𝐴
𝑆𝑆
� �𝑐𝑐 � = 𝐸𝐸 � 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
𝐵𝐵

𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

Let us consider the diagonal terms first:

𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑁𝑁

𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑐𝑐𝐴𝐴
�� �.
𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑐𝑐𝐵𝐵

𝑁𝑁

1
= � � 𝑒𝑒 �𝑖𝑖𝒌𝒌∙�𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴−𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 �� �𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 )�𝛨𝛨�𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 �𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ��
𝑁𝑁

≈

(5.7)

𝑖𝑖=1 𝑗𝑗=1
𝑁𝑁

1
�⟨𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 )|𝛨𝛨|𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 )⟩ ≡ 𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝 = 𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 .
𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

(5.8)

In Eq. (5.8) we have used the fact that the dominant terms are from j = i. 𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝 is the energy

of 2𝑝𝑝𝑧𝑧 orbital and can be set to zero as our reference point. For the overlap integral matrix,
𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁

1
= � � 𝑒𝑒 �𝑖𝑖𝒌𝒌∙�𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴−𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 �� �𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 )�𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 �𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ��
𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑗𝑗=1

= ⟨𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 )|𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 )⟩ = 1 = 𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 .

(5.9)

For off-diagonal matrix elements, the dominant term will be from the nearest neighbor

𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁

1
= � � 𝑒𝑒 �𝑖𝑖𝒌𝒌∙�𝑹𝑹𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵−𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�� �𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 )�𝛨𝛨�𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵 �𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ��
𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑗𝑗=1
𝑁𝑁 3
�𝑖𝑖𝒌𝒌∙�𝑹𝑹𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 −𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ��

1
≈ − � � 𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑗𝑗=1

3

𝛾𝛾0 = −𝛾𝛾0 � 𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝒌𝒌∙𝜹𝜹𝑗𝑗 ≡ −𝛾𝛾0 𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌).
𝑗𝑗=1

(5.10)

𝛿𝛿𝑗𝑗 is the nearest-neighbor vector, as shown in Figure 5.1(a).
𝛿𝛿1 = �0,

𝑎𝑎

√3

�,

𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎
𝛿𝛿2 = � , −
�, 𝛿𝛿3 = �− , −
�
2 2√3
2 2√3

(5.11)
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3

𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌) = � 𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝒌𝒌∙𝜹𝜹𝑗𝑗 =
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦 𝑎𝑎
𝑒𝑒 √3

+

𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦 𝑎𝑎
−
2𝑒𝑒 2√3

cos �

𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎
�.
2

(5.12)

For the off-diagonal overlap matrix,

𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁

1
= � � 𝑒𝑒 �𝑖𝑖𝒌𝒌∙�𝑹𝑹𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵−𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�� �𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 )�𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵 �𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ��
𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑗𝑗=1
𝑁𝑁

3

1
≈ � � 𝑒𝑒 �𝑖𝑖𝒌𝒌∙�𝑹𝑹𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵−𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�� 𝑠𝑠0 = 𝑠𝑠0 𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌).
𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑗𝑗=1

(5.13)

Therefore for monolayer graphene,
𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝
Η1 = �
−𝛾𝛾0 𝑓𝑓 ∗ (𝒌𝒌)

−𝛾𝛾0 𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)
�,
𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝

S1 = �

1
𝑠𝑠0 𝑓𝑓 ∗ (𝒌𝒌)

−𝑠𝑠0 𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)
�.
1

(5.14)

Solving the Eigen equation, we obtain the energy dispersion relations
𝐸𝐸± =

𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝 ± 𝛾𝛾0 |𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)|
±𝛾𝛾0 |𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)|
=
.
1 ∓ 𝑠𝑠0 |𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)|
1 ∓ 𝑠𝑠0 |𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)|

(5.15)

Here 𝛾𝛾0 = 3.033 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 𝑠𝑠0 = 0.129, 𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝 = 0. Here 𝐸𝐸+ is the conduction band energy and 𝐸𝐸−
is the valence band energy.

The band structure of monolayer graphene is illustrated in Figure 5.2 (a). We note that at
the Dirac points, 𝑓𝑓(𝑲𝑲± ) = 0. If we introduce the momentum 𝒑𝒑 = ℏ𝒌𝒌 − ℏ𝑲𝑲± that is
measured from the center of the 𝑲𝑲± = 𝑲𝑲𝝃𝝃 point, the transfer integral matrix becomes
𝐻𝐻1𝜉𝜉 = 𝑣𝑣 �

0
𝜉𝜉𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 + 𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦

𝜉𝜉𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 − 𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦
�1 ,
� = 𝑣𝑣�𝜉𝜉𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 + 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦 � = 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝝈𝝈 ∙ 𝒏𝒏
0

(5.16)

�1 = (𝜉𝜉 cos 𝜑𝜑 , sin 𝜑𝜑, 0), and 𝝈𝝈 is the pseudospin vector with
where 𝑣𝑣 = √3𝑎𝑎𝛾𝛾0 /(2ℏ), 𝒏𝒏

components of the corresponding Pauli matrix. Equation (5.7) reduces into 𝐻𝐻1 𝜓𝜓 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Band structure of monolayer graphene in reciprocal space according to the tight
binding model equation (5.15). (b) Enlarged energy dispersion relation around one of the Dirac
points, showing a perfect Dirac cone for momentum k near K± with dispersion according to
equation (5.17) (c) Band structure along the dashed line cut in the reciprocal space (d).

Their eigenvalue and eigenvector is given by
𝐸𝐸± = ±𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝,

𝜓𝜓± =

1

1
𝑖𝑖𝒑𝒑∙𝒓𝒓/ℏ
.
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 � 𝑒𝑒
±𝜉𝜉𝑒𝑒
√2
�

(5.17)

The energy dispersion is linear around the Dirac Valley points, as shown in Figure 5.2 (b).
The wave functions 𝜓𝜓± look like the spinor pointing to the (𝜉𝜉 cos 𝜑𝜑 , sin 𝜑𝜑, 0) in spin ½

system. However, the component of 𝜓𝜓± is the relative amplitude of the sublattice A and B

Bloch functions. Therefore, this degree of freedom is called pseudospin. The direction of
pseudospin is parallel or anti-parallel to the electronic momentum p depending on the band
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and the valley as if the electron has chirality on its pseudospin. That is, the pseudospin
of electron locks with its momentum, just like the spin-momentum locking in topological
insulators (TIs). Hence, due to the chiral nature of low energy electrons, their
backscattering is constrained like TIs. Assuming an electron goes in 𝜑𝜑 = 0 direction and

is scattered by A-B symmetry preserved potential to the angle 𝜑𝜑, the scattering factor can
2

𝜑𝜑

be calculated as 𝑤𝑤(𝜑𝜑) = ��𝜓𝜓± (𝜑𝜑)�𝜓𝜓± (0)�� = cos2 � �. The direct backscattering of
2

opposite momentum is prohibited due to the conservation of the pseudospin.

Figure 5.3: Anisotropic scattering of chiral electrons in graphene. (a) Angular dependence of
𝜑𝜑
𝑤𝑤(𝜑𝜑) = cos 2 � � of scattering probability off an A-B symmetric potential in monolayer
2
graphene and (b) 𝑤𝑤(𝜑𝜑) = cos 2 (𝜑𝜑) for bilayer graphene.

5.1.2 Tight-binding model of bilayer graphene
For Bernal-stacked or AB-stacked bilayer graphene, it consists of two parallel layers of
graphene with a honeycomb lattice (Figure 5.4). The unit cell has 4 atoms with a pair A1,
B1, from the lower layer, and a pair A2, B2 from the upper layer. For AB-stacking, one
atom from each layer (B1, A2) is directly below or above each other, while other atoms
(A1, B2) are below or above the center of a honeycomb lattice of next layers. The unit cell
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has the same area as monolayer graphene, and therefore, the reciprocal lattice and first
Brillouin zone are the same.

Figure 5.4: Crystalline structure of AB-stacked bilayer graphene. (a) Top view of the unit cell.
Each unit cell has 4 atoms: A2 and B2 are atoms in the top layer, whereas A1 and B1 are atoms
in the bottom layer. (b) Side view of the AB-stacked bilayer graphene, showing that A2 atom is
directly above the B1 atom. Therefore, besides the intralayer nearest-neighbor interaction 𝛾𝛾0 ,
there is an interlayer nearest-neighbor interaction 𝛾𝛾1

In the tight-binding approximation, besides the intralayer nearest-neighbor coupling 𝛾𝛾0

between A1 and B1, A2 and B2 on each layer, there is a nearest-neighbor interlayer
coupling 𝛾𝛾1 between B1 and A2 atoms that are directly below or above each other,
𝛾𝛾1 = ⟨𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴2 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐴𝐴2 )|𝛨𝛨|𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵1 (𝒓𝒓 − 𝑹𝑹𝐵𝐵1 )⟩ = 0.39 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒.

(5.18)

Taking the amplitudes of A1, B1, A2, B2 wave functions as the basis, we obtain the transfer
integral matrix:
𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝
−𝛾𝛾 𝑓𝑓 ∗ (𝒌𝒌)
𝐻𝐻 = � 0
0
0

−𝛾𝛾0 𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)
𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝
𝛾𝛾1
0

0
𝛾𝛾1
𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝
−𝛾𝛾0 𝑓𝑓 ∗ (𝒌𝒌)

0
0
−𝛾𝛾0 𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)� .
𝜖𝜖2𝑝𝑝

(5.19)
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The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are given by

(𝛼𝛼)

𝐸𝐸± = ±

4𝛾𝛾02 |𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)|2
𝛾𝛾1
+ 𝛼𝛼� ,
��1 +
2
𝛾𝛾12

(5.20)

𝛼𝛼 = ±1.
(𝛼𝛼)

Over most of the Brillouin zone, 4𝛾𝛾02 |𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)|2 ≫ 𝛾𝛾12 , 𝐸𝐸± ≈ ± �𝛾𝛾0 |𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)| +

𝛼𝛼𝛾𝛾1
2

�. This

means both bands are similar to monolayer band with energy split by the interlayer
coupling 𝛾𝛾1 (Figure 5.5 (a)). Near the 𝐾𝐾± point, we replace the factor 𝛾𝛾0 |𝑓𝑓(𝒌𝒌)| by 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 and
for 𝛼𝛼 = −1:

(−1)
𝐸𝐸±

𝛾𝛾1
4𝑣𝑣 2 𝑝𝑝2
𝑣𝑣 2 𝑝𝑝2
𝑝𝑝2
= ± ��1 +
− 1� ≈ ±
=±
.
2
𝛾𝛾1
2𝑚𝑚
𝛾𝛾12

(5.21)

Figure 5.5: (a) Band structure of bilayer graphene along the cut line, same as Figure 5.2(d). For
k sufficiently far from the K point, we note that the dispersion relation is similar to that of
monolayer graphene. (b) Bilayer graphene band structure near the K point, showing quadratic
dispersion rather than linear dispersion so that bilayer graphene carriers are no longer massless
Dirac fermions as in the case of monolayer graphene.
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The band is not linear near the K point. Instead, it is a quadratic dispersion (Figure 5.5
(b)). The surface carriers are no longer massless Dirac fermions like those in monolayer
graphene. Rather, they have become massive.
The eigenstates are
𝜓𝜓± =

1

𝒑𝒑∙𝒓𝒓
1
𝑖𝑖
ℏ .
𝑖𝑖2𝜉𝜉𝜉𝜉 � 𝑒𝑒
√2 ∓𝑒𝑒

�

(5.22)

2

The scaling factor is 𝑤𝑤(𝜑𝜑) = ��𝜓𝜓± (𝜑𝜑)�𝜓𝜓± (0)�� = cos2 (𝜑𝜑). From Figure 5.3 (b) for
𝑤𝑤(𝜑𝜑) of bilayer graphene, we can see that direct backscattering is allowed.

5.1.3 Twist bilayer graphene and the corresponding Moiré pattern

Since graphene is a 2D van der Waals material, graphene layers can be stacked with any
twist angles. For any twist angles except for 0 degrees, the twist generates superstructures
known as the Moiré patterns (Figure 5.6(a)), which are readily seen in STM topography.
Strictly speaking, these superlattices do not have exact lattice symmetry because atoms in
one superlattice cell do not match atoms in another superlattice cell, despite the same
superlattice constant. The size of the superlattice depends on the twist angle, and it can be
hundreds of times larger than the lattice constant of graphene at a very tiny twist angle. The
relation between twist angle and superlattice constant is easier to derive in the reciprocal
lattice, and we note that the larger the superlattice is, the smaller the reciprocal lattice is
(Figure 5.6 (b)).
When one layer of graphene rotates against the other, so does the reciprocal lattice of each
layer of graphene. The Bragg spots of the two layers separate by a displacement ∆𝐾𝐾. Since
the distance between K and the Γ point is 2𝜋𝜋/𝑎𝑎 = 𝑏𝑏:

𝜃𝜃
2𝜋𝜋
𝜃𝜃
2𝜋𝜋
∆𝐾𝐾 = 2𝑏𝑏 sin � � =
2 sin � � =
.
2
𝑎𝑎
2
𝐿𝐿

(5.23)
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Figure 5.6: (a) Moiré pattern of twisted bilayer graphene. The superlattice structure with a much
bigger lattice constant can be seen as shown by a green triangle. (b) The reciprocal lattice of the
twisted bilayer graphene with a twist angle θ. The superlattice Bragg spots are from the
difference between the reciprocal lattice of each layer. Since the size of the reciprocal lattice is
inversely proportional to the size of the spatial lattice, the reciprocal superlattice is small. It
forms an inner hexagon with an angle of θ rotation relative to the outer hexagon.

Therefore, the period of Moiré pattern L given by
𝐿𝐿 =

𝑎𝑎

𝜃𝜃
2 sin � �
2

.

(5.24)

The band structure of the twisted bilayer graphene needs to be calculated by DFT.
Recently, it’s discovered that for twist angles of about 1.1°, the so-called ‘magic angle,’
the electronic band structure of this ‘twisted bilayer graphene’ exhibits flat bands near-zero
Fermi energy, resulting in correlated insulating states at half-filling just like a Mott
insulator. With some doping, twisted bilayer graphene can become superconducting. [1719, 110]
This discovery of superconductivity in “magic-angle” twisted bilayer graphene has
stimulated intense research activities. Nevertheless, typical approaches of preparing the
twist bilayer graphene by mechanical exfoliation of monolayer graphene flakes and then
manually stacking two layers at a twist angle are very difficult. Our group developed a
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method to synthesize bilayer graphene of different twist angles directly, which is briefly
described in the following subsections. The author notes that methods of graphene
synthesis in our group have been developed by other group members. The role of the author
was to conduct STM studies and carried out simulations on graphene samples synthesized
by others.

5.2 Single-step Growth of Graphene by Plasma-enhanced Chemical Vapor
Deposition
A small flake of graphene can be obtained by simply peeling it off from graphite. However,
to make graphene commercialized for applications, single domain, large area, high-quality
graphene with speedy, reliable, scalable, and low-cost growth and secure transfer is
necessary.
To date, several methods have been developed for the mass-production of graphene, which
includes liquid-phase exfoliation of graphite[111-144], synthesis on SiC[145-165], thermal
chemical vapor deposition (T-CVD)[166-189], and Plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD)[190-207]. PECVD has proven to be a versatile approach that offers
several advantages. PECVD has been widely used for synthesizing many carbon-based
materials, such as diamonds, graphene, vertically oriented graphene nano-walls and nanosheets, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Additionally, PECVD techniques can be employed
for fast and large-scale functionalization of graphene and related materials, which is a
versatile approach that further broadens the scope of graphene-based applications. These
advantages make PECVD growth of graphene and graphene-related nanostructures highly
attractive and have been considered as a promising technique to improve the compatibility
of graphene growth with semiconducting manufacturing processes.
We developed a new growth method based on microwave (MW) PECVD. By properly
controlling the gas environment of the plasma, it is found that no active heating is necessary
for the PECVD growth processes and that high-yield graphene growth can take place in a
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single step on a variety of surfaces. Please refer to our paper and Chen-Chih’s thesis for
details [14, 207].
In the following subsections, the microwave PECVD method developed by other group
members will be briefly introduced, which is followed by characterizations of the sample
quality. Finally, theoretical simulations of the Moiré patterns and their comparison with
experimental STM images are discussed.
5.2.1 Single-step deposition of high-mobility graphene at reduced temperatures
We have developed a new growth method based on MW-PECVD under no active heating
to the substrates. This new method has been shown to reproducibly achieve, in one step,
high-mobility large-sheet graphene samples that are nearly strain-free[207].
The PECVD setup is shown in Figure 5.7 (a). The growth substrates were polycrystalline
copper (Cu) sheets and single crystals. The copper substrate was placed inside a quartz tube
within a plasma cavity. Hydrogen-methane plasma was generated and passed through the
plasma cavity. Cyano radicals in the plasma first removed the native Cu oxide on the
surface of Cu. After Cu is smoothly etched, graphene growth was found to nucleate from
arrays of well-aligned hexagonal domains and eventually coalesced into a large sheet of
∼1 cm2, as schematically shown in the top right plot of Figure 5.7 (a) and further
exemplified by the SEM images shown in Figure 5.7 (b).

To investigate the quality of the samples, we performed Raman spectroscopic studies on
the PECVD-grown graphene, which revealed spectral characteristics of high-quality
single-layer graphene (SLG). The magnitude of strain could also be estimated from both
Raman spectroscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). The biaxial strain in the
PECVD-graphene on Cu foil was determined by the Raman frequency shifts, which
indicated that our PECVD-grown SLG samples were nearly strain-free with an average of
0.07% strain. This finding was in sharp contrast to the significant strain found in thermal
CVD-grown graphene. Thermal CVD methods required growth of graphene at ~ 1000 °C
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and then cooled down to room temperature. The cooling process caused the copper
substrate to shrink while the CVD-grown graphene sheet to expand due to the negative
thermal contraction coefficient of graphene, leading to lots of wrinkles on graphene and
therefore, significant strain. In contrast, our PECVD grown graphene was formed at nearly
room temperature, and so could prevent the problem of thermal contraction of the substrate,
thus resulting in nearly strain-free samples with very high quality.

Figure 5.7: (a) A schematic of the PECVD setup for the synthesis of graphene sheets without active
heating. The top right plot shows how the graphene is grown. (b) False-color SEM images of
graphene grown for excessive time and transferred to single-crystalline sapphire, with increasing
magnification from left to right, showing well-aligned, hexagonal adlayer graphene domains (dark)
on the bottom SLG (light), which illustrate how the hexagonal grains nucleated along parallel lines
of the copper foil coalesce into a single sheet of graphene. [14, 207]
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5.2.2 STM imaging of PECVD grown graphene
STM imaging provides a direct way to examine the quality of PECVD grown graphene
with atomic resolution. If a multilayer graphene flake appears, it will show up through
stepwise jumps on the height profile. We can even compare the positions of each atom with
the ideal honeycomb lattice of graphene and calculate the strain down to the atomic scale.
As shown in Figure 5.8, PECVD grown graphene was nearly strain-free compared to the
thermal CVD grown graphene. This result was consistent with the result of Raman
spectroscopy. However, due to the far better lateral resolution of STM, it revealed that the
strain was significant, narrow, and directional. In contrast, Raman spectroscopic studies
averaged over a much larger area (~ 1 µm2) and so could not provide localized details.

Figure 5.8: Comparison of strain-induced in graphene grown by PECVD and thermal CVD
methods. From left to right, strain maps over (10 nm × 10 nm) and (2 nm × 2 nm) areas taken
with STM at 77 K, strain histogram derived from the (10 nm × 10 nm) strain map and strain
histogram derived from 1 cm2 Raman spectroscopy for (a) PECVD-grown graphene and (b)
thermal CVD-grown graphene. [14, 207]

The large-area high-quality graphene samples grown with the PECVD method were found
to be monolayer without any defects for the entire region of our spectral investigation. If
such high-quality single-domain graphene was grown onto another single-domain lattice
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substrate like Cu single crystals Moiré pattern should show up. Even if the real-space
superlattice size was too big or too vague to observe under STM studies, it would show up
readily in the Fourier space.
Our graphene was grown on the different Cu substrates, which included Cu foil, singlecrystalline Cu with (100) surface, and single-crystalline Cu with (111) surface. The surface
of Cu (100) is a square lattice, while that of Cu (111) was a triangular lattice. Therefore,
we expect no Moiré pattern appears on the STM image for graphene grown on Cu foils. At
the same time, for graphene grown on Cu (100) and Cu (111), Moiré patterns of different
superlattices should show up if we have a large area of high-quality graphene.

Figure 5.9: Topographies of PECVD-graphene on copper. STM topographies of PECVD
graphene were taken at 77 K over (200 nm × 200 nm), (10 nm × 10 nm) and (2 nm × 2 nm)
areas (first three columns) and the corresponding Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of largearea topography (fourth column) for samples grown on (a–d) Cu foil; (e–h) Cu (100); and (i–l)
Cu (111). [14, 207]
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Several STM topographic images were taken for our PECVD grown graphene samples,
as shown in Figure 5.9. While local in spatial dimensions, they all exhibited a perfect
honeycomb lattice, as shown in the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) images. On the other
hand, Moiré patterns appeared for both Cu (100) and Cu (111) substrates, yet it was absent
for Cu foil substrates. However, notably in the large area map of topography, we did not
see distinct real-space Moiré patterns in the graphene samples grown on both single
crystalline copper substrates. To make sure that the FFT images we obtained were accurate
representations of the graphene samples on different substrates, we need to simulate the
Moiré patterns of graphene on single crystal Cu and their FFT. That is, we need to simulate
the STM topographic images pixel by pixel and perform FFT to ensure that similar results
as experiments could be achieved from simulations.

5.2.3 Simulations for the topography and FFT of 2D single-crystalline graphene on
copper substrates
To simulate the FFT of the topography image, we need to first simulate the topography
image pixel by pixel in order to find the corresponding functions that can generate the
lattice structure that we would like to have.
Triangular lattice:
To generate lattice structures for one dimension is straightforward. We can use a periodic
function like sinusoidal function like cos(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘). For 2D, the sinusoidal function becomes a
plane wave. To create a 2D lattice, we need two plane waves (Figure 5.10 (a)), so that
intuitively we would choose the function:
�����⃗𝟏𝟏 ∙ �⃗�
�����⃗𝟐𝟐 ∙ �⃗�
𝒓𝒓 cos�𝑲𝑲
𝒓𝒓 .
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = cos�𝑲𝑲

�����⃗
𝑲𝑲𝟏𝟏 and �����⃗
𝑲𝑲𝟐𝟐 are reciprocal lattice constants.

(5.25)
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Figure 5.10: (a) Attempt to use two plane waves to create a triangular lattice leads to the
structure shown in (b) that lost the C3 symmetry. (c) Using three plane waves to create a
triangular lattice shown in (d) leads to a structure satisfying the C3 symmetric. (e) Relationship
between the lattice constant 𝑎𝑎 and wavelength of plane wave 𝜆𝜆. (f) the orientation of lattice can
be controlled by the orientation of the wave vector.

Unfortunately, the lattice thus created did not have the C3 symmetry as it should be for a
triangular lattice. As it turns out, we need three plane waves (Figure 5.10 (c)).
���⃗𝟏𝟏 ∙ �⃗�
���⃗𝟐𝟐 ∙ �⃗�
���⃗𝟏𝟏 − ��𝑲𝑲
�⃗𝟐𝟐 � ∙ �⃗�
�⃗) = cos 2 �𝑲𝑲
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝒓𝒓
𝒓𝒓 cos 2 �𝑲𝑲
𝒓𝒓 cos2 ��𝑲𝑲
𝒓𝒓 .

(5.26)

The lattice generated from Eq. (5.26) indeed revealed the C3 symmetry (Figure 5.10 (d)).
Here the cosine square makes sure that the function value is between 0 and 1. The
wavelength will become half of the original value. This will make controlling the size of
atoms accessible by taking different order of root. The relationship between the wavelength
of plane waves and the lattice constant a is
𝜆𝜆
2𝜋𝜋
2𝜋𝜋
√3
= 𝜆𝜆′ =
𝑎𝑎 =
⇒ 𝐾𝐾 =
.
2
2
2𝐾𝐾
√3𝑎𝑎

(5.27)

�⃗ as
Therefore, to control the rotation of the lattice, we can simply assign ��𝑲𝑲
���⃗𝟏𝟏 (𝜃𝜃) =
⎧𝑲𝑲

2𝜋𝜋

√3𝑎𝑎
2𝜋𝜋

(cos 𝜃𝜃 , sin 𝜃𝜃)

⎨���⃗
(cos(𝜃𝜃 + 60°) , sin(𝜃𝜃 + 60°)).
𝑲𝑲 (𝜃𝜃) =
⎩ 𝟐𝟐
√3𝑎𝑎

The location of the lattice can simply be controlled by shifting the �⃗
𝒓𝒓 by ��⃗
𝑹𝑹
�⃗𝟏𝟏 (𝜃𝜃), ��𝑲𝑲
�⃗𝟐𝟐 (𝜃𝜃)� .
�⃗ − ��⃗
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 �𝒓𝒓
𝑹𝑹, ��𝑲𝑲
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(5.28)

(5.29)

This is the general formula for triangular lattice for any rotation 𝜃𝜃, displacement ��⃗
𝑹𝑹, and
lattice constant 𝑎𝑎.

The size of the triangular lattice (can be deemed as half-height width) can be controlled by
taking different order of root of the triangular lattice functions
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝑛𝑛 .

(5.30)

Because the triangular lattice function is between 0 and 1, for 𝑛𝑛 > 1, atoms displayed in
the lattice will become smaller or sharper with increasing n. On the other hand, for 0 <

𝑛𝑛 < 1, atoms displayed will become larger with decreasing n. However, as shown in Figure
5.11, larger order of root of function hugely amplifies the small value of the function and

thus amplifies the small feature we do not want to see. In Figure 5.11, the only function
with n = 1/2 shows a perfect triangular FFT. For n = 1/6, the FFT becomes hexagons mixed
with triangles. For n = 1/16, the lattice points along the three straight lines are amplified.
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Figure 5.11: Triangular lattices and the corresponding FFTs generated from the functions
shown in Eqs. (5.28) – (5.30). First row: triangular function with different exponent n. For n >
0, if n is smaller, the size of the lattice point is bigger. This helps us control the size of the atoms.
Second row: The corresponding FFTs for the lattice structures shown in the first row.

With the approach outlined above, no matter how big the atoms may be, they will never
touch each other. However, to form bonding between atoms like atomically resolved
images of STM, we need to make atoms overlap. To do this, we can combine different
triangular lattices to form a denser triangular lattice. Given that the size of a real lattice is
constant, a denser simulated lattice will correspond to an effectively larger size when we
scale the denser lattice back to the real lattice constant, as shown in Figure 5.12. This
construction is effectively like putting more atoms into the basis of a unit cell. For a doubly
dense lattice, we have put 3 more lattices inside the original lattice. Assume the basis
primitive vector 𝒅𝒅
𝒅𝒅𝟏𝟏 =

𝒂𝒂
(− sin 𝜃𝜃 , cos 𝜃𝜃)
𝟐𝟐

𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐 =

𝒂𝒂
(cos(𝜃𝜃 + 30°) , sin(𝜃𝜃 + 30°)).
𝟐𝟐

(5.31)
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Figure 5.12: Illustration of the scheme to enlarge the size of atoms in a triangular lattice by
making the effective lattice denser. First row from left to right: single lattice, doubly dense
lattice, triply dense lattice. For doubly dense lattice, the lattice constant b = a/2; for triply dense
lattice, the lattice constant c = a/3. Second row: Effective lattice images by scaling b and c back
to a. The size of atoms is enlarged and begins to overlap to nearby atoms. Third row: The FFTs
corresponding to the lattices shown in the second row. Even though doubly dense and triply
dense lattice shows some large scale patterns, triangular lattice points remain dominant.

The doubly dense function becomes
�⃗𝟏𝟏 , 𝜃𝜃�, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇�𝒓𝒓
�⃗𝟐𝟐 , 𝜃𝜃�, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇�𝒓𝒓
�⃗, 𝜃𝜃), 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇�𝒓𝒓
�⃗ − 𝒅𝒅
�⃗ − 𝒅𝒅
�⃗ − �𝒅𝒅⃗𝟏𝟏 − �𝒅𝒅⃗𝟐𝟐 −, 𝜃𝜃�� . (5.32)
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖2 (𝜃𝜃) = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 �𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝒓𝒓
Notice that we choose the max of all four functions rather than adding them together. This
helps us eliminate unwanted small value features and makes the FFT image look clean.
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Square lattice:
A square lattice structure is easier to construct. We just need a product of two sinusoidal
functions with two perpendicular wave vectors.
���⃗𝟏𝟏 ∙ �⃗�
���⃗𝟐𝟐 ∙ �⃗�
�⃗) = cos4 �𝑲𝑲
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝒓𝒓
𝒓𝒓 cos 4 �𝑲𝑲
𝒓𝒓 .

(5.33)

𝜋𝜋
𝑲𝑲𝟏𝟏 (𝜃𝜃) = (cos 𝜃𝜃 , sin 𝜃𝜃)
⎧���⃗
𝑎𝑎
⎪
𝜋𝜋
��𝑲𝑲
�⃗𝟐𝟐 (𝜃𝜃) = (cos(𝜃𝜃 + 90°) , sin(𝜃𝜃 + 90°))
𝑎𝑎
⎨
𝜋𝜋
⎪
= (− sin 𝜃𝜃 , cos 𝜃𝜃).
⎩
𝑎𝑎

(5.34)

Here we use the fourth-order power to enhance the lattice points.

The size of atoms is also controlled by 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝑛𝑛 . Again, even though we can make lattice
points bigger, its size never exceeds the lattice constant. Therefore, to create overlaps
between neighboring atoms, we have to add two square lattices together to make it denser.
The simplest choice is to put the lattice point into the center of the original lattice by choose
basis primitive vector 𝒅𝒅𝟏𝟏

𝒅𝒅𝟏𝟏 =

𝒂𝒂
(cos 𝜃𝜃 − sin 𝜃𝜃 , sin 𝜃𝜃 + cos 𝜃𝜃).
𝟐𝟐

(5.35)

This will generate a doubly dense square lattice or simply an FCC lattice. This choice is
convenient because we can simply use the Cu FCC lattice constant directly without
changing the formula (Figure 5.13). The doubly dense square lattice function becomes
�⃗𝟏𝟏 , 𝜃𝜃�� .
�⃗, 𝜃𝜃), 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆�𝒓𝒓
�⃗ − 𝒅𝒅
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 (𝜃𝜃) = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 �𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝒓𝒓

(5.36)
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Figure 5.13: Illustration of the scheme to enlarge the size of atoms in a square lattice by making
the effective lattice denser. First row from left to right: single square lattice, doubly dense
lattice, quadruple dense lattice. For doubly dense lattice, the lattice constant 𝑏𝑏 = 𝑎𝑎/√2; for
quadruple dense lattice, the lattice constant c = a/2. Second row: Effective lattice images by
scaling b and c back to a. Third row: The FFTs corresponding to the lattices shown in the
second row. The reciprocal lattice size is bigger when the spatial lattice is denser.

From simulations of the triangular lattices and square lattices, we found that lattice points
only contribute to the FFT when the size of lattice points is small. If the lattice points
overlap to each other too much, the minimum between lattice points will contribute more
to the FFT signals. That is, the lattice points themselves become a background.
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Hexagonal lattice:

Figure 5.14: Illustration of different approaches to construct a hexagonal lattice. First row: a
schematic explanation for the method used to generate hexagon #1, hexagon #2, and hexagon
#3. Hexagon #1 combines two triangular lattices. Hexagon #2 uses a constant background with
the deduction of a triangular lattice. Hexagon #3 combines hexagons #1 and #2, so it has both
bond-like and atom-like hexagonal structures. Second row: Lattice images based on the
methods of construction shown in the first row. Third row: FFTs of the lattice images shown
in the second row.

There are two ways to construct a hexagonal lattice. The first is to combine two triangular
lattices together, which gives rise to the atom-like hexagonal lattice (hexagon #1 in Figure
5.14). The second is to use a constant background minus triangular lattice, which results in
a bond-like hexagonal lattice (hexagon #2 in Figure 5.14). Alternatively, we can simply
combine both methods to produce hexagons shown as hexagon #3 in Figure 5.14. Although
using a triangular lattice minus another triangular lattice with greater lattice constant can
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also generate a hexagonal lattice, this approach will make lattice points more dilute and
deviate from the real situation. In the end, hexagon #3 is closer to the real STM topography
of graphene, so we will use it for our simulations.
5.2.4 Simulations for graphene on single crystalline copper substrate
To simulate STM images of graphene on single-crystalline copper substrates, we need to
consider two important factors. First, we need to know the crystalline structures and lattice
constants of both graphene and copper. Second, we cannot simply add the structural
contributions from graphene and copper together. Rather, we must take into consideration
the STM tunneling effect.
Graphene, as introduced at the beginning of Chapter 5, has a lattice constant 246.4 pm.
Copper is face-center-cubic (FCC), with a lattice constant 𝑎𝑎 =361.49 pm. [208] Along the
(111) surface, it shows a triangular lattice structure with a lattice constant 𝑐𝑐 =

𝑎𝑎

√2

=

255.61 pm. Along the (100) surface, it shows a square lattice structure with a lattice

constant 𝑏𝑏 =

𝑎𝑎

√2

= 255.61 pm. (Figure 5.15)

Figure 5.15: Lattice structure of Cu. Along the (111) direction, the surface reveals a triangular
lattice structure with a lattice constant 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑎𝑎/√2. Along the (100) direction, the surface exhibits
a square lattice structure with a lattice constant 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑎𝑎/√2 or an FCC lattice with a lattice
constant a.
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Single crystalline Cu (111) surface is a triangular lattice with a lattice constant quite
close to that of graphene, and it is deemed as a perfect substrate to grow graphene. On the
other hand, the mismatch between Cu (100) surface and graphene is more significant, let
alone the copper foil. However, it is clear that all of the aforementioned Cu substrates can
grow graphene, which is not surprising considering that graphene is a van der Waal
material. If there may be any discernible bonding effect between graphene and the Cu
substrate, we should be able to resolve the effect from the Moiré patterns and the FFT
images.
Model to incorporate the effect of the underlying layer
Although simply overlapping two layers of different lattices together can provide an
accurate account for the size of the Moiré superlattices, such a linear superposition is not
what the STM images reveal. This is because the tunneling current from the STM tip decays
with the distance exponentially, and so the contribution from the bottom layer is always
less than the top layer. Mathematically speaking, if a layer of a lattice superposes to another
layer, the FFT of the combined lattice is also the superposition of the FFTs of both lattices.
The bottom layer must interfere with the top layer rather than behaves independently.
Otherwise, no new interference pattern appears in the experimental FFT. There are two
ways to construct a realistic Moiré superlattice. The first approach is a “filling-the-hole”
mode:
Moire1 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , 𝐴𝐴 × 𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 �, 0 ≤ 𝐴𝐴 ≤ 1.

(5.37)

Here 𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 denotes the topography (height of atom) of the top layer and 𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is the
topography of the bottom layer. This model implies that we can see the feature of the
bottom layer through the hole at the center of the graphene lattice.
The second approach is the STM decay mode:
Moire2 = 𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝐴𝐴 × exp�−𝐶𝐶 × 𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 � × 𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 .

(5.38)
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The idea is that tunneling current decays exponentially with the distance from the STM
tip. Therefore, the contribution from the bottom layer is inversely exponentially
proportional to the separation distance of the top layer so that the effect of the top layer is
amplified. We can combine both ways too. After some trial and error, Moire2 appears to
be a better method to amplify the features of the superlattice.
5.2.5 Graphene on copper (111) surface
To simulate graphene on Cu (111) surface, we use hexagon #3 (Figure 5.14) with a lattice
constant 246.4 pm for graphene and a doubly dense triangular lattice with a lattice constant
255.61 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 for Cu (111). Next, we must figure out how to place the graphene layer on top
of the Cu (111) surface.

If we assume that the graphene forms bonding with the underlying Cu through epitaxial
growth, then the bond lengths between carbon atoms in graphene may become
approximately the same as the lattice constant of Cu to match the Cu lattice. In this case,
some carbon atoms of graphene would be sitting right above some of the copper atoms. On
the other hand, if we assume that graphene will maintain its lattice constant and will only
have van der Waals interaction with copper, then the resulting Moiré pattern will be more
random. Since we only have limited STM imaging studies for graphene on Cu (111), we
may not be able to differentiate the two scenarios. Nonetheless, it is still worth doing
simulations so that the results can be compared with experimental data.
Assuming graphene grows on copper through bonding with Cu atoms and maintains the
bonding effect even after growth, the lattice constant of graphene may become larger to
better match the lattice constant of Cu. Hence, the structure is similar to the AB stacking
of graphene, with one atom on the basis of unit cell sit right at the top of the Cu atom while
another one sits in the minimum between Cu atoms (Figure 5.16 first row left). In this case,
no Moiré pattern appears, and the FFT image reveals clean hexagons without additional
features within the hexagons (Figure 5.16 third row left).
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Alternatively, if graphene tends to grow on the local minimum between Cu atoms, we
will see the effect of the same lattice constant of graphene and Cu too. In contrast, all the
atoms of graphene are located in the minimum between Cu atoms, or Cu atoms are under
the holes of the hexagons of graphene. No Moiré pattern shows up, but lattice points in the
FFT is weaker (Figure 5.16 third row right).

Figure 5.16: Moiré patterns of graphene on copper (111) with different stacking. Left side: onsite stacking. Right side: off-site stacking. Combined lattices over a (20 nm × 20 nm) area and
their FFTs are simulated for mismatched lattice (2nd row) and matched lattice (3rd row) with
no rotation. Moiré patterns appear in the mismatch lattices while disappearing in the matched
lattices.
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Since the sp bond of graphene is very strong, it is generally difficult to stretch the
2

honeycomb cell of graphene to match the underlying substrate. If the lattice constant of
graphene does not match that of Cu (111), Moiré superlattices are expected to show up at
any angle θ between the graphene and Cu layers. In the case of θ = 0, we should have the
largest superlattice size in real space and the smallest hexagon in the center of the big
hexagon in the FFT. With increasing twist angle θ, the size of Moiré superlattices decreases
whereas that of the inner hexagon in the FFT increases and also rotates relative to the outer
hexagon. On the other hand, the specific local stacking of graphene on Cu (111) does not
affect the Moiré superlattices because varying stacking can be found at different locations.
As shown in the second row of Figure 5.16, different stacking simply leads to linear
translations of the same superlattices without changing either the size or the symmetry.
Next, we want to investigate the feasibility of generating images similar to empirical STM
results from simulations. Based on what we have outlined above for the simulation, two
issues are noteworthy: First, since the size of Cu atoms is much bigger than that of carbon
atoms, Moiré patterns would not be apparent without increasing the color contrast of the
superlattice structure. Therefore, under realistic STM scans, we probably can only resolve
the graphene honeycomb lattice rather than some superlattice patterns in real space.
Second, Bragg spots associated with the superlattice structure can appear in the FFT inside
the hexagon reciprocal lattice of graphene because FFT is obtained by summing the signals
over a large spatial area. So studies of the FFT are a powerful way to verify the existence
of Moiré superlattices.
Therefore, we can vary the twist angle between graphene and Cu in our simulations and
compare their resulting FFTs with what we obtained from the STM study. If a similar
pattern appears, it may explain the origin of the Moiré pattern observed in the FFT image
of the STM study. In Figure 5.17, the Moiré patterns and corresponding FFT images are
shown for different twist angles, stacking, and lattice constants. Due to the 6-fold symmetry
of the triangular lattice, we only have to investigate the twist angles θ between 0 and 30°.
The resolution is 512 pixels, consistent with our STM images.
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From Figure 5.17, the only discernible lattice mismatch effect only occurs at θ = 0 for
both the real space and FFT images. For mismatched lattice constant, stacking is not
important because we found the same FFT images and the same size of the Moiré
superlattice for a given twist angle θ.

Figure 5.17: Comparison of real-space Moiré patterns and the corresponding FFT images from
simulations for different twist angles, stacking, and lattice constants. The size of all topographic
images is (4 nm × 4 nm). Here the graphene lattice constant is given by either the realistic value
or the lattice-match assumption 𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 = 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 /√2.
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Figure 5.18: FFT simulation results for candidate models of graphene on Cu (111) that account
for the real FFT from STM studies. The yellow circles reveal the critical differences between
the assumption of a matched lattice constant to copper and the real lattice constant of graphene.
Simulations using the real lattice constant of graphene are more consistent with the experimental
STM data than that using a matched lattice constant. The center of the orange oval for the 25
degrees image is also consistent with the real STM image

Comparing with the FFT image from STM studies, we found that the FFT of graphene on
Cu (111) with a twist angle of θ = 25° appears to exhibit consistent features. In general, the
simulated results contain more detailed features than the experimental FFT image due to
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limited experimental resolution. These comparisons reveal that the critical differences
appear between the FFT obtained by using a matched lattice constant to copper and that
obtained by using a real graphene lattice constant, as shown by the yellow circles in Figure
5.18. Specifically, the yellow circles in the FFT obtained by using a real graphene lattice
constant are consistent with the FFT of STM image, while those in the FFT obtained by
using the matched lattice to copper do not agree with experimental results. This finding
suggests that graphene grown on Cu (111) still maintains its bond length and that the
interaction between graphene and copper substrate is consistent with the van der Waals
force.
Despite the reasonable agreement between simulations and experimental data, one
unresolved issue is that there are always two sets of Bragg spots forming the outer hexagon
found in the simulation, while in the FFT of STM data, only one set of Bragg spots is found
in the formation of the outer hexagon. One possible explanation may be due to the fact that,
in our simulation function, we have only added two functions of the atomic layers together
without trying to constrain them by a specific relationship. With an additional constraint,
the two sets of Bragg spots forming the outer hexagon may become merged into one set of
Bragg spots for the outer hexagon. In this context, it is interesting to note that the center
location of the orange oval in the FFT simulation with θ = 25° is actually consistent with
the orange circle in the FFT of STM data.
Another worth noting point is that the FFT simulation with θ = 28° reveals a perfect inner
hexagon, which at first glance seems to be in better agreement with the FFT of STM data.
However, closer inspection of the STM data indicates that the Bragg spots inside the outer
hexagon do not agree with a perfect inner hexagon. Instead, they are consistent with the
features shown by the FFT simulation with θ = 25° and the real graphene lattice constant.
Therefore, we believe that the correct twist angle between graphene and Cu (111) is 25°.
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Summary of the simulations of graphene on Cu (111) surface
Through the simulations outlined above, we have successfully identified the twist angle
between the monolayer graphene and its copper (111) substrate after comparing it to the
simulation results with the FFT from STM studies. Additionally, we have concluded that
the lattice constants of graphene and copper do not change under the PECVD growth
process.
We further note that the appearance of a well-defined twist angle between the graphene
and Cu (111) surface suggests that graphene has a preferred growth orientation relative to
the substrate. A Moiré pattern with θ = 25° corresponds to a small superlattice constant,
which seems to imply that the PECVD graphene growth on copper prefers a smaller size
of Moiré superlattices. Further investigations of the correlation between the preferred
growth orientation and the PECVD growth conditions/substrates may be an interesting
subject to pursue if more STM studies can be taken on different graphene samples and
compared with simulations.
5.2.6 Graphene on copper (100) surface

Figure 5.19: Real-space Moiré patterns and the corresponding FFTs of graphene on a Cu (100)
surface with a twist angle from θ = 0 to 15°.

Graphene grown on copper (100) is relatively easier to simulate. Given that Cu (100)
surface corresponds to a square lattice, it does not match the honeycomb lattice of graphene
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at any lattice constant. We can treat graphene on Cu (100) substrate as a simple 2D van
der Waals material with any stacking on copper and expect to get the same FFT.
Additionally, we only have to simulate the angular range of
all of the possible patterns, as exemplified in Figure 5.19.

90−60
2

= 15 degrees to cover

For graphene on Cu (100), the Moiré pattern is generally more challenging to recognize.
At θ = 0, the Moiré pattern still looks like a lattice. On the other hand, for θ = 15°, the
Moiré pattern becomes parallel lines. If we compare them with the FFT from STM, we find
some similarities for θ = 3° ~ 5°. As shown in Figure 5.20, at a twist angle of θ = 4°, the
simulation shows similar features inside the outer hexagon as those found in the FFT of
the STM image (e.g., features indicated by the yellow circles in both images of Figure
5.20). However, some other features are not consistent between the simulations and the
real FFT image. For instance, the real FFT image is not consistent with a perfect 6-fold
symmetry for graphene because two of the Bragg spots forming the outer hexagon exhibit
weaker intensities than the other four. Moreover, the four bright Bragg spots do not exhibit
the 4-fold symmetry of Cu (100) either.

Figure 5.20: Simulations of the FFT of graphene on Cu (100) at a twist angle of θ = 4° vs. the
FFT obtained from STM studies of graphene on Cu (100).
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5.2.7 Summary of PECVD graphene growth on Cu substrates
For graphene grown on single crystalline copper substrates, Moiré patterns are expected to
appear. However, from STM topographic studies, we find that signals of the real space
Moiré patterns are generally too weak to detect. On the other hand, FFTs of the real space
topographic images are shown to reveal clear Moiré superlattices in the reciprocal space in
addition to the graphene reciprocal lattice. The appearance of Moiré patterns in our STM
studies is also a testament to the high quality of our PECVD-grown monolayer graphene.
In our simulations of the Moiré patterns in the reciprocal space, a critical task is to construct
the spectral features inside the outer hexagon to be consistent with those found in the real
FFT. By creating functions to represent triangular and square lattices and by adding them
together with proper spectral weights due to the tunneling effect, we have been able to
successfully construct reciprocal space Moiré superlattices that are largely consistent with
the experimental FFT images.
Despite the overall agreement, we note that our simulations generally produce more
features in the FFTs than the experimental FFT images from STM measurements. There
are two factors that contribute to such discrepancy in addition to limited experimental
resolution. First, the lattices generated from our simulations are not precisely the same as
the real lattices. Second, we have oversimplified the contributions to the tunneling current
from the bottom layers. However, even with our relatively simple model, we have been
able to derive an in-depth understanding of the interfacial properties of graphene on Cu
single crystals. Specifically, we find that the graphene lattice constant remains invariant
after PECVD growth, and the interaction between graphene and its underlying Cu substrate
is consistent with the van der Waals force. Additionally, preferred growth orientations are
found for different single crystalline copper surfaces. Overall, the apparent Moiré patterns
in the FFTs of our monolayer graphene samples on copper indicate atomic flatness and
long-range order of the PECVD-grown graphene.
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5.3 Direct growth of mm-size twisted bilayer graphene by plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition
Our room temperature PECVD growth techniques are not restricted to the synthesis of
high-quality large-area monolayer graphene sheets on copper. By tuning the growth
parameters, our research group has shown successful growth of quasi-one-dimensional
graphene nanostripes as well as selective growth of multilayer graphene on metallic
nanostructures and dielectric substrates.[107, 192, 207, 209]
The recent discovery of unconventional superconductivity in twisted bilayer graphene at a
“magic angle” has attracted much attention and stimulated intense research. The most
common approach to prepare bilayer graphene with a certain twist angle involves manual
alignments of two mechanically exfoliated monolayer graphene flakes. This approach has
numerous difficulties: First, the process is neither scalable nor reproducible and is
extremely low-yield. Second, the process of transferring one monolayer of graphene to the
other monolayer could introduce contaminants and damages to the graphene layer, thereby
altering the properties. Third, the twist angle cannot be reproduced easily with precision.
Given all the aforementioned challenges, it would be highly desirable to develop alternative
scalable and reproducible approaches to synthesize twisted bilayer graphene with
controlled twist angles. Indeed, Yen-Chun Chen in our group took upon the task and
successfully developed a new PECVD method to grow single-crystalline hexagonal bilayer
graphene (BLG) flakes and mm-size BLG films with the interlayer twist angle controlled
by the growth parameters. [206] These samples have been characterized by Raman
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Kelvin probe force microscopy
(KPFM), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS), and STM. The STM characterization of the BLG was carried out by the author.
In the following subsection, a brief description of the PECVD growth setup and conditions
is given, which is followed by detailed studies of the STM measurements and simulations
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of Moiré patterns from twisted bilayer graphene. More details of the bilayer graphene
synthesis can be found in Reference [206].
5.3.1 Experimental setup and growth conditions
The PECVD system consists of a microwave plasma source, a growth chamber, and a gas
delivery system. The plasma source (Opthos Instruments Inc.) includes an Evenson cavity
and a power supply (MPG-4) that provides an excitation frequency of 2450 MHz. The
Evenson cavity matches the size of the growth chamber, which primarily consists of a 1/2inch quartz tube (with the inner and outer diameters being 10.0 mm and 12.5 mm,
respectively) and components for vacuum control. The reactant gas delivery system
consists of four mass flow controllers (MFCs) for CH4, Ar, H2, and O2. An extra variable
leak valve is placed before the CH4-MFC for precise control of the partial pressure of CH4.
During the growth process, the pressure of the system is maintained at ~ 25 mTorr. For the
PECVD growth substrates, we use 25 μm-thick Cu-foils (Alfa Aesar with purity =
99.9996%). Prior to the graphene synthesis, the Cu-foils are always sonicated in ACE and
IPA for 5 minutes then dried by nitrogen gas before inserted into the growth chamber.
Several pieces of (1.5 × 0.8) cm2 Cu-foils may be first placed on a quartz boat and then
introduced into the growth chamber.
Table 5.1 the growth condition for monolayer, bilayer graphene, and twist bilayer graphene.
Adapt from supplementary of [206]
Table 5.1
MLG
BLG (random)
BLG (small-angle
distributions)

Plasma
(W)
40
40
40

MLG: monolayer graphene

PCH4 (torr)

PH2 (torr)

PCH4/ PH2

Growth Time

1×10−6
7×10−7
9×10−7

1.2×10−5 (~ 2 sccm)
1.6×10−5 (~ 2.5 sccm)
1.75×10−5 (~ 2.7 sccm)

0.1
0.04
0.05

3 mins
3 mins
3 mins

BLG: bilayer graphene

The growing parameter is summarized in Table 5.1. By controlling the supply of CH4 and
H2, we can grow monolayer, AB-stacking bilayer, or twist bilayer graphene, as exemplified
by the optical images shown in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Optical images of large monolayer graphene (MLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG)
films transferred onto 285 nm-thick SiO2/Si substrates and grown under different (PCH4/PH2)
ratios over the same growth time: (a) a large MLG film, (b) a partially filled BLG film with
smaller coverage under a large MLG, (c) a partially filled BLG film with higher coverage under
a large MLG, and (d) a large uniform BLG film. [206]

5.3.2 STM images for PECVD-grown twisted bilayer graphene
Scanning tunneling microscope is a powerful tool to determine the twist angle of bilayer
graphene. From Section 5.2, we have shown that the FFTs of monolayer graphene on
polycrystalline copper foils exhibit a perfect hexagon. Therefore, when we consider the
FFT of bilayer graphene grown on Cu foils, there is no need to consider the influence from
the substrate. Therefore, in this subsection we focus on the consideration of Moiré patterns
associated with different twist angles of bilayer graphene.
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Figure 5.22: STM topographic images of PECVD-grown twisted bilayer graphene for different
sizes of areas and spatial resolutions.

Figure 5.22 shows the STM topographic images of a PECVD-grown twisted bilayer
graphene sample over different sizes of areas and with different spatial resolutions. For a
large-area scan as shown in Figure 5.22 (a) over an area of (200 nm × 200 nm), the image
reveals that the copper substrate was not atomically flat, which made it difficult to resolve
large-size Moiré lattices. For an intermediate-size scan as shown in Figure 5.22 (b) over an
area of (40 nm × 40 nm), possible Moiré patterns began to emerge even without atomic
resolution. For a small-area (10 nm × 10 nm) scan as shown in Figure 5.22 (c), Moiré
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patterns with atomic resolution appeared. For a high-resolution scan as shown in Figure
5.22 (d), individual carbon atoms were clearly visible. In contrast to the honeycomb
structure of monolayer graphene, the arrangements of carbon atoms appeared to form a
triangular lattice, indicating that the sample was bilayer graphene with either AB-stacking
or a very small twist angle.

Figure 5.23: (a) STM image with atomic resolution and Moiré patterns over a (10 nm × 10 nm)
area. (b) FFT of the image taken in Part (a). (c) Real-space Moiré patterns simulated for a (10
nm × 10 nm) area with a twist angle θ = 10.32°. (d) FFT of the real-space Moiré patterns shown
in Part (c).

The lattice constant of the Moiré superlattices can be determined from either the periodicity
on the topographic image or from the inner lattice size of the FFT image, although in
general FFTs can provide better precision (Figure 5.23). Recall the formula:

2𝜋𝜋
2𝜋𝜋
𝜃𝜃
𝜃𝜃
∆𝐾𝐾 = 2𝑏𝑏 sin � � =
2 sin � � =
.
2
𝑎𝑎
2
𝐿𝐿

We note that the value of

∆𝐾𝐾
𝑏𝑏
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(5.23)

in Eq. (5.23) can be measured precisely from the FFT. For

example, from Figure 5.23 we find that
∆𝐾𝐾
𝑏𝑏

𝐿𝐿 =

𝜃𝜃

= 0.18 = 2 sin � � ⇒ 𝜃𝜃 = 10.32°
𝑎𝑎

𝜃𝜃
2 sin � �
2

2

=

246.4 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚
= 1.37 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛.
0.18

In Figure 5.23 (a), the 4 nm scale bar corresponds to approximately three lattice constants,
and so the size of the superlattice is consistent with our calculation from the FFT. Although
the size of the superlattice can be measured directly from the topographic image, the
boundary of the superlattice is generally difficult to resolve. Therefore, to reduce the errors
in the estimation, a topographic image would need to include several superlattices along
each dimension. Using the simulations outlined in Section 5.2, we obtained a topographic
image with a similar superlattice size and the corresponding FFT (Figures 5.23 (c) and (d)).
Nevertheless, the superlattice structure looks different from the STM image, suggesting
that our algorithm is still not accurate enough to fully account for the real STM image.
Although the topographic image with Moiré patterns and atomic resolution can provide
accurate measurements of the twist angle, for very small twist angles with large-size
superlattices, STM studies become impractical.
Figure 5.24 shows the size of the Moire superlattices vs. the twist angle. The size of the
Moiré superlattice reaches infinity as the twist angle approaches 0°. We further note that
there are two curves in Figure 5.24 because there are two ∆𝐾𝐾 values from one reciprocal

lattice point in one layer to two nearest reciprocal lattice points in the other layer. From
Figure 5.24, we note that the superlattice size at the magic angle is about 13 ~ 14 nm.
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Figure 5.24: Size of the Moiré superlattice vs. twist angle. The inset shows the enlarged details
for twist angles around the magic angle (~ 1.05°)

There is no problem for STM to resolve the Moiré patterns of any size even without atomic
resolution. On the other hand, to obtain Moiré patterns in the reciprocal space via the FFTs,
long-range periodicity is necessary. For instance, to resolve the Moiré patterns of twist
bilayer graphene at the magic angle, a (50 nm × 50 nm) topographic map will be necessary
to achieve sufficiently clean signals in the corresponding FFT. On the other hand, to
observe the outer hexagon of graphene in FFTs, topographic images with atomic resolution
are required. Therefore, to reveal both inner and outer hexagons in the FFTs, super highresolution of large-area topographic maps are necessary.
In our studies of the bilayer graphene on Cu foil, the uneven substrate with features around
10 nm also made it challenging to resolve the Moiré patterns of bilayer graphene.
Therefore, it is useful to carry out simulations to verify our understanding of the STM
studies.
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5.3.3 Simulations for the Moiré pattern and FFT of twist bilayer graphene
Moiré pattern simulation is a handy tool not only for better understanding of the STM
images but also for optimizing the scan parameters to obtain best images of topographic
images and the resulting FFTs.

Figure 5.25: Simulations of graphene topography and FFT. (a) Real-space simulation over a (2
nm × 2nm) area. (b) FFT of Part (a). (c) Real-space simulation over a (20 nm × 20 nm) area. (d)
FFT of Part (c).

For example, Figure 5.25 shows the simulation of graphene topography for (2 nm × 2 nm)
and (20 nm × 20 nm) areas. The (2 nm × 2 nm) image includes about 8 lattices from side
to side, while the (20 nm × 20 nm) image includes about 80 lattices. The FFT of the (2 nm
× 2 nm) topography is much rougher than that of the (20 nm × 20 nm). However, the
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reciprocal lattice points are still recognizable. We will treat 8 Moiré superlattices side
to side as the minimum requirement to observe a clear Moiré reciprocal lattice in the FFT
image. The STM image in Figure 5.23 (c) happens to have 8 Moiré superlattices from side
to side, and therefore we can see a clear Moiré reciprocal lattice.
To achieve atomic resolution, 4 pixels per atom is the minimum requirement.
Consequently, we set 50 pm/pixel as the minimum requirement to resolve atoms. For a
twist angle near the magic angle, the size of the Moiré superlattices is about 12 to 15 nm.
Therefore, a (100 nm × 100 nm) topographic map is required to observe clear a Moiré
reciprocal lattice while (2000 × 2000) pixels are necessary to obtain atomic resolution and,
therefore, the outer hexagon associated with graphene in FFTs. STM images with a large
number of pixels generally take a long time to acquire, and thermal shifts during the long
scan could distort the resulting image. Therefore, taking one larger area and another smaller
area scan of topography and combine their FFTs may be a good compromise to provide
good estimates of the twist angle.

Figure 5.26: Simulation of twist bilayer graphene. The first row shows a comparison between
real STM topography and a simulated topography at 10.32° and AB stacking (0°). The second
row explains the deviation of simulations from the real image when the bottom lattice has holes.
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Simulations can help us optimize the choice of scan parameters. From Figure 5.23, we
can see that the Moiré pattern simulation used in Section 5.2 gives us an accurate
measurement of the Moiré superlattices in topography and FFT. However, closer
inspection of the topography of simulation is not perfectly the same as the STM image
(Figure 5.26, first row).
This problem arises from how my code deals with a hole in the middle of the hexagonal
lattice: When the hole of a hexagon is on top of the hole of another hexagon at the bottom,
our simulation function creates an artificially deeper hole. This is because, for an STM tip
scanning over the surface of graphene, the effective hole to the STM tip is only a little
lower than the nearby atoms because of the finite size of the atom on the STM tip. Generally
speaking, the simulated pattern for atoms or lattices is still correct with height, although in
the case of holes associated with the top layer, they would appear more in-depth than the
real situation.
On the other hand, if the atoms at the bottom can fill the void of the top lattice, the simulated
topography is accurate. For example, AB stacking bilayer graphene in Figure 5.26 is nearly
the same as what we observe from STM topography. The simulation of graphene on a
copper substrate is also accurate because of no holes in the copper substrate as well as the
bigger size of copper atoms.
Deeper holes usually introduce more reciprocal lattice points in the FFT, but they will not
remove correct features from the lattice points. As we have seen in Section 5.2, the FFTs
of our simulation always provide more points than the FFTs of real STM images. Hence,
we need to be careful in order to recognize the correct reciprocal lattice points in the FFTs
from simulations.
Simulation for Moiré pattern and FFT of twist bilayer graphene at the magic angle
In Figure 5.27, simulations of the Moiré pattern and its FFT for the magic angle are done
for different sizes, (100 nm × 100 nm) and (30 nm × 30 nm), and with different pixels, (256
× 256), (512 × 512) and (2048 × 2048), from side to side. The (100 nm × 100 nm)
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topography includes around 8 superlattices. The Moiré pattern is clear despite of the
limited resolution. Therefore, the inner hexagon in FFT images is clear for all resolution.
The outer hexagon is still complete for (512 × 512) and (2048 × 2048) pixels. However,
for (256 × 256) pixels, the outer hexagon disappears. If we look at the topography for (256
× 256) pixels and (100 nm × 100 nm), stripe features appear due to poor resolution.
Quantitatively, for the 100-nm/256-pixel topography, each pixel spans 0.4 nm, which is
larger than the size of a graphene atom. Therefore, it is not surprising that the outer hexagon
disappears in the FFT.
For the (30 nm × 30 nm) topography, it spans about 3 superlattices from side to side.
Surprisingly, even at (256 × 256) pixels, both the inner and outer hexagons can already be
resolved. However, the Bragg spots of the inner hexagon are much larger than those in the
FFT of the (100 nm × 100 nm) topography. On the other hand, the outer hexagon is much
clearer due to higher resolution.
From the simulation, we know that Bragg spots of Moiré superlattices can be resolved in
FFTs even without real-space atomic resolution. Therefore, properly calibrated STM
topography can provide the size of Moiré superlattices either in topography or in FFT
space, thereby giving us a good estimate of the twist angle. Additionally, simulations can
provide a good idea about what the shape of the Moiré pattern should look like, thereby
helping us identify from STM measurements the real Moiré patterns associated with the
sample and excluding the substrate features.
Since the STM calibration conditions can vary easily with the environment, temperature,
time, and various other factors, the topography of Moiré patterns with atomic resolutions
can provide self-calibration and help us estimate the twist angle more accurately. From our
simulations, we have found that topography with a size of 4 superlattice constants and with
atomic resolution will be sufficient to reveal a complete outer hexagon and an inner
hexagon in the FFT. Therefore, simulations help set a lower limit on the spatial size and
the number of pixels, thereby enabling more efficient STM data acquisition.
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Figure 5.27: Simulation of the Moiré pattern and its FFT near the magic-angle 𝜃𝜃 = 1.1° for
different sizes of areas and resolutions. For topography, the top image has (2048 × 2048) pixels,
while the bottom image has (256 × 256) pixels. For FFT, the top image is around the first
Brillouin zone, and the bottom image is a zoom-in of the top image.

5.3.4 Summary
PECVD-grown bilayer graphene under proper growth conditions can result in controlled
twist angles. Under STM studies, different Moiré patterns can be revealed as a function of
the twist angle of the bilayer graphene. A larger twist angle with a smaller size of Moiré
superlattices is easier to observe by STM to determine the twist angle. For a small twist
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angle around the magic angle 1.1°, we employ simulations to predict the topography
and FFT images, which help optimize the parameters for future STM measurements. For

Moiré patterns associated with small twist angles, a large area scan is required. However,
uneven substrate surfaces may hinder our ability to resolve the real Moiré pattern from the
substrate contributions. Additionally, spatial variations in the twist angle distribution will
pose significant challenges to identifying the local twist angle if the domain of each twist
angle is smaller than the size of the corresponding superlattice.
All in all, the demonstration of direct growth of twisted bilayer graphene by PECVD is an
important advancement. If the twist angle can be further controlled to high precision, it will
become feasible to develop practical devices based on twisted bilayer graphene for
technological applications.

5.4 Investigation of the interlayer interaction of bilayer graphene by
density functional theory (DFT)
Graphite has been well known as a solid lubricant long before the discovery of
superconductivity in magic-angle twisted bilayer graphene. When two atomically flat
graphene layers slide against each other, the friction is generally very low except along the
armchair directions where both layers become strongly locked. With properly controlled
conditions, the frictional coefficient can fall below 0.01, reaching the limit of structural
superlubricity

[210,

211].

Generally

speaking,

superlubricity

arises

from

incommensurability between rotated graphite layers. Under incommensurability, the
stacking of carbon atoms is different at different locations for twist angles other than 0 and
30°. Alternatively, we may say that twist bilayer graphene with Moiré patterns would
exhibit low friction when one layer slides against the other.
However, stacking is static, whereas sliding is dynamic. To fully understand how friction
arises from the relative motion of the layers in bilayer graphene, we need to investigate the
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interaction between the layers. In the following, we will employ density functional
theory (DFT) to calculate the interaction between two atomically flat graphene layers.
5.4.1 introduction of the density function theory
Density-functional theory (DFT) is a computational quantum mechanical modeling method
for ab initio calculation and prediction. It is conceptually based on the Schrodinger
equation. For N-electron states, the Schrodinger equation is given by
𝑁𝑁

� Ψ = �𝑇𝑇� + 𝑉𝑉� + 𝑈𝑈
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Instead of solving for the wave function Ψ, DFT solves for the electron density 𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟⃗)
𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟⃗) = 𝑁𝑁 � 𝑑𝑑 3 𝑟𝑟2 … � 𝑑𝑑3 𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁 Ψ ∗ (𝑟𝑟⃗1 , 𝑟𝑟⃗2 , … , 𝑟𝑟⃗𝑁𝑁 ) Ψ(𝑟𝑟⃗1 , 𝑟𝑟⃗2 , … , 𝑟𝑟⃗𝑁𝑁 ).

(5.40)

It can be proved that both the energy and wave function of the system are unique
functionals of n. For ground-state electron density 𝑛𝑛0
𝐸𝐸0 = 𝐸𝐸[𝑛𝑛0 ].

(5.41)

𝑉𝑉[𝑛𝑛] = � 𝑉𝑉(𝑟𝑟⃗)𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟⃗)𝑑𝑑3 𝑟𝑟 .

(5.42)

The potential energy can be expressed explicitly by n:

The total energy is therefore given by
𝐸𝐸(𝑛𝑛) = 𝑇𝑇[𝑛𝑛] + 𝑈𝑈[𝑛𝑛] + 𝑉𝑉[𝑛𝑛].

(5.43)

By using the variational principle to minimize energy, we can obtain the ground state and
ground-state electron density 𝑛𝑛0 . Other properties can be calculated accordingly with 𝑛𝑛0 .

Practically speaking, interaction potential 𝑈𝑈[𝑛𝑛] is hard to solve. Several approximations
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and pseudopotential techniques have been developed to help computation. The software
we used to do DFT calculations is the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).
Here I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Bill Goddard for providing us with
the license of VASP and their computing power of a supercomputer. I also thank Anqi for
his help and instruction with the DFT calculations.
5.4.2 Optimization of graphite and bilayer graphene

Figure 5.28: Cell of graphite lattice and bilayer graphene lattice. Graphite lattice cell has 4
atoms. To calculate the bilayer graphene, we simply increase the size of the cell for graphite
while maintaining the distance between the graphene sheets. As the distance increases, the
interaction between different bilayer graphene becomes negligible.

To simulate the situation of two graphene layers sliding against each other, we must first
optimize the lattice structure for graphite. Since the properties of graphite are well-known,
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this procedure can help verify the effectiveness of the DFT calculation for the parameter
and pseudopotential we choose. VASP assumes a periodic boundary condition (PBC) for
the cell it calculates. For graphite, each cell has 4 atoms. Therefore, the simulation of
graphite only needs to calculate 4 atoms (Figure 5.28). To optimize the structure of
graphite, we use the pseudopotential of a carbon atom and let all atoms in the cell be free
to relax in all the directions. After optimization, the optimized cell is obtained and will be
fixed and used for all other simulations.
To simulate bilayer graphene, simply putting two layers of graphene in the cell is not
enough. Due to the PBC in the z-direction, this approach with an optimized structure will
be for graphite rather than for bilayer graphene. A simple trick to resolve this issue is to
increase the size of the cell while maintaining the distance between layers of graphene, as
shown in Figure 5.28. In this case, the simulation implies that the bilayer graphene cells
are separated by a large distance. Under this circumstance, the interaction between different
bilayer graphene cells becomes negligible. Thus, the structure that we calculate would be
equivalent to that of a single cell of bilayer graphene.
5.4.3 Optimization of bilayer graphene for mixed stacking
The next step is to simulate the bilayer graphene with different stacking. For graphite, the
structure is AB stacking, and so is bilayer graphene after expanding the unit cell. If we shift
the top lattice against the bottom lattice, it’s equal to different stacking without rotation.
With rotation, it will generate a Moiré pattern with a large size of superlattices so that the
unit cell must expand to include many more atoms as shown in Figure 5.30 (a), which will
require computer power far beyond what is available. We would also like to optimize the
lattice with different stacking so we can compare the simulated results with known data.
For this purpose, considering different stacking without rotation should be sufficient.
For simulations of different stacking, the x and y coordinates of atoms for both layers are
fixed, and only the z coordinate is relaxed. If x and y coordinates are not fixed, both sheets
will relax back to the AB-stacking so that no new information can be obtained.
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Figure 5.29: DFT simulations for graphene of different stacking without rotation. (a) Here we
use the coordinates of atoms indicated by the yellow crosses in the top layer (green) to represent
the shift. (b) The sample points of the top layer that we took for the simulation. (c) Free energy
(eV) vs. shift (in unit of the lattice constant a) of the top layer (green) relative to the bottom
layer (brown). Here the lattice structure is superposed for easy comparison, where we assume
that the bottom layer is fixed and the top layer is moving. (d) The positional variations in the zdirection of the top layer vs. shift.

Figure 5.29 shows how the shift of the top layer horizontally relative to the bottom layer is
achieved. We took 11 by 11 points within the cell for simulation. In each simulation, we
will obtain the free energy and the new z-coordinates of carbon atoms after relaxing. The
free energy map in Figure 5.29 (c) shows that the free energy is maximum for AA stacking,
where all atoms in the top layers are right on the top of all atoms of the bottom layer. AB
stacking indeed shows minimum free energy as expected. However, if we check the blue
color (locations with minimum energy) around the red color (locations with maximum
energy), all the blue regions are connected. This observation suggests that the graphene
layers can move along the paths of connected blue regions freely without much resistance.
Similarly, the map of z-position vs. shift in Figure 5.29 (d) shows that the top layer is
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highest around the AA stacking. However, right at AA stacking, there might be some
bonding effect so that the z shift is not maximum there.
5.4.4 Top layer moving in any direction relative to the bottom layer
To simulate friction between two graphene layers, relative motion between the layers of
bilayer graphene is necessary. Therefore, we investigate the motion of the top layer along
an arbitrary direction relative to the bottom layer without changing the orientation and
calculate the free energy variations (figure 5.30).

Figure 5.30: (a) Problems encountered in the DFT simulations for changing the relative
orientation of the top layer: The top layer can no longer share the same unit cell and lattice
vectors as the bottom layer. (b) Moving the top layer against the bottom layer along an arbitrary
direction relative to a zigzag axis of the bottom layer. (c) The resulting free energy vs. shift in
any arbitrary direction can be obtained along the crossline drawn on the free energy map vs.
shift.

The motion speed of the top layer is set to be a constant rather than the force on the top
layer. This constraint ensures that the motion of the top layer only follows a straight line
without possible zigzag motion. The speed is set between 100 m/s and 200 m/s. For these
values of speed, no dependence of the free energy and force maps on the speed is observed.
Unlike molecules dynamics simulations, our DFT simulations for the relative motion along
arbitrary direction will be similar to results derived from the crosslines on the map of free
energy vs. shift. However, such motion simulations can provide much higher resolution
(3000 points) on the free energy map in a short time, which can help a more detailed
analysis to be discussed later.
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Figure 5.31: Simulation of the relative motion of two graphene layers in bilayer graphene at (a)
θ = 0 with speed = 100 m/s, and (b) θ = 30° with speed = 200 m/s. At each angle, energy (E)
vs. shift distance (d), dE/dx-vs.-d, and the FFT of E-vs.-d are provided. E-vs.-d matches the
crossline over the E map as expected.

Figure 5.31 shows the free energy (E) profile vs. top layer moving distance (d) for different
moving directions. The E-vs.-d curve matches the crossline of the energy map in Figure
5.30. In the FFT of E-vs.-d, peaks associated with the periodicity of the crosslines can be
identified. However, the E-vs.-d curves reveal not only the expected sinusoidal behavior
but also additional modulations, which are also present in the FFTs of E-vs.-d curves. The
physical origin of the modulations is currently unknown.
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Figure 5.32: Force field analysis for the top layer of bilayer graphene moving along the direction
with θ = 0. (a) Energy map generated by several simulations by shifting the initial location along
the boundary of the cell. (b) Force field vector map on the energy contour, where the force field
is obtained from the gradient of the energy map. (c) x-component force field (Fx) map on the
energy (E) contour. (d) 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 map with 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 = 0 lines on it. (e) y-component force field (Fx) map on E
contour. (f) 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 map with 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 = 0 lines on it. There are stable and unstable 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 = 0 lines.

The force curve that we obtained for moving along some direction does not represent all
the results for that direction because it only represents the profile curve for one initial
stacking. On the other hand, if we perform simulations of the same speed and direction
along the boundary of the cell, the moving path would cover all cells so that we can obtain
a high-resolution free energy map.
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5.4.5 Analysis of the free energy map
We can obtain a high-resolution free energy map by taking several DFT simulations for
motion along a specific direction with a different initial shift to cover all the areas of the
unit cell. Figure 5.32 shows the free energy map for moving along θ = 0. From the free
energy map, the force field can be calculated through a gradient of energy vs. xy coordinate.

Figure 5.33: Top layer motion at θ = 0, showing (a) the 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 (𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 ) = 0 curves in the force
field map and (b) the 𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝐹𝐹𝑢𝑢 ) = 0 curves in the force field map.

For generalization to all moving angles, we define the direction parallel to the motion as
the u-coordinate and the direction vertical to the moving direction as v-coordinate, so that
(u, v) is referred to as the moving coordinate. At θ = 0, (u, v) is equal to the x and y
coordinates. From the force field map in Figure 5.32 (b), the force is most significant
around the AA stacking. This is not surprising due to the highest free energy there.
Parallel force and vertical force maps are shown in Figures 5.32 (c)(d)(e)(f) and Figure
5.33, respectively. In Figure 5.33 (a), The 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines are added onto the force field map.

It’s clear from the plot that one set of curves is stable, and the other is unstable. That is,
when we put the top layer along with the bottom layer of graphene, the top layer will move
into the stable 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 curve quickly. If we overlap with 𝐹𝐹𝑢𝑢 = 0 lines, we found one of 𝐹𝐹𝑢𝑢 =

0 lines are parallel to the 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0. 𝐹𝐹𝑢𝑢 = 0 is expected to be the trajectory along which
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the top layer will move if we apply a small force.

Figure 5.34: 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines on the free energy map for the top layer moving along θ = (a) 5°, (b)
10° and (c) 15°.

A similar analysis can be done for other angles. Figure 5.34 shows the 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines for

moving angle at 5°, 10°, and 15°. Both stable and unstable lines are continuous. The stable
line is not totally vertical to the moving direction, so it will keep pushing the astray
graphene layer back to the 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 stable line. On the other hand, the 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines are not

parallel to the moving direction. The top layer will keep moving along the zigzag path with
small frictions. It is also conceivable that sudden jumps of the top layer can occur from one
stable line to another stable line in order to maintain the moving direction. In the
experiment done by frictional force microscopy (FFM) on graphene, the tip would undergo
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“stick-slip” motion where the tip would jump discontinuously over single lattice
spacing [210]. The findings from our simulation may have provided an explanation for the
empirical observation.
5.4.6 Lock-in effect for motion along the armchair direction with θ = 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑°

Figure 5.35: Force field analysis for motion direction along θ = 30°. (a) 𝐹𝐹𝑢𝑢 and 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 maps. (b)
𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines on the force field 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 map, showing both stable and unstable lines. (c) Force vector
field map with stable and unstable 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines. (d) 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines on the force field 𝐹𝐹𝑢𝑢 map,
showing both stable and unstable lines. (e) 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines on the energy map,

At the moving angle θ = 30°, which is along the armchair direction of the bottom layer,
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something interesting happened. The 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines in Figure 5.35 (b) show horizontal and
vertical lines. However, stable lines and unstable lines are connected alternatively on the
horizontal 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 line. As 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 line overlapped with horizontal force map (Figure 5.35

(d)), the end of the stable line shows strong negative force already. Since it is still in the

stable line region, the graphene will be stuck here, as illustrated by the force map in Figure
5.35 (c).
The appearance of a nearly vertical line is interesting. In theory, 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 can never be fully

vertical. Indeed, although they are referred to as neutral lines, these vertical lines show
zigzag sections composed of a series of stable and unstable lines. To keep a constant motion
of the top graphene layer along one direction, it will require a force to counter the friction,
and this force will also prevent the back motion of graphene. The appearance of the zigzag
lines implies that graphene will be stuck at the local right most point along the zigzag line,
as elaborated in Figure 5.36.

Figure 5.36: Zoom in view of near 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 0 lines on the force field map around the vertical line
region.
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In conclusion, if we push the top graphene layer at the angle θ = 30°, the graphene layer
will be stuck along the lock lines in Figure 5.36 for small enough force. If the force is high
enough, the graphene will move up and down a little. At the maximum force, the graphene
will be stuck at the lock point. A force stronger than the maximum force will allow
graphene to overcome the barrier and keep moving. On the other hand, if the force is
removed, graphene will retract back to the minimum energy point.
5.4.7 Summary
The origin of the ultralow friction in graphite was deemed to be incommensurability
between rotated graphene layers. However, even with commensurability so that there are
no Moiré patterns or superlattice structures, our simulations reveal that the friction from
the relative motion of graphene layers still depends on the moving angles. The free energy
calculated by DFT for different stacking shows hexagonal low energy regions. Moving
along the zigzag direction shows small to little resistance while moving along the armchair
direction leads to strong resistance and ultimately locked motion. Because armchair
direction appears every 60°, we will see a lock-in effect when we change the moving angle
every 60°. This finding is consistent with experimental observation. Additionally, our
simulation can explain other empirical phenomena such as self-retraction and stick-slip
movement. [104, 212-215]
For stacking with a different orientation, DFT simulations using the VASP will be much
more challenging because of its implementation of periodic boundary conditions. The only
way to get around the problem is to include lots of atoms in a cell. Unfortunately, this
approach becomes untenable because of the demand for considerable computation time.
On the other hand, we may consider applying the free energy map derived from the DFT
simulations to molecule dynamic (MD) simulations because MD simulations can handle
more atoms in a short time. However, both methods are quite challenging to be applied to
twist bilayer graphene.
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Despite substantial simplifications employed in our DFT calculations, various findings
that are consistent with experimental observation have been successfully derived, which
provide useful insights into understanding the microscopic origin for the occurrence of
structural superlubricity in graphite.

Chapter 6
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROJECT
Table 6.1 Summery of studies on the bilayer topological insulators

As summarized in Table 6.1, we have used scanning tunneling microscopy and
spectroscopy (STM/STS) to investigate proximity-induced magnetic effects on the surface
Dirac spectra of both binary (𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖2 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒3 ) and ternary ((𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)2 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒3 ) topological insulator (TI)
/ magnetic topological insulator (MTI) bilayer structures. With STS measurements at

different temperatures, we found spatial inhomogeneity in the tunneling spectra, and the
majority spectra change gradually from the V-shaped Dirac spectrum to U-shaped gapped
spectrum. A spatially inhomogeneous surface spectral gap ∆ opens up below a twodimensional (2D) Curie temperature around 240 K, which is much higher than the bulk
Curie temperature determined from the anomalous Hall resistance. For both the binary and
ternary TI/MTI systems, the spatial homogeneity of the gap generally increases with
increasing c-axis magnetic field and increasing Cr doping level, suggesting that the
physical origin of this surface gap is associated with proximity-induced c-axis
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ferromagnetism. The range of proximity effect is about 5 QL from investigating TI/MTI
bilayer structures with different thicknesses of the top TI layer.
Comparative spectral studies of ternary and binary TI/MTI structures further reveal excess
spectral contributions from the bulk bands and more spatial homogeneity in the STS of
ternary TI/MTI samples. These results from the STS studies can account for the differences
in the electrical transport properties of ternary and binary TI/MTI samples.
In addition to the observed proximity magnetism from majority spectra, spatially localized
sharp resonant spectra are found along the boundaries of gapped and gapless regions in
binary TI/MTI samples. These spectral resonances are long-lived in zero magnetic fields,
with their occurrences being most prominent near the 2D Curie temperature and becoming
suppressed under strong c-axis magnetic fields. We attribute these phenomena to the
resonant responses of isolated magnetic impurities to the topological magnetoelectric
(TME) effect, which are topologically protected by the surface states. In contrast, the
absence of magnetic impurity resonances in ternary TI/MTI structures is consistent with
the persistent presence of bulk band contributions and the long-range ferromagnetism.
Detailed investigations of the electrical transport properties of both ternary and binary
TI/MTI samples as functions of temperature and magnetic field have been carried out using
a Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS). The bulk Curie temperature determined
from the onset of the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) is ~ 30 K for all TI/MTI samples. On
the other hand, only the ternary TI/MTI samples exhibit apparent long-range
ferromagnetism below the bulk Curie temperature, as manifested by the hysteretic behavior
as a function of the magnetic field in the longitudinal and Hall resistance. Additionally, at
low temperatures, the binary TI/MTI samples exhibit weak localization (WL) behavior,
whereas the ternary TI/MTI samples reveal weak anti-localization (WAL) behavior. We
attribute the different electrical transport properties between the ternary and binary TI/MTI
samples to the differences in their band structures and their Fermi level position relative to
the Dirac point.
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Circularly polarized light on the ternary TI/MTI system is found to enhance the
anomalous Hall resistance below 8 K. However, the Hall resistance is only changed under
a specific orientation of the magnetic field, which may be due to the Rashba effect
associated with the asymmetric interfaces in the TI/MTI system. Further exploration of
photo-induced effects on controlling the magnetism of MTIs based on the findings derived
from this work will likely yield exciting new results.
Simulations have been carried out to account for various Moiré patterns and high contrast
fast Fourier transform (FFT) of graphene on Cu (111) and Cu (110) surfaces, and of twisted
bilayer graphene. These results are compared with STM topographic images and FFT and
found favorable agreement. The simulations of both topographic images and FFT have
been applied to optimizing the experimental parameters chosen for STM studies to save
the scan time while still obtaining useful images.
Density functional theory (DFT) simulations of the interaction between bilayer graphene
are developed, which successfully account for experimental observation of structural
superlubricity for graphene motion along the zigzag and incommensurate direction, and
the lock-in effect along the armchair direction.

6.1 Future project
With the installation of optical capabilities to the PPMS and STM systems, we will be able
to explore interesting optical effects on various quantum materials, including topological
insulators and van der Waals materials.
The upcoming custom-made STM/AFM system will enable STM and AFM scans
simultaneously. Such new capabilities will not only provide versatile imaging tools for a
wide range of materials but also enable studies of the electronic properties of
semiconductors and insulators as well as phase transitions between poorly conducting and
highly conducting states (e.g., metal-insulator transitions). The commercial STM will be
more user-friendly, more stable, and more reliable, especially in cryogenic use. The atomic
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resolution will be easily achieved and enable us to study the impurity resonances in TIs
more easily. Combining with the recent upgrade to the commercial glove box, handling
and loading of air-sensitive samples will be much easier and faster.
Finally, as the extension of this thesis work, several physics topics are worth further
exploration. First, the WL and WAL behavior found in the binary and ternary TI/MTI
systems may be investigated at higher temperatures. Second, the field history-dependent
study of TI/MTI systems may be studied by STM/STS. Third, optical effects on TIs and
MTIs may be further investigated by STM/STS and electrical transport measurements.
Finally, spectroscopic and transport studies of pure MTI samples and MTI/AFM samples
may be carried out and compared with the studies of TI/MTI systems presented in this
thesis. These proposed future projects are summarized in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Summary of proposed future projects
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